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PREFACE

In 1978 I was invited to devise and teach an intensive introductory
university-level course in political science at the Blue Quills Native
Education Centre near St. Paul, Alberta. The course I taught was
labelled "Political Action: Strategy, Tactics, and Morality in a liberal
Democracy." In its emphasis on effective and defensible means to ends,
I think the course was on the right track. However, I felt that, from the
standpoint ofthe students, itwas far less rewarding than it should have
been.

The principal defect of the course was that I was unable sufficiently
to employ my greatest strength as a teacher-relating theoretical
considerations to the concrete experiences of the students. Part of the
problem was that I had next to no personal experience of life on an
Indian reserve or in a Metis community, let alone real familiarity with
the substance and roots of political cooperation and conflict within
such collectivities. The other, and more galling, part of the problemwas
that I could find almost no literature to help reduce my ignorance.
Historians, anthropologists and, increasingly, lawyers were making
valuable contributions to Native studies, but political scientists were
not holding up their end. I could find nothing that presented sustained
description, analysis or prescription regarding the current state of
government and politics in a Native community. To the extent that
anyone was writing about current Native politics, the focus was almost
exclusively on provincial, territorial and national Indian organizations
and prominent figures within them: too many chiefs and no Indians
(even here the Metis were "the forgotten people"). The only books that
came remotely close to meeting the needs ofme and my students were
Harold Cardinal's two powerful indictments, The Uryust Society
(Edmonton: Hurtig, 1969) and The Rebirth oj Canada's Indians
(Edmonton: Hurtig, 1977), which however have more the character of
manifestoes than inquiries, and Edgar Dosman's admirable, path
breaking Indians: The Urban Dilerruna (Toronto: McClelland and
Stewart, 1972), which is only marginally relevant to Native people living
in rural areas. I think it was at this time that the idea of writing
something about Native politics at the community level first occurred to
me.

The result of my ignorance and the lack of suitable literature to
mitigate it was that the course was transformed. In brief, I taught the



students an introduCtOly course in Canadian politics and political
theory while they taught me an introductory course in Native politics.
The contributions of the students were invaluable. but flawed. First.
their observations were invariably anecdotal. Second. as several stu
dents told me in private conversation once I had gained their trust. on
a number of matters students were suppressing or distorting lnforma
tion and concealing or muting their views. In face-to-face societies. they
told me. eSPecially those in which family and clan loyalties are extra
ordinarily important. public airing of certain facts and opinions could
be disruptive ofsocial harmony and disadvantageous to the incautious
sPeaker. Havingbeenshown (albeitvery courteously) my ignorance and
naivety about Native society and politics. I was resolved to learn more.

My experience at Blue Quills was not formative only because it was
in some respects humiliating. As a resident at the school, along with a
number of secondary and postsecondary students. I received-at first
reluctantly but then more and more enthusiastically-an immersion
course in asPects of the beliefs. experiences. social conditions. hoPeS
and fears ofsome of the Plains Cree of east-central Alberta. In addition
to innumerable "bull sessions." I was invited to social gatherings at the
nearest reserve and was exposed to the teachings ofsome ofthe elders.
Increasingly I became fascinated with Native ways of life. particularly
(and not surprisingly in light of my background) with the politics of
Native communities.

Mter I left Blue Quills my interest in Native life. especially political
life. intensified rather than waned. I began to read more and more
extensively. did some research work for a small Native political
organization in exchange for instruction in the Cree language. and
became active in the efforts to establish a School ofNative Studies at the
University of Alberta. These experiences strengthened my conviction
that there was a real need for a searching examination of the govern
ment and politics ofa Native community.

Around this time. I remade the acquaintance ofan old friend who was
then the president of the Alberta Federation of Metis Settlement
Associations (FMSA). I did not know at the time that he held this
position. For that matter. the little I knew about the Metis settlements
consisted of vague recollections of sections of books and articles on
broader topics. Under his tutelage my ignorance of the settlements
gradually declined. to be replaced by fascination. Before long. the
settlements seemed to me the ideal site for the kind of study I had in
mind. I broached the idea to my friend. He was enthusiastic. especially
because I proposed to spend time on the settlements talking to ordinary



folks instead of confining myself to library research and discussions
with Metis leaders and government officials. However. he emphasized
that itwas not within his power to give or withhold consent. Authoriza
tion would have to be given both by the board of directors of the FMSA
and by the council (and perhaps also a general meeting) of any
settlement in which I proposed to conduct interviews. I prepared an
outline of the study I proposed to conduct. and eventually received
permission from the FMSA board and two settlements to undertake the
project.

Although it is somewhat lengthyand aims at a certain thoroughness.
in that it does not confine its attention to the internal politics of the
settlements and the FMSA but also examines their relationships with
external public and private agencies, it cannot be emphasized too
strongly that this study is exploratory in character. Partly because I had
no model to emulate. this exploration raises more questions than it
answers. I hope that readers learn something from the following Pages.
but I hope more fervently that subsequent researchers (including Metis
and other Native communities that choose to study themselves) will
find here an inquiry that is worth improving upon.

This study is addressed to several audiences. First in my heart are
the Metis settlers and their political leaders. No doubt they will find in
these pages some comments that are so obvious as to be not worth
mentioning, and others that are so far offbase as to be undeserving of
rebuttal. But I will be surprised as well as disappointed if they do not
discover here some insights into their political institutions and prac
tices. If they do find something ofvalue here. that will be merely partial
rePayment of a debt. since they brought to my attention some of the
peculiarities ofmy own Euro-Canadian preconceptions.

Second, I have not forgotten my students at Blue Quills. I hope this
book will help to fill a gap in their political education and that of their
children. More generally. I hope itwill be found useful by university and
college students in Native Studies programs. as well as in political
science courses (especially in Canadian government, public policy and
comparative politics), which generally pay far too little attention to
Native government and politics.

Finally. this inquiry is addressed to two audiences often, but I believe
wrongly. thought to be mutually exclusive-scholars who specialize in
the study of Native peoples and general readers interested in Native
political circumstances. problems. aspirations and progress. While
neither the substance nor the style ofthis book is calculated to put it on
the shelf of the airport gift shop, I try to meet reasonable standards of



scholarship In language that is straightforward and free ofunnecessary
jargon.

In the course of writing this book I Incurred debts to a number of
People, the most important of whom must remain anonymous. The
settlers I Interviewed In the communities disguised here with the names
"Osprey Lake" and "Paskwaw" were extremely Patient, forthcoming and
hospitable. So. too, were the councillors of these (as well as the other
six) settlements, and the directors and executive officers of the FMSA. I
wish to thank eSPecially the leaders and staffmembers ofthe FMSAwho
read and commented on all or part of the manuscript. Members of the
Metis Development Branch (MDB) of the Alberta Department of
MuniciPalAfIairs were also generous with their time, both In Edmonton
and In the field. So, too. were several members of the staffof the Native
Secretariat.

As to people I can name, Michael Asch provided me with advice and
bits of useful information and leads as to where to find more. My
long-standing closest associates, Don Carmichael and Greg Pyrcz, put
through their Paces my views on Native self-government. Leah Modin
typed successive drafts of the manuscript with her usual speed.
accuracy and tolerance. Copy editing and proofreading were done by
Brian Mlazgar and Agnes Bray, of the Canadian Plains Research
Center. University of Regina. I wish to thank the University ofAlberta
for providing me with a grant to help offset the cost of travel and
sustenance while visiting the settlements and later a course reduction
to Permit sustained work on the manuscript.



INTRODUCTION

In northern Alberta there are eight Metis settlements, which have a
combined area of 1.25 million acres. This is the only collective Metis
land base in Canada. TheAlberta Metis settlements (originally, and still
occasionally, referred to as colonies) were established in the last years
of the Great Depression. They were intended mainly as a welfare
scheme thatwould help relieve the most destitute Metis without further
large welfare expenditures. From the beginning, it was specified in law
that the Metis settlers should be represented on the board that provided
the local government for each settlement. In fact, however, a local
manager-a civil servant employed by the provincial government
initially made all decisions ofany consequence.

During the past five decades there have been changes in almost every
aspect of life on the settlements. As its title suggests, this book
concentrates on settlement government and politics. On first con
sideration: this focus may seem to be very limited, but unless one's
conceptions of government and politics are indefensibly narrow, an
attempt to understand them even as they function in small com
munities like the settlements is intimidating. In the first place, the
range of relationships that must be examined is daunting. Settlement
political life is an amalgam of the relationships among "ordinary"
residents ofthe settlements, settlement politicians (considered both as
individuals and as members of the settlement council, as the settle
ment governing bodies are now known), the FMSA (the settlements'
coordinating and lobbying agency), provincial and federal politicians
and civil servants, and an array of pressure groups-Native and non
Native, provincial, regional and national. It is difficult to identify the
various players, much less to discover how they interact.

An attempt to understand the government and politics of the settle
ments is also intimidating because there is no single key to comprehen
sion. There is no general political theory to bring coherence to one's
investigations. Nor can coherence be imposed usefully by concentrat
ing on a particular theme or issue. Of course it would be possible to
confine attention to a theme like the role offamily loyalties in settlement
politics, or to an issue like "self-government." But to do so would
purchase neatness at the price ofignoring the richness ofMetis politics.
Finally, it makes no sense to rely on a single type or method of inquiry.
The study of settlement government and politics requires the use of



standard tools employed by political scientists for the description and
analysis of political institutions and practices, but in various of its
phases the study must also rely on interviews and on historical, legal
and philosophical analysis and speculation.

Of necessity, this book undertakes to explore a terrain rather than
answer a question. It begins by recountlilg some of the main historical
events, especta1ly the proximate events, that led to the formation of the
Alberta Metis settlements. Chapter 2 deals with the legal status of the
settlements: their powers and responsibilities, liabilities and limita
tions. It is a mistake to underestimate the influence of law on the
structure and functioning of governmental institutions and political
practices. At the very least, law imposes a framework on political
activity, inviting some lines ofaction and discouraging others.

However, it is also a mistake to overestimate the political import of
law. It is impossible for law to be comprehensive enough to regulate all
political activity. Even when law clearly does apply, it is supplemented
(and sometimes altered or even undermined) by informal codes of
conduct that guide political behaviour. Thus, a sound grasp ofpolitical
reality must probe beyond the provisions oflaw. In Chapter 3 we begin
to examine the government and politics of the settlements from a
perspective that takes account of extralegal political realities. The
purpose of this chapter is to provide a broad overview of the organiza
tions and officials, and their interrelationships, that influence the
patterns of government and politics on the settlements. Although it
goes beyond legalities to political realities, this chapter is still much
more descriptive than analYtical: it provides a sketch ofinstitutions and
interrelationships without making an effort to see how they operate.

The next three chapters involve more intensive analysis. Each
examines one of the three elite groups that have the largest impact on
settlement government. Chapter 4 examines the composition.
organization and activities of the local governments of the settlements.
the settlement councils. Chapter 5 performs the same task for the
settlements' coordinating and lobbYing agency, the Alberta FMSA.
Chapter 6 examines the structure and functioning of the government
agency with which the settlement councils and the FMSA have had the
most frequent dealings, the MDB of the Alberta Department of
Municipal Affairs.

Chapters 7 and 8 deal with an important factor that is typically
ignored in studies ofNative politics. As a rule, studies of Native politics
concentrate exclusively on regionally and nationally prominent
organizations and individuals. These chapters, which are based on



extensive inteIViews conducted on two of the settlements. attempt to
reveal something of the political attitudes. opinions and activities of
"rank-and-ffie" settlers. including their assessments of their leaders.

Chapter 9 addresses the issue that currently preoccupies many
Natives and commentators on Native law and politics. the issue of
self-government. This chapter argues for a philosophically more cogent
approach to issues concerning Native political self-determination than
is found in the usual doctrinaire statements commending or denounc
ing it. This approach is then applied tentatively to the situation of the
Alberta Metis settlements. Chapter 10 is an attempt to provide a
reasonably clear and concise description of the complex discussions
and negotiations that have taken place. mainly in the last five years.
between Metis and government officials concerning the main issues
that continue to divide them.
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Prelude to the Form.ation of the

Alberta Metis Settlements

There is a view of Metis history which. though it has long been
rejected by scholars. can fairly be described as the conventional view.
The most prominent feature of this view is that the story of the Metis is
a colourful episode in Canadian history. an episode essentially limited
to the period between the Red River uprising of 1870 and the North
West Rebellion of 1885. This portrait of the Metis has several notewor
thy features. Geographically. the focus is almost entirely on the Red
River Settlement and the southern Saskatchewan communities which
were the site of the 1885 uprising. Demographically. although the
Scottish Selkirk Settlers and their Metis progeny are not completely
ignored. the Metis are construed as overwhelmingly French and
Catholic. 1 Mixed-bloods of British or other non- French ancestry are
taken to be peripheral not only in numbers but also in enthusiasm for
the aspirations and activities of their French and Catholic cousins.
Economically. the Metis are portrayed as dependent primarily on the
buffalo hunt. The main basis of their economic life is taken to be
provision of pemmican for the fur traders. This dependence on the
buffalo is closely connected to a nomadism largely inconsistentwith the
economic activities. especially agriculture. which demand settled com
munities. Culturally. the Metis are regarded as having much more in
common with their maternal than their paternal ancestors. Though
nominally Christian. they are portrayed as fundamentally uncivilized.
lacking in foresight. and living from day to day. Politically. the Metis are
regarded as extraordinarily naive.

Thus. in its political dimension. the conventional account of the
Metis concentrates almost exclusively on the person of Louis Riel. Riel
is seen as unique in his educational accomplishments. oratorical skills
(in French. English and Cree), organizing ability and comprehension of
the practices of the British. Canadian and American governments. So
pivotal is the political role assigned to Riel in this view that it would be
no exaggeration to summarize it as follows: "no Riel. no rebellion."
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The final ingredient in this version of Metis history is that it ended,
and had to end, soon after the Rebellion of 1885. The Metis were
essentially a primitive people who could not withstand the onslaught of
the superior civilization brought by the white settlers who were flooding
the Prairies. After their defeat in 1885, the Metis were doomed to be
assimilated either into Euro-Canadian or Indian society, or else to live
a marginal life on the fringes of one or the other. As a distinct people,
the Metis died in 1885, but their death had been foreseeable and
inescaPable. George F.G. Stanley put it this way:

The rebellion of 1885 was the last effort of the pI1m1tive peoples in
Canada to withstand the inexorable advance of white civilization.
With the suppression ofthe rebellion white dominance was assured.
Henceforth the history of the Canadian West was to be that of the
white man, not that of the red man or the bois brule.2

What follows is not an attempt to provide even a capsule version of
the real history of the Metis. Indeed, any attempt to produce a reliable
summary would be foolhardy, since specialists in Metis history are
daily casting doubt on generalizations that had been thought to be
flrmly established.3 However, the conventional version ofMetis history
retains a strong hold, and it contains errors which could easily lead to
misunderstandings of the current government and politics of the Metis
settlements. An attempt to combat some of the misconceptions about
Metis history is therefore highly pertinent to our subject.4

To beginwith, the view that Metis history is nothing more than a brief
episode in Canadian history, enclosed chronologically within two
political/military uprisings, and geographically within the Red River
and South Saskatchewan River valleys, is without foundation. As to the
earlier temporal and geographical extreme, more than one commen
tator has remarked that the first person of mixed Indian and non
Indian ancestry was born approximately nine months after the first
non-Indians arrived in North America. Summarizing a lengthy histori
cal period, Jacqueline Peterson says that

by 1815, tangible evidence ofa 150-year-Iong alliance between men
of the fur trade and native women was everywhere in abundance.
Throughout the upper Great Lakes region, towns and villages
populated by a people ofmixed heritage illustrated the vitality ofthe
intermarriage compact.5

However, prior to 1870 the presence ofpeople ofmixed heritage was not
confined to the area from the Red River eastwards. Children of the fur
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of the Rocky Mountains in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. Thus. "by 1810 the Metis were firmly established across the
West and South into what was to become United States' territory.
Wherever buffalo or furs were to be found. there also were the Metis...6

Just as the mid-IBOOs is too late a date for the birth of the Metis. so
reports oftheir demise shortly after 1885 have proven premature. In the
western provinces and in the territories many people. both rural and
urban. identify themselves as Metis. as is suggested by the vitality in
these places of Metis political organizations.7 The discussion of the
Alberta Metis settlements in the following Pages underlines the point
that the Metis are still very much alive. Moreover. It is arguable that
Metis communities have evolved in the recent past and that more may
arise in the future. Thus. for example. the "mixed-bloods" of Grande
Cache. a town in the high foothills northeast of Jasper. Alberta have
decided dUring the past two decades to designate themselves as Metis.8

The official 1871 census of the Red River Colony stated that there
were in the area 5.720 French-speaking Metis. 4.080 English-speaking
Metis. and 1.600 whltes.9 Although there were more French than
English-speaking Metis. It is simply not the case that the Metis were
or are-overwhelmingly French in descent and Catholic in falth. Nor is
It the case that at Red River. or in southern Saskatchewan or further
west. there were sharp cleavages amongst the Metis between French
speaking Catholics and English-speaking Protestants. The lifestyle of
the two groups was essentially similar and intermarriage was
common. 10 Present-day Metis have not been left a legacy of deep strife
between Catholics of French heritage and Protestants of British
descent.

The notion that the economy of the Metis at Red River and further
west was dominated by the buffalo hunt. and that they were therefore
predominantly nomadic. is likewise ill-founded. According to Duke
Redbird. "not more than one-third of the Metis assembled for the fall
hunt...11 Whether or not Redbird's estimate is accurate. even those who
did engage in the buffalo hunt did not follow it as a full-time occupation.
Characteristically. buffalo hunters also ran small farms with large
gardens. small plots of grain and a few head of livestock. Often. the
income from these activities was supplemented by payment for casual
work with the Hudson's Bay Company (HBC). Other Metis were per
manent employees of the HBC. some ofthem attaining quite highly Paid
positions. but the majority working as clerks. canoemen. freighters and
interpreters. They had permanent homes close to trading posts. Only a

.... - - .... .... .. .
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almost exclusively on hunting and trapping. and therefore plausibly
described as nomadic. The idea that the Metis generally were unsuited
to a settled life does not bear scrutiny. Nor does the idea that they were
generally uncivilized and lacking in foresight. Indeed. it is exceedingly
difficult to reconcile this depiction of the Metis with the two events with
which theyare most commonly associated: the uprising of 1870 and the
Rebellion of 1885. Explanations and evaluations of these two events
differ widely. but none apparently denies that either ofthese campaigns
of defiance was intended to protect what were deemed to be vital
long-term interests of the Metis. Indeed. from at least as early as the
Battle of Seven Oaks in 1816. the Metis demonstrated a continuing
concern to establish and protect a land base and to exercise significant
control over their own destiny. From the Battle ofSeven Oaks. in which
the Metis successfully challenged the HBC's declaration ofa monopoly
over the supply of pemmican. through the defeat by the Metis in 1849
ofthe HBC's prohibition of free trade in furs with the United States. the
uprising in 1870 and the subsequent agreement by the government of
Canada to the guarantee in the ManitobaAct ofmost ofMetis demands.
including both political rights and the reservation of 1.4 million acres
ofland for the Metis. the North-West Rebellion of 1885. in which further
guarantees of land were solidified. to the present day. when land and
political rights are beingsought through litigation and political negotla
tion in various parts of Canada. the Metis have consistently sought a
land base and a significant measure of self-determination within
British North America and. later. Canada. It must be emphasized that
the importance attached to land and political rights within the Alberta
Metis settlements. which is discussed frequently in the following
chapters. is by no means a break with earlier Metis history. On the
contrary. it is but another step in a continuing tradition.

The preeminence given to Louis Riel in the nineteenth-century
political history of the Metis-to the extent that we frequently hear of
the "Riel Rebellions"-is unfortunate. The major concern is not that
excessive attention to that extraordinary man oversimplifies complex
events. although this maybe the case. Nor is it that obsession with Riel
distracts attention from the fact that there were other formidable Metis
leaders in the period. such as Cuthbert Grant and Gabriel Dumont.
although this may also be true. Even more important. at least from the
standpoint of this study. is that inordinate concentration on the role of
Riel tends to lend credence to the view that "rank-and-file" Metis were
utterly unsophisticated politically. Neglected in the "Riel Rebellions"
perspective is the fact that "ordinary" Metis were political forces to be
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consider that Riel was not a member of the tribunal which. in 1870.
sentenced Thomas Scott to death. the "crime" for which Riel was
eventually hanged. For another. consider that in the early 1880s (while
Riel was living in the United States) the Metis of the Batoche-St.
Laurent area formed their own governing council. which repeatedly
petitioned the federal government for settlement of their land claims. It
was this council that sent a delegation to Montana in 1884 to urge Riel
to come andjoin their struggle. Ofcourse. these remarks are not meant
to suggest that Riel was not the major figure in nineteenth-century
Metis politics. To recur to the two examples just mentioned. no doubt
Riel could have prevented the execution of Scott. and no doubt the
North-West Rebellion. ifit had occurred at all. would have taken a quite
different form without Riel's presence. The point is simply that the
current political vitality of the Metis is not a birth but a rebirth. Metis
political activism did not begin and end with Riel. Although they lay
dormant for some years. the roots ofMetis political energy and skill are
deep and strong.

If one were to concentrate exclusively on the period between the
suppression of the uprisings of 1870 and 1885. and the Great Depres
sion of the 1930s. one could easily be persuaded by the conventional
version ofMetis history that 1885 marked the inevitable destruction of
the primitive Metis by the advance of a superior white civilization.
Pushed further and further west by the influx ofEuropean settlers. the
drastic decline of the fur trade and the buffalo herds. the combination
ofshort-sightedness and duplicity in the land policies of the Canadian
government, and the distaste ofsome ofthem for a settled. agricultural
style of life. descendents of the Red River Metis migrated after 1870 to
all parts of the area that was to become Alberta. but especially to the
central and northern regions. there to join Metis who had migrated to
the area much earlier in the century.12 A somewhat smaller. but still
considerable. influx occurred after the defeat of 1885.13

By the 1860s both the fur trade and the buffalo herds were in decline.
Indeed. by 1880 the last of the great buffalo herds had been
slaughtered. In spite of their movement westward in retreat from white
settlement and in search of open land. the condition of the Metis was
becoming increasingly desperate. Some indication ofthe desperation of
their condition at the end of the nineteenth century and in the first
three decades of the twentieth century can be conveyed by a brief
comParison of their circumstances with the abysmal but nevertheless
better situation of their Indian cousins. 14
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Relative Situations of the Indians and the Metis
By far the most important difference between the Indians and the

Metis is that the former acquired. at least legally. a secure land base
while the latter did not. Between 1876 and 1899 treaties were
negotiated which extinguished Indian aboriginal title to all but a small
area ofAlberta (which came under treaty not long after Alberta gained
provincial status in 1905). In compensation. reserve land was granted
to the Indian bands on the basis of one square mile per family of five
persons. (Treaty 8 also permitted allocation on the basis of a different
formula. the complexities ofwhich need not detain us here.) In addition.
band members received a one-time cash payment plus an annual cash
Payment to each band member in perpetuity. The treaties gave to the
government the right to appropriate reserve lands for public purposes.
with compensation. They also permitted the government to sell or lease
reserve lands with the consent of the band in question. but they
prohibited Indians from selling or leasing land on their own initiative.
In addition. Indians retained the right to hunt. fish and trap on the
unsettled land they surrendered. as well as on their reserve land. 15

The Metis were treated quite differently from the Indians in regard to
land. Although it was recognized that the Metis. too. had aboriginal
land rights. the extinction of their rights was accomplished by
unilateral action by the government rather than by negotiation and
treaty. Moreover. Metis aboriginal land rights were extingUished on an
individual rather than a collective basis. Certificates called "scrip."
which entitled their possessors to a specified number of acres of
Dominion land ("land scrip"). or to a cash value redeemable in the
purchase of Dominion land ("money scrip"). were allotted to eligible
recipients. The history of the allotment and distribution of scrip is too
long and complex to examine in detail here. but the following may be
taken as a typical Pattern. Metis children born before a specified date
were given the choice between a land scrip which they could redeem for
240 acres of Dominion land. or a money scrip valued at $240 with
which they could purchase Dominion land. "Heads ofhouseholds" were
likewise given a choice between the two kinds of scrip. but their values
were limited to 160 acres or $160. For a variety ofreasons. the granting
of scrip provided few benefits to the Metis. Most often the scrip passed
qUickly into the hands ofland speculators. As a result. most ofthe Metis
were left landless. 16 Moreover. unlike the Indians. the Metis were
subject to laws of general application in regard to hunting. fishing and
trapping.
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Indian possession. and Metis lack. of a land base was the most
Important dlfIerence between the situations of the two groups. Most of
the treaties specified that the bands were to be provided with various
equipment-such as ammunition and agricultural Implements-to
enable them to make better use of their land. All the treaties reqUired
that a school was to be established on each reserve. and this has been
Interpreted subsequently to mean free tuition at all levels ofeducation.
although governments regularly attempt to abridge this right. Further
more. Treaty 6 contained the provision that "a medicine chest shall be
kept at the house of each Indian Agent for the use and benefit of the
Indians. at the discretion ofsuchAgent," which has been Interpreted to
mean free medical care for all Indians. Flnally. section 91(24) of the
Constitution Act gave the federal government legislative jurisdiction
over "Indians. and Lands reserved for the Indians." thus assigning to
the federal government responsibility for the well-being of Indians.
Although the Indian Act sPecifically excludes "any Person of the race of
aborigines commonly referred to as Eskimos." the Supreme Court of
Canada held that the Inuit were "Indians" within the meaning ofsection
91 (24). But the provision excluding anyone who "has received or has
been allotted half-breed lands or money scrip" remains Intact. 17

This comparison Is not meant to suggest that the condition of the
Indians was enviable or that they were treated magnanimously by the
government ofCanada: It Is only meant to indicate that the condition of
the Metis was far worse. At the end ofthe nineteenth century and In the
early decades of the twentieth century. most of the Metis were living In
scattered bands. landless. disease ridden. and without hope of
pursuing their traditional manner of life. The circumstances of the
Alberta Metis were eSPecially grim In the central and north-central
regions. The relatively few Metis who migrated Into the southern Part of
the province tended to asslmUate Into the dominant society. and those
In the north were able to pursue some semblance of their traditional
lifestyle. But In the central regions game was scarce. prohibitively
expensive fishing licences were reqUired. and white settlement was
spreading remorselessly. The majority of the Metis were reduced to
squatting on the fringes of Indian reserves and white settlements and
on road allowances.

St. Paul des M6tis

In 1895 Father Albert Lacombe. who had a sincere. If Paternalistic.
concern for the Metis. approached the federal government with a
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Plan to Redeem the Half-breeds of Manitoba and the North-West
Territories." This scheme. which established a precedent for the forma
tion ofthe Metis settlements. promised advantages to both government
and church. qUite apart from humanitarian and spiritual considera
tions. From the standpoint of the government. a principal virtue of the
plan was that it promised to be cheap-far less expensive than scrip.
From the standpoint of the Roman Catholic Church. it promised an
assemblage of Parishioners to counter the increasingly Protestant hue
of the white settlers. as well as an opportunity for members of the
Oblate order to pursue their educational vocation. Accordingly. in 1896
the colony ofSt. Paul des Metis was established east ofthe Saddle Lake
Indian Reserve. near the present site of St. Paul in east-central
Alberta. 18 A board of management was formed. consisting of both
Roman Catholic clergymen and federal politicians. and a priest was
appointed as manager and representative of the board on the colony.
Four townships were leased. plus two sections for the Oblate mission
and school. at a nominal annual rent ofone dollar. In addition. $2.000
was granted for the purchase of seed grain and implements. In the
announcement of the project to the Metis. it was made clear that the
land was completely under the direction ofthe Oblate missionaries and
only destitute Metis need apply.

Thirty families moved onto the colony dUring its first year. and by the
second year there were fifty families. The colonists were granted
eighty-acre plots-title to which was retained by the Crown-but they
were given no agricultural equipment or livestock. In spite of Father
Lacombe's optimism. the colony was a dismal failure. It is perhaps an
exaggeration to say that St. Paul des Metis was a "planned failure." but
in retrospect one can see that it had little chance to succeed. Right from
the beginning of the colony. the Oblates concentrated on their roles as
administrators. teachers and religious leaders. They were neither
predisposed nor competent to assist the Metis in establishing an
agricultural community. Accordingly. they used the largest Part oftheir
limited financial resources to build a large boarding school (which later
burnt. possibly the result ofarson by some Metis children). church and
presbytery. Moreover. it seems that the manager of the colony. Father
Therien. was skeptical from the beginning about the prospects for
"redeeming the half-breeds." and that he harboured the dream of
creating a community ofFrench Canadians at St. Paul. This is precisely
what happened. In 1908 the board of management of the colony
informed the government that it wished to terminate its leases. And in
1909. when the colony was terminated. some 250 French-Canadian
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haste. 19 Some Metis claims to the land were recognized, butwithin a few
years most of the former Metis colonists had left the area.

While it is easy, and no doubt partlyjustified, to blame the clergy for
the failure ofSt. Paul des Metis, the government cannot be absolved of
its share of the guilt. The government either acted on the basis of
expediency, emploYing half-hearted and cheap measures to deal with a
profound problem, or it operated on the bizarre assumption that
religious instruction was the principal means of transforming the
"childlike" Metis into agrtculturalists-or both. As we shall see, al
though the influence of the clergy diminished, the paternalistic
attitudes of government officials and the white experts to whom they
turned for advice remained intact dUring the hearings that led to the
formation of the Metis settlements, and eventually in the legislation
that governed the settlements.

During the two decades after the collapse of St. Paul des Metis no
further schemes to better the lot of the Metis population were under
taken and, with the exception ofa few who became successful farmers,
their condition continued to deteriorate. The precarious situation ofthe
worst-off Metis became desperate with the onset of the Great Depres
sion which, in western Canada, was accompanied by an exceptionally
severe drought. As many as halfofAlberta's Metis were destitute and in
dire need of government assistance. But the presence of a social need
does not guarantee that it will be met. This was especially so in the
Alberta of the 1920s and 1930s. Even before the advent of the Depres
sion, the provincial and municipal governments, which bore major
responsibility for the provision of relief, were having difficulty in
meeting their responsibilities. As the Depression deepened, their finan
ces were stretched to-and in some cases beyond-the breaking point.
Moreover, Metis were not the only-nor in the eyes ofthe politicians the
most important-people who were devastated by the Depression. It is
worth considering, therefore, some of the reasons ,vhy the Metis
eventually received the comparatively favourable treatment repre
sented by the creation of the settlements.

The Metis Association ofAlberta

Without doubt, a principal factor in the success of the Metis was the
Metis Association of Alberta (MAA).20 The MAA grew out of concerns
expressed by a group of Metis squatters in a forest reserve at Fishing
Lake, which is located in the extreme eastern area of central Alberta.
Two factors concerned this group. First, in 1929 the forest reserve was
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would be lost. Second, control of natural resources in the prairie
provinces was to be transferred from the federal to the provincial
governments in 1930, and the group sought to have land reserved for
its members before the transfer took place. Subsequent meetings in
1930 and 1931 drew larger attendance and wider representation,
culminating in three major developments. First, councillors were
elected from each Metis .community in northern Alberta. Second, a
petition containing over five hundred signatures asserting Metis
demands for land, education, health care, and free hunting and fishing
permits was presented to the provincial government. Third, in response
to the Metis demands, the Department of Lands and Mines prepared a
questionnaire to be circulated to as many Metis as possible by their
elected councillors.

In December 1932, at a convention in St. Albert attended by
delegates from all over the province, L'Association des Metis d'Alberta
et des Territoires du Nord-Ouest was formally established. In a
predominantly anglophone province, the organization soon assumed
the name by which it is known to this day, the MAA. In the study of the
evolution of org~izations it is a common failing to devote excessive
attention to leaders and to understate the importance of the rank and
me. Nevertheless, the MAA was extremely well served by its earliest
leaders. Three men played a prominent role: Joseph Dion (president),
Malcolm Norris (first vice-president) and James Brady (secretary
treasurer).21 They were exceptional not only in their individual talents
and commitment but also in the remarkable complementarity of their
abilities and dispositions. Dion, an enfranchised Indian and long-time
teacher on the Kehewin Indian Reserve, was a devout Roman Catholic
with ties to the clergy, and the most "respectable" of the three. This
respectability was important since the leftist radicalism of Norris and
Brady was distasteful to most Albertans. Norris's strength was his
articulateness and exceptional skill as an orator in both Cree and
English, while Brady was a consummate strategist and tactician. They
regularly articulated and pressed on the provincial government the
principal Metis demands: education for their children, medical care for
their sick, free hunting and fishing permits for the pursuit of their
livelihood and, above all, land. The vehement and persistent pressure
exerted by the MAA was to bear fruit.

A second factor contributing to the success of the Metis was the
support their cause received from certain Alberta politicians.22 The
involvement of white politicians began in earnest when the Uberal
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and his federal counterpart. Percy Davies. the Conservative member of
Parliament (MP) for Athabasca. became involved in a game of one
upmanship in championing the Metis cause and courting the Metis
vote. Dechene took the initiative. but Davies soon began to press
Premier Brownlee. leader of the United Farmers of Alberta (UFA)

government. for action on behalf of the Metis. Brownlee responded at
first by insisting that responsibility for the Metis was at least Partly
federal and later by ignoring Davies's letters. Davies thereupon
changed his tactics and induced D.M. Duggan. the Conservative house
leader. to raise the issue in the Alberta legislature. Accusing the
government of neglecting its responsibility for the health. education
and general welfare of the Metis. Duggan moved a resolution in 1933
that a special committee of the legislature be appointed to inquire into
..the whole half-breed situation." with consideration of "some plan of
colonization of the half-breed population." Arguing that the complex
problem of the Metis was already being examined by the government.
Brownlee proposed an amendment to the resolution that was obviously
a delaying tactic. This amendment would require the government only
to continue its study "with a view to" presenting its recommendations
at the next session of the legislature. To prevent this potentially
embarrassing issue from beingburied. Dechene proposed a subamend
ment which would require the government to present its recommenda
tions within ten days of the beginning of the next session. The passage
of this resolution. with Dechene's amendment intact. obliged the
government to provide concrete proposals concerning the Metis.

The task offormulating proposals was turned over to the DePartment
of Lands and Mines. of which RG. Reid was the minister. The civil
servants in that department pursued their investigation. consulted
with the MAA, and tabulated the results of the questionnaire. Their
finding was that the situation of the Metis was deplorable. The deputy
minister mooted the possibility of establishing Metis reserves in areas
ofthe province not sought by white settlers. but he maintained that the
Department ofLands and Mines did not have the authority to examine
the feasibility of this idea. Moreover. he pointed out that such a
far-reaching decision would be a matter ofpolicy. not ofadministration.
and thus not the responsibility of civil servants. He recommended the
appointment ofa royal commission to investigate and make recommen
dations.

The cabinet. now led by RG. Reid. accepted this advice. Before the
royal commission was appointed. strenuous efforts were made to
oersuade the federal Ilovernment to n::irtiC'irmtp_ ::inn thPTPhv ::iC'C'pnt
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some responsibility for remedying the plight of the Metis. However. the
federal government insisted that the Metis were ordinary citizens who
did not come under the Department of Indian Affairs. and that the
responsibility of the Canadian government ended with the issuing of
scrip.

While the pressure of the MAA and the jockeying of politicians for
partisan advantage were the most powerful considerations. some
additional factors contributed to the appointment of the royal commis
sion. its recommendation that Metis "colonies" be established. and
government's acceptance of this recommendation. First. the govern
ment was in financial difficulty. In the depths of the Depression. and in
the face ofthe federal government's refusal to accept responsibility. any
scheme thatwould involve large expenditures ofmoney was distasteful.
Settingaside land. especially in regions unsought bywhite settlers. was
an attractive alternative. Second. there were precedents for using the
allotment of land as a relief measure. such as St. Paul des Metis. But a
more timely precedent was the cooperative project. begun in 1932, of
the governments of Canada. Alberta and the city of Edmonton to
resettle unemployed families with farming experience on land in
northernAlberta.23 Finally, by 1934 the UFAgovernmentwas in serious
trouble. Faced with an election in the next year. it was not blind to the
threat of the Social Credit movement. In December 1934 an order in
councll was passed establishing a royal commission to inquire into "the
problems of health, education and general welfare of the half-breed
population of the Province...

The Ewing Commission
The royal commission consisted of three prominent Edmontonians.

AF. Ewing. the chairman, was a judge of the Supreme Court ofAlberta
and former Conservative MIA. EA.Braithwaite was a doctor and
provincial coroner who had played a prominent part in organizing the
public health services in Alberta. J.M. Douglas. who had served as an
MP and as alderman and mayor of Edmonton. was a stipendiary
magistrate for the Northwest Territories. The findings and recommen
dations of the Ewing Commission, as it came to be called. were based
on three sources of information and opinion: written testimony
provided by government officials and the MAA: meetings held in a
number of towns in central and northern Alberta and public hearings
held in Edmonton. The most important ofthese was the public hearings
held in Edmonton from February to May 1935.
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A great deal has been made of the disagreements which surfaced
dUring the Edmonton hearings.24 Some ofthis disagreement centred on
fundamental matters, and there were certainly conflicts between the
commissioners and the MAA spokesmen, especially Malcolm Norris.
The attitude of the commissioners toward the Metis spokesmen was
condescending and often hostile. Moreover, comments about the Metis
population by the commissioners and several witnesses were often
Paternalistic and racist, although it should be noted that the Metis
leaders themselves were frequently Paternalistic to some of their
constituents.25 However. it is a mistake to allow this discord to obscure
the remarkable degree ofconsensus that underlay the hearings.

For one thing. it was generally acknowledged that a considerable
segment of the Metis population was in dire straits: landless and
poverty stricken, uneducated orundereducated, and disease ridden. As
well, two distinctions among the Metis were generally accepted. The
first ofthese was between Metis in the northern and those in the central
Parts of the province. The northern Metis were seen as caPable of
fending for themselves, pursuing a nomadic way oflife and living offthe
land, while the Metis in centralAlberta could not pursue the traditional
ways because ofthe depletion offish and game and the advance ofwhite
settlement. A second distinction was drawn within the Metis of central
Alberta. Some members of this group, including the spokesmen for the
MAA, had adapted to the advance ofcivilization and were able to cope in
the dominant society and economy. The members of the other group
were seen as childlike, undisciplined and improvident. It was also
agreed that although the Metis had no legal right to special remedy,
steps must be taken to better the condition of the destitute Metis and
that it was the job of the government to do so. Finally. it was assumed
throughout the hearings that the princiPal result of the commission
would be the establishment ofMetis settlements, although no mention
was made of land settlements in the commission's terms of reference.
The main goal sought by the Metis through the commission-endorse
ment of the establishment ofa land base-was won without a fight.

This is not meant to suggest that the Ewing Commission hearings
were congenial. In addition to their condescension the commissioners
used a familiar political ploy for discrediting pressure group spokes
men-they expressed doubts about the extent of the Metis leaders'
following. But friction was not just a matter of tone but also of
substance. For instance. testimony presented by the MAA and cor
roborated by a High Prairie physician, claiming extraordinarily high
rates of infant mortality. tuberculosis a.nd venerea.l (H~ea.~ea.monO' the
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Metis, was challenged by Dr. Harold Orr, director of the Social Hygiene
Division of the Department of Health. Orr maintained that the in
cidence of tuberculosis and venereal disease amongst the Metis was
only slightly higher than among the white population of the province.
The reliability of Orr's testimony was challenged by the Metis spokes
men; he had once advised his minister against sending a doctor to
Grouard because ..the cost would be prohibitive unless the Venereal
Disease Vote was very greatly increased.,,26 Nevertheless, the
commission's report suggests that it gave Orr's views some credence.

Education was another controversial area. The fact that 80 percent
ofthe Metis population received no formal schoolingwas not in dispute.
Disagreement arose, however, over how to remedy the situation and
who should provide the remedy. Some ofthe Roman Catholic clergymen
who testified at the hearings, as well as the commissioners themselves,
believed that only the most rudimentary education was necessary or
desirable for a people they saw as lacking either the inclination or the
aptitude for other than the most elementary intellectual tasks. Bishop
Guy of Grouard agreed with the Metis leaders that a substantial
education was one ofthe principal needs of the Metis, and he proposed
the establishment ofland reserves which would house not only elemen
tary schools but also residential schools for the children ofparents who
continued to be nomadic. But the question of who should provide the
education was more controversial. The Roman Catholic clergymen
argued vigorously for mission schools and although Joseph Dion, a
devout Roman Catholic, might have accepted this, by the time of the
Ewing Commission he appears to have been more a figurehead than a
central decision-maker in the MAA; Malcolm Norris and James Brady
were strongly anticlerical. Furthermore, the dismal failure of St. Paul
des Metis, responsibility for which was widely attributed to the Roman
Catholic Church, had not been forgotten.

Probably the most consequential disagreement that emerged dUring
the Ewing Commission hearings had to do with the meaning ofthe term
"Metis" or "half-breed." At the beginning of the Edmonton hearings,
Ewing sought a working definition of the people under investigation.
Malcolm Norris proposed that "ifhe has one drop of Indian blood in his
veins and has not been assimilated into the social fabric of our
civilization he is a Metis. ,,27 A few days later the following interchange
took place:

Ewing: Would you say the definition "anyone having Indian blood in
theirveins and living the nonnallife ofa half-breed comes within the
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Norris:Yes ...

Ewing: You see, you must include "living the life of a half-breed" ...
there are a large number ofmen in Edmonton occupying responsible
positions who are not intended to be included in this investigation.28

The clear implication of Ewing's words was that men "occupying
responsible positions" were not "half-breeds." even if they could trace
their ancestry to the Metis of the Red River. and even if they regarded
themselves and were regarded by others as Metis. Ewing wished to
confine to the destitute the category ofpersons eligible to reside on any
land reserved for Metis; the destitute were those who lived a nomadic or
seminomadic lifestyle and were mostly uneducated and in poor health.
Accordingly. "half-breeds" were defined as people who failed to measure
up to the standards of the dominant society. The princiPal political
implication of this definition was that if "half-breeds" were childlike.
they must be treated as children. Not surprisingly. the recommenda
tions of the Ewing Commission and the subsequent legislation estab
lishing the settlement associations were Paternalistic. calling for
government tutelage and supervision at almost every level.

Report of the Ewing Commission

The Ewing Commission submitted its report to the government on 15
February 1936. Only fifteen pages in length. it is in many respects a
shoddy document. For example, the "longand interestinghistory [ofthe
Metis] dating back almost to Confederation." including a discussion of
the failure ofscrip. was sketched in two Pages. James Brady's estimate
of the extent of communicable diseases was rejected without contrary
evidence as "an overstatement." but his unverified estimate of the size
of the Metis population ("about eleven thousand. of all ages") was
reported without comment.29 Although the commissioners visited a
number ofcommunities in north-centralAlberta. they were only able to
report that Metis living near white settlements "are said to be living in
shacks on road allowances.,,30 Concerning a disagreement over the
nature and extent of education appropriate for Metis children. the
report states that "no evidence was given on this point nor is the
experience of the Commissioners sufficient to appraise the practical
value of these arguments...31 The commission apParently accepted the
claim that in spite of the efforts of some denominational schools. 80
percent ofAlberta Metis children received no schooling. This situation
was attributed mainly to the nomadic disposition of the Metis people.
and to the aversion ofMetis children to endure ridicule and humiliation
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with unsubstantiated assertions and speculative generalizations. No
mention was made of the questionnaire prepared by the Department of
Lands and Mines.

The Ewing Commission was assigned to inquire into "the health.
education and general welfare of the half-breed population of the
Province." In its report. it acknowledged that the Metis had serious
health problems. which were attributed to several factors: the Metis
generally lived far from doctors and nurses and lacked the money to
visit them or pay for their services; the Metis were not visited by
travelling doctors or nurses; unsanitary home conditions promoted the
spread of various communicable diseases and sexual promiscuity
propagated venereal disease; the Metis lacked proper food. and some
times lacked food altogether. It was also acknowledged that the infant
mortality rate was high among the Metis. Having acknowledged this.
however. the report came to the following conclusion: "On the whole.
the Commission is of the opinion that while the health situation is
serious. it is not. except as to the particular diseases mentioned
[presumably tuberculosis and venereal disease]. more serious than
among the white settlers. ,,32

The commission observed the distinction. which had been
emphasized by a number of witnesses at its Edmonton hearings.
between residents of the north and central regions. While it acknow
ledged that the northerners lacked educational and health services.
and that their shelter and clothing were inadequate. their ability to live
off the land was emphasized. The real problem was seen to lie in the
central region. In an uncharacteristically forthright statement. the
commissioners allowed that "those half-breeds are said to be living in
shacks on road allowances and eking out a miserable existence.
shunned and suspected by the white population." The main problem in
the central region was said to be the shortage of fish, game and fur
bearing animals.

How did the Metis arrive at their lamentable condition? At one point
the commission report suggested a racist explanation. referring to "the
admitted fact that the half-breed is constitutionally unable to compete
with the white man in the race of modern life. ,,33 For the most part.
however. the diagnosis centred on the Metis heritage. Their history as
children of the fur trade was believed to have implanted in them a
preference for the nomadic life. a propensity to live from day to day. and
a distaste for a settled. agricultural existence. All of this made them
easy targets for the land speculators who relieved them of their scrip.
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thereby depriving them ofa haven when living offthe land was no longer
viable.

Having described and explained the condition of the Metis the report
suggested measures to remedy the situation. Two constraints on any
proposed remedies were stated early In the report. The first of these
concerned the term "Metis." The commissioners stated that they were
"not concerned with a technically correct definition.,,34 They announced
that:

It is apparent to everyone that there are in this Province many
persons ofmixed blood (Indian and white) who have settled down as
farmers. who are making a good living in that occupation and who
do not need. nor do they desire. public assistance. The term as used
in this report has no application to such men.35

A Metis was defined, for purposes of the report, as "a person of mixed
blood. white and Indian, who lives the life of the ordinary Indian, and
Includes a non-treaty Indian.,,36 In short, Metis who were successful by
the standards of the dominant society did not qualify.

The second constraint concerned the basis of remedies proposed by
the report. Early In the report the commissioners asserted that "the
Government of this Province is now faced, not with a legal or contrac
tual right, but with an actual condition of privation, penury. and
suffering. ,,37 The commissioners Insisted that assistance was not owed
to the Metis as a matter onegal or even moral right. Government actions
were to be based on "considerations of humanity and justice," not on
aboriginal right.

In addition to these basic constraints, the commissioners formulated
three gUidelines for their recommendations. First, they rejected tem
porary relief measures based on considerations of Individual need.
They sawthe problem as requiring "a comprehensive schemewhichwill
go to its root and offer an ultimate solution." Second, they held that
depressed economic conditions demanded that their recommendations
should be inexpensive to implement: "All we can hope is to submit a
relatively Inexpensive scheme which would be capable of expansion In
better times if time and experience show such expansion to be
desirable.'t38 Finally, the commission would not submit recommenda
tions which would make the Metis, like Indians, wards of the govern
ment on the grounds that this would be too expensive and would
imPede initiative. It seems more likely that the commission wished to
avoid any hint that special treatment for the Metis was a matter ofright.
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In order to grasp fully the import of the recommendations of the
Ewing Commission, it is important to keep in mind not only the
constraints and guidelines adopted by the commissioners butalso their
overall objective: 'The logic of the situation would seem to be that he
[the Metis] must either change his mode of life to conform with that of
the white inhabitants or he must gradually disappear.',39 In concrete
terms, the commissioners took this to mean that the Metis must
become farmers and stock raisers or vanish. The alternatives were
stark: either assimilate or disintegrate. It may be objected that segrega
tion is an odd way to pursue an assimilationist policy, that the
commissioners must have seen this, and that it is therefore a mistake
to describe their goal as assimilationist. However, the commissioners
had grounds for believing that segregation was a neces~oward
assimilation. In order to see this it is necessary only to recall three
points in the commissioners' conception of the Metis. First. they saw
the commitment ofthe Metis to their traditional ways, and their distaste
for agriculture, as deep seated. Second, they saw the Metis as childlike
and undisciplined, and therefore slow to learn new ways. Third, they
saw the Metis as inevitable losers in competition with whites, and
therefore proximity to white farmers would be discouraging and not
conducive to assimilation. This outlook was stated quite clearly:

A long process of education and training is necessary. A gradual
initiation into the new life is the only possible way. It is during this
long period of transition rendered necessary by the white man that
he has a right to look to the white man and the white man's organized
system of Government for help. for gUidance. and for encourage
ment.40

The assimilationist objective was restated in the commissioners'
preface to their recommendations. After expressing their opinion that
"some form of farm colonies is the most effective, and, ultimately, the
cheapest method ofdealing with the problem," they stated: "We think...
that over a long period of time the tendency will be to make the
half-breed more and more dependent on farming and stock raising.
This is the aim and purpose of the plan...41

The recommendations of the commission were straightforward. It
was suggested that the plan be initiated by selecting two areas having
the following characteristics:

1. The area should contain a veryconsiderable amount ofreasonably
good agrtculturalland.
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2. It should contain. or be adjacent to. a lake or lakes from which a
supply offish could be obtained.

3. It should have sufficient accessible timber suitable for the erection
of log buildings.

4. If possible. the area should be capable of being enlarged if the
scheme should require later expansion.

5. The area selected should be such as will be free from interference
by white settlers.42

Since the principal objective of the plan was to convert the Metis to
agriculture. each head ofa family would be allotted a parcel onand. the
size ofwhich would be determined "by his capacity properly to use it.,,43
Although title to the land would remain perpetually in the Crown. the
allottee would be assured of continuous tenure for himself and his
heirs. unless the land was forfeited by misconduct. 44 The government
would supply a limited amount of farm machinery. to be used in
common by the colonists under the supervision of an instructor. and
the allottees would be taught farming. dairying and stock raising.45

Itwas suggested that a small hospital be built on each colony, which
would periodically be visited by a doctor until a resident doctor became
necessary.46 Schools were also to be built, at which boys would be
taught farming. girls sanitation. sewing and knitting, and all children
reading, writing and elementary arithmetic.

Final control of the government of the colonies would rest with a
government department.47 Residency would be a privilege-no one
would have the right to join a colony. Oddly, however. the commission
proposed that any Metis who failed to join a colony "should have no
claim for public assistance.,,48 Day-to-day management of the colonies
would be carried out by supervisors appointed by the government. in
accordance with such regulations as the government found
appropriate. and they would have the powers of police magistrates.
Finally, provision would be made for councils elected by the members
of the colonies, but such councils would have advisory powers only.

It would be unfair to characterize the Ewing Commission report as
utterly inadequate. It did recognize the Metis as a unique group in
Alberta society. It also proposed-within the limits of the
commissioners' paternalistic and assimilationist assumptions-some
humane steps for dealing with ..the Metis problem." Above all, it
recommended the first (and still the only) collective Metis land base in
Canada. Nevertheless, the report was seriously defective in its
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inadequate compilation and analysis of factual evidence, and in its
treatment offundamental principles.

The basic problem lay in the fact that a fundamental ambiguity
permeated the commission's treatment of the relationship between the
Metis and the government. The core ofthe ambiguity had to do with the
commission's recognition of the unique nature of the Metis.
Throughout much of the report their uniqueness seemed to consist of
their poverty, poor health and lack of education. Of course, the Metis
were not unique in these respects. Many white settlers shared these
debilities, and many persons of mixed Indian and white ancestry did
not. If the Metis were in fact only victims of the Depression, they could
have been dealt with by the same measures of relief granted to other
citizens. That the commission did not recommend this was an implicit
recognition that the Metis had something else in common-their
propensity to pursue a common lifestyle. Only this common lifestyle
could justify the recommendation that colonies be established
exclusively for the Metis. The ambiguity here is that the Metis were
characterized as both ordinary and special. Clearly the commissioners,
while steadfastly opposed to granting the Metis special status like that
of the Indians, were constrained to admit that the Metis were unique.
This emerges most clearly in the recommendation that, while the Metis
should not be compelled to join colonies, they would have no other
claim to public assistance if they did not.

Another ambiguous point regarding the status of the Metis emerged
in the report. Throughout the hearings of the commission, Ewing had
suppressed any discussion ofMetis history that might apportion blame
for their plight to government pollcy. The Ewing Commission report
itself stated that the plan recommended was a welfare scheme, which
was not to be construed as satisfying the rights of the beneficiaries.
However, near the end of the report a striking reversal takes place:

The Commission is of opinion that as the Metis were the ortgtnal
inhabitants of these great unsettled areas and are dependent on
wildlife and fish for their livelihood, they should be given the
preference over non-residents in respect offur, game and flsh. 49

In other words, the scheme proposed was a welfare measure but it also
recognized the rights ofthe Metis as original inhabitants ofthe territory.

The significance of the ambigUity of the Ewing Commission report
was not immediately apparent. However, its importance grew as the
years Passed, for it became increasingly clear that the strength of the
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Metis claim to land and to self-government increased if it was based on
right and not merely on government largesse.

Unlike its UFA predecessor. the new Social Credit government was
under no pressure to respond to the concerns ofthe Metis. Accordingly.
it took the government until November 1938 to respond to the recom
mendations of the Ewing Commission by passing the Metis Population
BettermentAct.

The passivity ofthe Metis between the suppression ofthe North-West
Rebellion and the onset of the Great Depression could well have been
taken as confirmation ofthe viewthat the Metis could not withstand the
pressures of white civilization. They were forced. it might have been
thought. to become Indian or white. However. a remarkable resurgence
occurred in which a fOrmidable Metis organization was created almost
overnight and a government forced once again to address the issue of
land for the Metis. This phenomenon will be examined in subsequent
chapters.
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2
Legal Status of the Alberta Metis
Settlements

It would be impossible for any government to conduct all of its
business strictly in accordance with the law. In the first place, the range
of matters dealt with by governments is so extensive that a law which
covered all onts activities would have to be impossibly detailed. Second,
even when the law and supplementary regulations are comprehensive,
unexpected contingencies arise which, in the name of common sense,
expediency or justice, require that the letter of the law be stretched or
even circumvented. Finally, every government organization has an
informal code of conduct which supplements the "black letter law"
under which it is supposed to operate. Among the most important of
these unofficial rules are those which prescribe that various consult
ations take place before official action is taken. These extralegal norms
of conduct are especially important in regard to the operation of the
Alberta Metis settlements, for two interrelated reasons. First, the
settlements have a peculiar relationship with the government of
Alberta. Second, the legislation under which the settlement associa
tions operate is seriously out ofdate. In fact, the act according to which
the settlements are supposed to be governed, as well as the regulations
made pursuant to that act, are currently under review.

The government of the Metis settlements is conducted under legisla
tion known as the Metis Betterment Act as well as a considerable
number of orders in council made pursuant to that act. Both the
legislation and the regulations have changed over the years, and it is
relevant to consider the more important of these changes. Two main
criteria will be employed for determining whether or not a legislative
change was important. First, did it engender serious controversy?
Second, did it affect the movement of the settlements toward increased
autonomy?

The Metis Betterment Act

The initial, brief act providing for the establishment and governance
of the Metis settlements, the Metis Population Betterment Act, was
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promulgated on 22 November 1938. Since this was the first legislation
governing the settlements, it is appropriate to summarize its main
provisions.

The preamble to the act asserts that it is a response to the recommen
dations of the Ewing Commission and that "it is convenient and in the
public interest that the ways and means of giving effect to such
recommendations should be arrived at by means of conferences and
negotiations between the Government of the Province and repre
sentatives ofthe Metis population ofthe Province."

The term "Metis" is defined in the act as a person ofmixed white and
Indian blood but excludes non-Status Indians as defmed in the Indian
Act. Administration ofthe act is assigned to the member ofthe executive
council (cabinet minister) who is assigned that responsibility. The
minister is authorized to cooperate with the board of any settlement
association in formulating schemes for bettering the general welfare of
the Metis, including the settlement ofmembers ofassociations on lands
set aside for that purpose by the province.

The lengthiest Part ofthe act relates to the formation and government
of associations of Metis to be settled on the land. First. it is specified
that the minister responsible may promote the formation ofone or more
associations of Metis "who are unable to secure out of their own
resources a reasonable standard of living." Second, it is required that
the constitution and bylaws of such associations state the qualifica
tions and conditions of membership, and that they make provision for
the election, terms ofoffice and procedures of a governing board of not
more than five persons. Third, it is specified that the aims of such
associations shall be to cooperate with the minister in formulating
schemes for their betterment and for their settlement on lands set aside
for that pUrPQse by the province. Finally, it is provided that the
constitution ofany association is subject to the approval ofthe minister
and may not be altered or amended without the minister's consent.

The act provides that any scheme formulated pursuant to it must be
approved by the lieutenant governor in council (the cabinet). As well,
the cabinet is empowered to set aside unoccupied provincial lands for
Metis associations until such time as it is satisfied that "for any reason
whatsoever the lands so set aside ... are unsuitable or are not reqUired
for the settlement ofany members ofany such association." Finally, the
act authorizes the cabinet to prohibit persons who are not members of
a Metis association from hunting and trapping on land set aside for an
association.
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The first alteration of the act was the 1940 Act to Amend and
Consolidate The Metis Population BettennentAct. In fact, however, the
penultimate section of the 1940 act states that: "The Metis Population
BettermentAct, being chapter 6 ofthe Statutes ofAlberta, 1938 (Second
Session), is hereby repealed... The most striking difference between the
two acts is that the 1940 version is more than three times as long as
that produced in 1938. It might appear that the difference between the
two acts is not significant because most of the 1938 act is incorporated
into the 1940 version, and because the later construction simply states
some of the details of the government's already comprehensive
authority over the settlements implicit in the earlier act. However, the
1940 act made some important changes, and the extensive additions it
contained expressed an altered understanding of the relationship
between the settlements and the government ofAlberta.

This change in outlook is signalled by the omission in the 1940 act of
the prefatory endorsement of "conferences and negotiations between
the Government of the Province and representatives of the Metis
population of the Province," and is embodied in the new sections of the
act, almost all ofwhich grant legal powers to the cabinet. to the minister
with the approval of the cabinet, or to the minister alone. The sanc
tioned regulations are sweeping in scope. For example, one section of
the act authorizes the minister. with the approval of the cabinet. to
make regulations concerning such matters as "the buildings which
may be erected upon any land allocated for occupation by a Settlement
Association and to prohibit the erection of any buildings in contraven
tion of any such regulations and to provide for the demolition or
removal of any building erected in contravention of any such regula
tion." This section concludes by empowering the minister. with cabinet
approval, "to make regulations as to any matter or thing not herein
before specifically mentioned which have for their purpose the
advancement and bettennent of any Settlement Association. or any of
the members thereof, or the administration of the affairs of any
Settlement Association, or of any land allocated to any Settlement
Association." The minister is empowered to prescribe penalties for the
breach of any regulation made under the act.

The Metis Bettennent Act was consolidated in chapter 233 of the
Revised Statutes ofAlberta, 1970. with subsequent amendments. From
the standpoint ofgovernment and politics, neither the 1970 consolida
tion nor subsequent amendments have altered the legal status of the
settlements or their relationship to the provincial government. This
means that the legislation governing the political life of the Metis
settlements was lar£!elv in olace bv 1940. with no siQl11flcant amend-
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Orders in Council

Numerous orders in council have been made pursuant to the Metis
Population Betterment Act. The bulk ofthese deal with such matters as
fishing. hunting. trapping. timber. the running at large of domestic
animals. and the issuance of grazing leases. These regulations affect
the daily lives ofthe residents of the settlements. but are only indirectly
relevant to this study. which concentrates on government and politics.
Their only obvious political relevance is that they reveal the extent to
which the government ofAlberta has seen fit to manage the settlements
according to its own agenda. At this point. we consider only those
orders in council which have either a direct bearing on the internal
government of the settlements. or which have generated sustained
controversy between the settlements and the provincial government.
The pertinent regulations fall into three categories: those which deal
with the formation and dissolution ofsettlement associations. and with
the allocation of land within them: those which authorize and amend
the constitutions of the settlement associations; and those which bear
on the financial affairs of the settlements.

Settlement Land

Although the Ewing Commission had recommended that only two
experimental colonies be initially established. a joint committee of
Metis leaders and government officials identified twelve areas as avail
able and suitable for Metis settlements. Subsequently. three of these
were rejected: Pigeon Lake. on the grounds that the Metis had no
interest in settling it: Marlboro. on the grounds that too many parcels
ofland in the area were resetved for other purposes; and Siebert Lake.
on the grounds that it was encumbered by too many timber reserva
tions. Seven others were established as Metis settlement association
areas by various orders in council in 1938 and 1939. Subsequent
orders in council added to and subtracted from the lands of the various
settlements. and amalgamated and split some of them. There are
currently eight settlements. Four are found in western Alberta. includ
ing Big Prairie. Gift Lake. East Prairie and Paddle Prairie. Four others
are found in eastern Alberta. including Kikino. Elizabeth. Caslan
(recently renamed Buffalo Lake) and Fishing Lake.

Two colonies. Wolf Lake and Cold Lake. were closed in 1960. Cold
Lake was uninhabited. but Wolf Lake was shut down in spite of
petitions by the residents. Its closure remains a bitter memory for many
Metis. relating as it does to their principal political concern-the
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authority for the abolition or diminution ofany settlement, since every
version ofthe Metis Population BettermentAct has included a provision
whereby the cabinet may "repossess" any settlement lands no longer
deemed suitable or reqUired for purposes ofthe act. On the other hand,
however, Metis leaders point out that section 3 ofthe original act called
on the minister responsible to "do such acts and things as he may
consider proper for the purpose of co-operating with the Board of any
association...." Unilateral alteration ofthe boundaries ofa settlement,
they insist, is not cooperation.

Current regulations regarding allotment of land within a settlement
are outlined in a 1960 order in council. The main provisions are:

1. An applicant for a parcel of land on a Settlement must be a
member of the Settlement Association in question.

2. The application may be for an agricultural parcel ofnot less than
twenty acres or for a village lot.

3. The application must be approved by both the Board of the
Settlement Association and the Minister responsible.

4. The applicant must move onto the allotted land within thirty days
ofnotification that the application has been approved.

5. Within a year of approval of the application, the applicant must
make certain 'specified improvements to the allocated land.

6. Upon completion of the required improvements, the Settler is to
be granted a Certificate of Occupancy, which constitutes title to the
allotted land.

7. Any member of a Settlement Association who resides for twelve
consecutive months outside the colony, without the consent in
writing of the Minister or his agent, forfeits membership in the
Association and the right to land allotted to him.

8. Ifthe Board ofa SettlementAssociation complains to the Minister
that a Settler is interfering with the satisfactory working of the
Association, the Minister may refer the complaint to the Attorney
General for investigation. Ifthe Attorney General finds the complaint
to be well founded, the Minister may cancel the Certificate of
OCcupancy and may also cancel the Settler's membership in the
Association.

9. If the Minister finds that a Settler is not making proper use of a
reasonable portion of the land allocated to him, the Minister may
cancel the Settler's Certificate of Occupancy and issue another
Certificate for a smaller parcel of land.

10. No part ofthe land ofa Metis Settlement is liable to seizure under
legal process.
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11. In the event of the death of a Settler, his land rights descend to
his immediate family (widow and children).

12. Land may be allotted for a church, but no residence or school "of
any nature whatsoever" may be built on land leased for church
purposes.

13. Land allotted to settlers confers to them surface rights only.

Settlement Constitutions
Section 4 of the original Metis Population Betterment Act provided

that the constitution of any settlement association "shall be subject to
the approval of the Minister and when it is so approved, it shall be
binding on all the members thereof," and that "the Board of any
association may alter or amend its constitution only with the approval
of the Minister, and any such alteration or amendment shall be of no
force or effect until the same is approved by the Minister." The act states
that a constitution must meet three requirements. First, itmust specify
the qualifications and conditions for membership in the settlement
association. Second, it must vest control of the business and affairs of
the association in a board consisting ofnot more than five persons and
make provision for the election and terms of office of the members of
this board. Third, it must specify "the manner in which the activities of
the association shall be carried on." Pursuant to these statutory
requirements, the various Metis settlement associations adopted iden
tical constitutions at local meetings in 1939. In response to the
requirement that qualifications for membership be specified, these
constitutions stated that eligibility was confined to Metis of the full age
of twenty-one years, who had resided in Alberta for a period ofat least
five years immediately prior to the date on which they made application
for membership.

Several provisions were adopted to meet the requirement regarding
the composition, manner of election, and terms of office of board
members. Provisionwas made for either three- or five-person boards. In
order to be eligible to serve on a board, a candidate had to be a Metis of
the full age of twenty-one years, a member of the settlement associa
tion, and a resident of the settlement for at least one year prior to the
election. Persons who had been convicted either ofa crime punishable
by imprisonment for two years or more, or of three minor offences
pUnishable by imprisonment, were ineligible. Members of both three
and five-person boards were to be elected for three-year staggered
terms. The presiding officer (and returning officer) for both nomination
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and election was to be an official designated by the Minister, who would
cast the deciding ballot in case ofa tie.

A number ofprovisions were adopted to satisfy the requirement that
constitutions must prescribe the manner in which settlement business
was to be conducted. A meeting of the board was to be held within three
days of each annual election. At that meeting the board members were
to elect one of their number as chairman for the succeeding year. A
quorum of a board consisted of a majority of its entire membership.
Boards could hold not less than four, nor more than twelve, ordinary
meetings in each year. Ordinary meetings were to be held openly, with
no member of the settlement association excluded except for improper
conduct. Special meetings, however, could be held at any time, but all
board members were to be present at such meetings. At every ordinary
meeting, the date, time and place of the next meeting was to be set, and
this information was to be communicated by the chairman, in writing,
to any board member not present at the meeting. Each board could
make rules and regulations for the calling of meetings, procedure
within meetings, and other matters pertaining to the transaction of its
business. The board could pass bylaws and regulations which became
effective when approved by the minister. The initial constitution laid
special duties and responsibilities on the chairman of each settlement
association, who was designated "the chief executive officer of the
SettlementAssociation...

In 1952, the Legislative Assembly amended part of the section of the
Metis Betterment Act dealing with the constitutions of settlement
associations. In the original act, it was prescribed that the constitution
ofa settlement association should provide for a board consisting ofnot
more than five persons, and that it should make provision for election
of the members of the board and their respective terms of office. The
1952 amendment drastically changed this provision. Thereafter, the
chairman of the board was to be the local supervisor of the area
appointed by the Metis Rehabilitation Branch of the Department of
Public Welfare (that is, a civil servant ultimately answerable to the
minister). The remaining four members of the now mandatory five
member board were to be members of the settlement association, but
two of them were to be appointed by the minister, and only two elected
by secret ballot. Two points may be made about this amendment. First,
the new provision enhanced the ability of the provincial government to
administer the settlements as it saw fit. Second, the amendment
appeared to conflict with the spirit of the act's other provisions regard
inil settlement constitutions. These had indicated that the initiative for
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making and altering constitutions should come from the settlements.
with the government either endorsing or rejecting such initiatives.
Indeed. the subsection of the act which refers specifically to constitu
tional amendments states that "a board of a settlement association
may alter or amend the constitution of the settlement association only
with the approval of the Minister. and such alteration or amendment
has no force or effect until it is approved by the Minister" (emphasis
added). Settlement leaders have maintained that the boards propose
amendments. whereas the minister merely gives or withholds consent.
while the government can appeal to the provision ofthe act granting the
minister the broad authority "to make regulations as to any matter or
thing not hereinbefore specifically mentioned which have for their
purpose the advancement and betterment of any Settlement Associa
tion. or any of the members thereof. or the administration ofthe affairs
of any Settlement Association. or of any land allocated to any Settle
ment Association."

Itwould appear that we are confronted here with an unresolved legal
dispute. The settlements maintain that the act states clearly that
constitutional amendment may be accomplished through a proposal by
a settlement board and approval by the minister. The government
claims that this customary manner of making amendments can be
overriddenby the act's assignment to the minister ofoverruling respon
sibility for the betterment of the settlements.

This disagreement was intensified by the appearance in 1966 of
another order in council relating to settlement constitutions. Many of
the provisions of this regulation simply reaffirm the status quo ante.
and most ofthe changes are regarded by residents ofthe settlements as
innocuous or desirable. For example. the regulation reduces to
eighteen from twenty-one the age at which settlers may vote for. and
serve on. settlement boards; provides for by-elections to fill vacancies
on boards; requires that regular meetings of boards be held monthly;
and provides for remuneration of the members and secretaries of
boards. However. it contains one very contentious provision. providing
that the board of a settlement association "shall consist of three
members. all ofwhom shall be elected by the members of the Colony."
This provision is problematical in two ways. First, it conflicts with the
current provision of· the Metis Betterment Act. described above.
according to which a board must consist of five persons. ofwhom three
are to be appointed. This contradiction between the prevailing law and
the prevailing regulation controlling the constitution of boards raises
auestions about the validity of the acts of anv board. however it is
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constituted. Second. and of greater practical political importance. the
regulation. like the statutory amendment with which it conflicts. was
imposed on the settlements without consultation or consent. To settle
ment political leaders. this means that the only legally valid constitu
tional provisions relating to the settlements are the original ones. which
were adopted by the colonies in 1939 and approved by orders in council
in 1940 and 1941. They regard subsequent amendments not only as
evidence ofbad faith on the Part ofgovernment. but as illegal. This does
not contribute to the spirit of trust and cooperation between Metis
leaders and governmental officials which would facilitate Metis
betterment.

One final point needs to be made about the constitutions ofthe Metis
settlements. The settlement associations. unlike municipalities. are
not corporations: they do not have the rights. powers and privileges of
legal persons. This is a serious disability which emerges most dramati
cally in the ongoing litigation between the settlements and the provin
cial government over the ownership of subsurface resources in the
settlement areas. There are important day-to-day consequences as
well. Lacking the standing to sue or be sued. settlement boards have
had to resort to very imperfect devices in their dealings both with
governments and with private enterprises.

Finances

Residents of Metis settlements. their liability to taxation and their
right to have public funds expended on their behalf. are in many
respects identical to their neighbours outside the settlement areas. In
some respects. however. the fiscal positionwithin the settlement differs
from that on the outside. There are two important provisions concern
ing finances in the Metis Betterment Act itself. Subsections 5-8 of
section 9 exempt members of settlement associations from all acts
which provide for the assessment and taxation ofland. but they permit
the provincial cabinet to establish a tax in lieu of other land taxes and
empower the minister to enforce the collection ofthis tax. Section 18
protects the real and personal property of settlers-except for goods
sold under a valid conditional saleagreement-from seizure under legal
action. In other words. the only legal remedy available to the creditors
of defaulting Metis settlers is to repossess goods sold on a "rental
purchase" basis. It is easy to see that this is a mixed blessing: the
advantage of the protection it affords is countered by the disadvantage
that lenders are understandably reluctant to enter into agreements
urlth M~HQ Q~ttl~rQ
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The provision for taxation in lieu of the standard taxes was imple
mented in 1960 by Order in Council 466:

Every member of a Settlement Association who has, for the time
being, the exclusive right ofoccupation ofany allotment in any Metis
Colony, shall pay to the Minister each and every year by way of tax,
an amount equivalent to 25 mills on an assessed value of Four
Hundred Dollars ($400.00) for each allotment held by said member.
Every member to be given the privilege ofworking out this tax on any
community project authorized bythe SupervisorofMetis Rehabllita
tion, at the currentwages being paid for such work, orby the delivery
to the Local Supervisor of the Colony, the equivalent value of
sawlogs, pulpwood, or firewood.

The option ofa nonmonetary PaYment, known as the "annual levy... was
important in earlier days but is no longer exercised. The regulation's
lack of clarity is one of the reasons why the current act and the
regulations pertaining to it are under review. Two problems with the
regulation suffice for purposes ofillustration. First, does the regulation
say that the assessed value of each allotment is to be $400, so that the

. annual levy remains $10 per year in perpetuity, or does it allow for
periodic reassessment? Ifthe latter is the correct interpretation, who is
to perform the assessment, according to what criteria. and with what
avenue(s) of appeal for those assessed? Second. what constitutes an
allotment for purposes of the regulation? Initial allocations of land
ordinarily consist of one quarter section or one lot in a hamlet. But
active farmers and ranchers often receive several additional allotments.
It was recommended by the Ewing Commission. and it is the policy of
the settlement councils (as the boards referred to in the act are called)
that settlers should be allotted as much land as they can use produc
tively. Thus the following question arises: does an allotment consist of
the totality ofthe land a settler has been allocated. or does each quarter
section constitute a separate allotment? According to one interpreta
tion. a settler allotted a parcel in a hamlet and two sections ofland could
be reqUired to pay an annual levy of only $10, but another interpreta
tion woul have him pay a levy well in excess of $300.

Turning now from provisions concerned primarily with taxation to
those concerned primarily with revenue. we find only one legal obliga
tion in the Metis Betterment Act itself. and it is implied rather than
stated. The first substantive provision ofthe act states that the minister
"may do such acts and things as he considers proper for the purpose of
co-operating with the board ofa settlement association ... to formulate
one or more schemes . . . to better the general welfare of the Metis
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than "shall." the fact that the point of the act was to promote the
betterment of the Metis through the formation of colonies. and the
advancement of self-sufficiency by means of cooperative schemes on
the colonies. strongly suggests that the act enunciates a legal obliga
tion. and not a mere permission. for the provincial government to
contribute financially to the betterment of the settlements; the provin
cial government has in practice contributed hundreds of thousands of
dollars out ofgeneral revenue to the settlements over the years.

The financial provision which has caused the most heated contro
versy between the settlements and the provincial government. and
which constitutes perhaps the most serious impediment to a more
constructive and cooperative relationship between the two. involves a
1960 order in council. This regulation established the Metis Population
Trust Account. to be held by the provincial treasurer. from which the
minister may authorize expenditures for the betterment of settlement
associations. The bulk of the revenue of the trust account is to be
acqUired from timber dues. grazing leases and hay permits. surface
rights compensation from oil companies. "and aU moneys receivedfrom
the sale or lease ojany other ojthe natural resources ojthe [settlement]
areas" (emphasis added). In some respects. the trust account has been
quite beneficial to the settlements. Revenue. especially from surface
rights compensation. has been considerable. and although the minister
must authorize expenditures from the fund. it provides a source of
revenue that cannot be regarded as government largesse.

Nevertheless. the regulation soured relations between the settle
ments and the provincial government. The italicized phrase quoted
above states that one source ofrevenue accruing to the trust account is
all moneys derived from the sale or lease ofany ofthe natural resources
of the settlement areas. other than those specifically mentioned in the
regulation. Thus the settlements maintain that the trust account
should receive the revenues derived from the sale or lease of subsur
face. as well as surface. natural resources. The provincial government.
however. maintains that subsurface rights on Crown land remain the
property of the Crown. Both sides are intransigent and the settlements
are currently suing the province ofAlberta for the rights to mines and
minerals on the settlements. The financial stakes in this litigation are
high. for the Settlements could gain $100 million from oil and gas sales.
Protracted examinations for discovery are now under way. and there is
little prospect that the case will be decided in the near future. The
political circumstances surrounding the initiation of this suit. and the
political consequences of pursuing it. will be examined in subsequent
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Government and Politics of the

Metis Settlements:
An Overview

This chapter will examine the Alberta Metis settlements. paying
closer attention to political realities than to formal legal requirements.
The actors having a more or less significant effect on the government
and politics of the settlements will be identified and described. The
purpose here is to provide an overview of the organizations and officials
which influence the pattern of politics in the settlements. Genuine
analysis of the government and politics of the settlements does not
begin until the following chapter. in which we begin to examine more
closely the interrelationships among the three organizations which
have the greatest political impact in the settlements: the settlement
councils. the FMSA and the MDB. For the time being. we sketch the
structure. authority and activities of these organizations only in broad
strokes. along with other, less influential organizations. The present
chapter therefore has a second limitation in addition to its primarily
descriptive rather than analYtical character. in that it is concerned
almost exclusively with what political scientists and sociologists call
organized political elites. That is. it concentrates on groups and
agencies that specialize in political and/or administrative activities.
neglecting individuals and groups whose political activity is more
sporadic and less intense. This means. in particular, that we largely
ignore. for the time being. the political behaviour of the ordinary
residents of the settlements.

For purposes oforderly exposition. the following discussionwill treat
the settlement councils as the main focus of attention. Priority will be
given to providing a more politically realistic description of the struc
ture and functions of the councils; other groups and agencies are
discussed in the context of their relationship to the councils.

Although consistently referred to in legislation and orders in council
as "boards." the governing bodies of the Alberta Metts settlement
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associations are now invariably called settlement councils. Each of the
eight councils consists of five members. one of whom is chairman.
Council members are elected for three-year staggered terms. with two
elected in one year. two the next. and one in the third. If a counell
member leaves office before the next annual election. a by-election is
held. Elections are conducted bysecret ballot. and all residents who are
members of the settlement association. and who are eighteen years of
age and over. are entitled to vote.

The powers and responsibilities of the settlement councils can be
distinguished usefully into three tyPes: general. specific. and informal.
The general powers and responsibilities of a settlement counell stem
from two sources. First. each version of the Metis Population Better
ment Act has specified that a central pUrPQse of the settlement
associations is to cooperate with the responsible minister in devising
plans and projects for the betterment ofthe settlements: the settlement
council is to be the main representative of the settlement associations
in these activities. Second. by virtue of being the duly elected govern
ment of a settlement association. the council is responsible for doing
whatever is necessary. proper and possible to increase the well-being of
those it governs.

The general powers and responsibilities of a settlement counell
involve it in both internal and external spheres of activity. Internal
activities are those in which it engages as the government of a com
munity. Given a certain level of resources. the council takes steps to
enhance the facilities. services and opportunities available to members
of the settlement association. In an attempt to ensure that continuous
attention is given to matters of concern to the residents. councils in
recent years have allocated "portfolios" (such as housing. agrtculture.
recreation. and economic development) among their members. Even
areas ofcouncil activity which might seem uncontroversial can be quite
contentious and time-consuming. Consider. for example. the area of
recreation. The decision whether to improve the community hall for
dances and bingo games. buy new uniforms for the hockey teams.
develop a picnic ground. upgrade the baseball diamond. improve the
beach. hire a recreation director or adopt some combination of these
alternatives can arouse heated debate. Such debates are exacerbated
by the fact that the Metis settlements suffer from appallingly high levels
of unemplOYment. Thus projects that promise even temporary jobs for
some of the settlers. such as improving the baseball field. have priority
over those that do not. such as buYing team uniforms. regardless of
strictlv recreational considerations. Moreover. even a choice amonlt
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job-creating recreational projects invites controversy. The decision to
appoint a recreation director gives one person a relatively remunerative
and long-lasting source of income; the decision to develop a picnic site
gives many People temporary and low-paid employment; and the
decision to improve the community hall provides temporary. relatively
well-paid work to a few skilled and semiskilled adults.

In recent years money has been made available to the settlement
councils to hire staff. to the extent that they may now be said to have
small corps of civil servants of their own. Each has a settlement
manager. who is supposed to exercise broad supervisory authority.
keep abreast of the availability of government programs. and Perform
specific tasks assigned by council. Each has at least one secretary
receptionist and one full- or part-time bookkeeper. Some of the settle
ments have made major purchases of heavy equipment and hired a
Person to manage it. Some have full-time recreation directors. One has
developed a game-ranching operation which employs a manager and
other workers. All employ foremen for their house-building and repair
programs. and caretakers for their community buildings. In addition.
supervisors and foremen are employed from time to time on a tem
porary basis to oversee various projects. The upshot of this is that now
one ofthe general governmental functions of the settlement councils is
that of exercising general direction over a small civil service.

The external general activities of a settlement council are those
which involve it in relationships with organizations and individuals
outside the settlement. Councils interact with both government and
nongovernment agencies. The most important of the government
organizations for the settlement councils has been the MDB of the
Department of Municipal Affairs. It consisted of a director. two
managers and seven staffmembers in its central office in Edmonton. a
manager and small staffin its western district office in High Prairie and
its eastern district office in St. Paul, and a small regional office to serve
the Paddle Prairie settlement in the far north. Although the MDB

gradually lost the high degree ofauthority over the settlements which it
once possessed. it continued to surpass any other government agency
in its impact on the settlements. In part. the centrality of the MOB

derived from law. By order in council under the Metis Population
BettermentAct. bylaws and regulations passed by a settlement council
become effective only "when approved by the Minister [of MUnicipal
Affairs]." Unless a bylaw involves the expenditure of a considerable
amount ofmoney. in which case higher-ranking offiCials in the Depart
ment of Municioal Affairs or even the minister could become involved.
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the authority to approve or disapprove rested with the MDB. Further
more, as the only bureaucratic agency which specialized in, and which
was expected to be familiar with the settlements, the MDB served as a
clearing house for relationships between the settlements and the
various provincial government agencies with which they dealt. For
example, requests by settlements for services from other government
departments were regularly referred to the branch for assessment.
However, the MDB lost its position as the settlements' sole route of
access to the provincial government. Settlement councils frequently
appeal directly to an assistant deputy minister (ADM) of Municipal
Affairs. The councils also have regular dealings with a number of
government departments, especiallyAgriculture, Education, Advanced
Education, Housing, Manpower, Attorney General, Recreation and
Parks (particularly its Fish and Wildlife Division), and Transportation.

Settlement councils interact with a number of nongovernmental
agencies and individuals, the most important of which is the Alberta
FMSA. Composed of one representative from each of the settlement
councils and a four-person executive elected at large, the federation
performs several services on behalf of the councils. The person who
carries the main responsibility for providing these services is the
president ofthe FMSA, who is a full- time paid officer, assisted by a small
clerical, administrative and research staff. The most important func
tions performed by the FMSA are those associated with its role as the
main pressure group for the settlements. Under the general direction of
the FMSA's board the president, sometimes in association with one or
more board members, presses various agencies of the provincial
government to provide facilities and services deemed beneficial to the
settlements. The FMSA lobbies extensively on subjects ranging from the
revision of the Metis Population Betterment Act to securing specialized
training programs for settlers. The FMSA also serves as an important
forum for the exchange of information and ideas. The president of the
FMSA and his staff provide the settlement councils with advice and
information, while meetings allow councillors from the various settle
ments to share ideas and information. This sharing of ideas and
information is also facilitated by occasional "all council meetings,"
composed ofall the council members from all the settlements as well as
the executive members of the FMSA. Finally, in addition to its struc
tured, "rational" efforts to set worthwhile and practical goals and to
devise efficient and effective means to attain them, the FMSA is an
important instrument for morale; its meetings remind council members
that they are not alone in facing formidable difficulties.
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Although the president of the FMSA exercises some discretion over
how he performs his job, he cannot refuse to follow the board's
directives. nor can he take bold initiatives without the board's
authorization. The same is true of an institution known as Settlement
Sooniyaw (sooniyaw is the Cree word for money). Settlement Sooniyaw
is a corporation wholly owned by the settlements and designed to
promote their economic development. Uke the FMSA. the board of
directors ofSettlement Sooniyaw is composed of representatives of the
settlements, but board members need not be members of the settle
ment councils. Although it is not yet a body of central political
importance for the settlement councils. Settlement Sooniyawwill likely
assume a position ofmajor importance in the future, particularly if the
litigation over subsurface mineral rights is resolved in favour of the
settlements. or ifan out-of-court settlement is reached. resulting in a
considerable cash flow to Settlement Sooniyaw.

As has been mentioned. the Alberta Metis settlements constitute the
only collective Metis land base in Canada. The MAA aspires to represent
all Metis in the province, but especially those who are not members of
settlement associations. Accordingly, the organization of the MAA is
quite different from that of either the settlement councils or the FMSA.

The basic unit of the MAA is the Metis "local," ofwhich there are dozens
in both urban and rural areas of the province. Locals are registered as
societies under theAlberta Societies Act and must consist ofat least ten
members. The province is divided into six zones, and the governing
body ofthe MAA is its board ofdirectors, which consists of two directors
elected by each zone. plus a president who is elected provincially.
Matters of provincial concern, such as most research, lobbYing at the
higher levels of the provincial government. and participation in and
liaison with other Native organizations, are carried on at the central
office in Edmonton by the president and his staff.

In the past, the relationship between the Metis settlements and the
MAA was constant and intimate. The leaders of the MAA played an
indispensable role in the formation and the early administration of the
settlements. In tum, the settlements were the principal evidence of the
MAA's success. In recent years, however, the relationship between the
settlement councils and the FMSA on the one hand, and the MAA on the
other, have not been continuously harmonious. For its part. the MAA

claims that while there are approximately fifty thousand Metis in the
province, many of them in dire straits, the settlement councils and the
FMSA have been content to protect their own privileged positions with
littlf" rf"f1~rn for thf"ir If''~~ fortlln~tp ('ol1~in~ Thp ~f"ttlf"mf"nt ronnrtls
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and the FMSA counter this charge on three grounds. First. they
maintain that the lot of the settlements is hardly enviable and that
maintaining. let alone enhancing. the well-being of the settlers is
extremely time-consuming. Second. they hold that the MAA has under
taken the responsibility of furthering the interests of off-settlement
Metis and that entry into this sphere by the settlement councils and the
FMSA would be an unwarranted intrusion. Third. they maintain that
they do exhibit an appropriate concern for other Metis by offering
available land on the settlements to qualified Metis and by demonstrat
ing what can be done by Metis with a collective land base. Participation
in the MAA by members of settlement associations has declined in
recent years. In the summer of 1984. interviews were conducted with
thirty-three of forty members of the settlement councils. Twenty-eight
(85 percent) had once been members of the MAA. but at the time of the
interview only thirteen (39 percent) were still members. During the
same period residents oftwo settlements. one eastern and one western.
were interviewed. In the eastern settlement. 68 percent of the voting
age respondents had been members of the MAA but only 44 percent
remained members. In the western settlement. the corresponding
figures were 77 percent and 50 percent. The typical response of those
who had allowed their membership in the MAA to lapse was not an
expression ofhostility but a view that the MAA had little relevance to the
settlements. However. many respondents felt that the settlement coun
cils should cooperate with the MAA. and a vocal minority favoured
increased efforts to bring about a more cooperative relationship.

The relationship between the settlement councils. the FMSA and the
MAA, on the other hand. is not fundamentally antagonistic. Perhaps the
best evidence ofharmony and the potential for more cooperation in the
future lies in the FMSA's relationship with the Metis National Council
(MNC). The MNC is an alliance of the Metis associations in the three
prairie provinces. In 1983. at the height of the deliberations about the
application to Native peoples of the recently patriated constitution. the
FMSA was granted a place on the constitution committee of the MNC.
with authority to speak on matters relating to the existing Metis
collective land base. Given the formal structure and the power relation
ships within the MNC. the FMSA could not have acqUired a place on the
constitutional committee without some good will between it and the
MAA.

The specific powers and responsibilities ofsettlement councils men
tioned earlier are those stated in the Metis Betterment Act. and the
re~ulation~mane nllr~l1ant to that af't_ Tn keenin~ with the nurnose of
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this chapter to move towards a more politically realistic sketch of the
position of the councils, we will look now at some important ways in
which the councils have in practice amplified, and in some cases
modified, the rules and regulations under which they are legally
supposed to operate.

The councils are empowered to Pass regulations and bylaws for the
settlements, subject to approval by the minister, but there is no
legislation governing the procedure to be followed in adopting bylaws.
The procedure actually employed is a somewhat democratized adapta
tion of the system characteristic of legislative bodies in the English
speaking liberal democracies. A proposed bylaw is brought before the
council for first reading on a motion moved by one councillor and
seconded by another. The discussion of the proposal at first reading is
confined to its general merits: its details are not considered. If a
proposal is supported by a majority of the council members it moves to
second reading. At second reading, the details of the proposal are
examined and amendments may be adopted. Ifone or more details in a
proposed bylaw are found especially problematical, they may be
referred to a committee for further study. If a proposal passes second
reading, it is referred to a general meeting ofthe settlement association.
If a proposal is supported by a general meeting (by a three-quarters
majority), it proceeds to third reading. After this, the proposed bylaw is
forwarded for ministerial approval, and when this approval is given the
proposal becomes an official bylaw ofthe association.

General meetings, which all voting-age members of a settlement
association are entitled to attend, are not provided for in the Metis
BettermentAct or the regulations pursuant to it, but all the settlements
have incorporated endorsement by a general meeting as part of the
procedure for enacting bylaws, so that there is a de facto requirement
that at least one general meeting be held each year. The agendas of
general meetings are not confined to the consideration of proposed
bylaws. Participants are free to ask council members questions about,
and to criticize, the council's activities. Such questioning and criticism
is not confined to matters of broad policy. The council members
themselves may take the opportunity afforded by general meetings to
assess the views ofthe settlers either on matters oflong-range policy or
on specific, immediate issues. Except when very controversial matters
are to be discussed, attendance tends to be quite low, but general
meetings nevertheless enhance the democratic character of the politics
of the settlement associations.
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acquiring and maintaining membership in an association. The con
stitution states these qualifications:

Those eligible to become members of a Settlement Association and
to vote in the election of the board of such Settlement Association
shall be confined to Metis ofthe full age of 18years who have resided
in Alberta for a period ofat least 5 years.

Although this provision leaves the councils a good deal of discretion
concemingadmittance to membership. most ofthe criteria employed in
granting or denYing membership do not engender controversy. For
example. there is a general consensus that settlers' adult children. born
and raised on the settlement. should be given preference over outsiders.
Also, it is generally agreed that new applicants should not be accepted
unless there is land available for them which is accessible by road.
Following this rule, some of the settlements have placed temporaxy
freezes on membership. There is also general support for the policy of
rejecting applicants who apparently intend to use the settlement only
as a temporaxy residence to lower their cost of living. rather than a
permanent residence. However. one of the criteria used by some
settlements for rejecting applicants for membership is vexy controver
sial. In the eastern settlements the major source of livelihood for some
of the settlers is the raising of livestock. For this purpose. extensive
grazing leases have been granted on land that could be used to house
settlers. There is a dispute between those who believe that the grazing
areas should be reduced in size. thereby opening more land for
habitation, and those who believe retention of the large leases is
indispensable to the vital purpose of maintaining a viable agricultural
sector. So far, the settlement councils have supported the latter view,
but the controversy continues.

The settlement councils exercise a wide range of specific powers in
addition to those described above. Here. however. there is a close
correspondence between the councils' legal authority and their actual
practice. Accordingly. we may turn to the final categoxy of powers and
responsibilities of the settlement councils. which have been labelled
"informal." Informal powers are a residual categoxy in that they derive
neither from a government's general status as the government of a
particular community nor from specific legal requirements and permis
sions. These informal powers and responsibilities owe their existence
on the settlements mainly to the facts that the communities are small
in population. geographically isolated and culturally distinct. As a
result. members ofsettlement councils are called uoon to oerform both
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Council members are regularly asked by their constituents for
information, advice and assistance which, in larger and less isolated
communities, would ordinarily be sought from civil servants or volun
tary agencies. They are expected by their constituents to be both well
informed and judicious in their assessment of the programs, services
and opportunities provided by the provincial and federal governments
and the private sector, as well as those for which they are specifically
responsible.

Council members also perform informal police functions. The nature
and burden of this task should not be exaggerated. Council members
do not attempt, nor are they expected, to act as a general surrogate for
the RoYal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP). However, council members
are frequently called upon to intervene in minor incidents or threats of
unlawful conduct, such as teenage vandalism and disturbances of the
peace. Moreover, some council members become at least peripherally
involved in police work because some RCMP detachments refuse to
dispatch constables to a settlement unless requested to do so by a
council member.

Since the purpose of this chapter is to shift attention from formal
legal requirements to political realities, it is appropriate to conclude
with a brief discussion of the pivotal role of the chairmen of the
settlement councils. As was noted in Chapter 2, the original constitu
tions ofthe settlement associations explicitly recognize that the council
chairman has powers and responsibilities over and above those
involved in being one of the five members of the governing body of the
settlement:

Duties ofthe Chainnan ofthe Board-He shall be the chief executive
officer ofthe Settlement Association and shall

(a) cause the laws, rules and regulations governing the Settlement
Association to be duly executed;

(b) cause correct records to be kept ofall proceedings at all meetings
of the Settlement Association and of the Board;

(c) control and regulate all matters of procedure and fOIm and
adjourn the meeting to a time named;

(d) so far as may be within this power, cause all negligence,
carelessness and violation of duty to be duly prosecuted and
pUnished;

(e) report and certify all by-laws and other acts and proceedings of
the Board to the Minister;
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(f) to communicate from time to time to the Board all such informa
tion and recommendation [sic) such measures as may tend to better
the welfare ofthe Settlement Association;

(g) to keep a correct list of all who are members of the Settlement
Association.

Since the settlements now have some civil servants of their own the
council chairman need no longer perform strictly clerical duties. How
ever, the presence of these civil servants adds a new burden of
supervision and personnel administration. Moreover, the list of duties
stated in the original constitution does not include the off-settlement
responsibilities-especially meetings with government officials in
Edmonton and Participation in the affairs of the FMSA-which occupy
an increasing portion of an effective chairman's time. But the central
role of the chairman derives from the fact that he is looked to for
leadership by members of the settlement association, by fellow mem
bers of council, and by outside agencies. He is expected to have a
comprehensive understanding of the current situation and future
prospects of the settlement. and ideas on how its well-being can be
enhanced. He is expected to be the principal spokesman ofthe council,
both within the settlement and in its dealings with outside agencies,
and he is expected to take primary responsibility for directing the
settlement's staff. The importance of the council chairman is clear
when he presides over a weak council. When, for whatever reasons, a
council is weak, its effectiveness may depend almost entirely on the
ability and enthusiasm of the chairman.
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Councillors of the Metis

Settlements

In Chapter 3 we moved beyond fonnal. legal description towards a
more realistic examination of the government and politics of the Metis
settlements. However. only a broad overview of the nature and
functioning of the settlement councils. and the governmental and
nongovernmental actors that influence them. was presented there.
Here. and in the next two chapters. we will examine in some detail the
three agencies which exceed all others in their impact on the govern
ment and politics of the settlements: the settlement councils. the FMSA
and the MDB. Although these chapters are more realistic than the
preceding one. they continue to ignore a crucial component of a fully
realistic account-the ordinary residents of the settlements. We con
tinue in these chapters to concentrate on political elites. the highly
visible participants in the political process for whom politics and
administration are central preoccuPations. The serious limitation
involved in confining attention to elites will be remedied in Chapters 7
and 8. where the political attitudes and activities of the "rank-and-ille"
residents of the settlements will be examined.

There are two main respects in which this chapter brings greater
breadth and depth to the study of which it is a part. First. it reveals
something of the social characteristics and political attitudes and
opinions of the councillors of the Metis settlements. Second. it begins
to discuss some of the main issues that absorb the attention of the
councillors. as well as FMSA politicians and provincial government
officials. We begin in this chapterwith the settlement councils; Chapter
5 will examine the FMSA and the MDB will be considered in Chapter 6.

Basis of the Discussion

The following discussion of some of the characteristics and views of
the members of the settlement councils is based on interviews con
ducted by the author in the summer of 1984. All interviews were
conducted at the respondents' home settlements and respondents were
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guaranteed anonymity. All names used in this study. either ofpersons
or of places. are pseudonyms. Thirty-three of forty councillors were
interviewed. Two of the six councillors who were not interviewed were
members of the northernmost settlement. which the author was only
able to visit once. No more than one councillor was missed at any other
settlement. and there were no striking differences (age. sex. or
expressed or implied unwillingness to be interviewed) between the
councillors who were interviewed and those who were not. The inter
views. with two exceptions. were lengthy and frank: the shorter inter
views were with respondents who had been recently elected to council
with no previous experience. An interview form was used. and all the
questions on it were asked initially as phrased. However. questions
were subsequently rephrased and respondents were encouraged to
pursue lines of thought suggested to them by the questions. The result
was that almost all questions were answered.

Social Composition of the Settlement CouncUs

Twenty-eight of the councillors interviewed were male and five were
female (85 percent versus 15 percent). Of the councillors not inter
viewed. five were male and two were female: thus. total numbers of
thirty-three male councillors and seven female (82 percent versus 18
percent). This proportion of female elected officials is comParatively
high for Canadian governments.

Table 1
Age of Metis Settlement Councillors, 1984

Age

Under 25
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
Over 64
Total

Number

o
3

10
3
7
3
4
1
1
1

33

Percentage

0.0
9.1

30.3
9.1

21.2
9.1

12.1
3.0
3.0
3.0

99.9

Cumulative Percentage

0.0
9.1

39.4
48.5
69.7
78.8
90.0
93.9
96.9
99.9
99.9

Note: In this table and others percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

Ten of the councillors interviewed (30 percent) were born in the
settlements they represented. and another seventeen (52 percent) had
lived in their settlements for more than twenty years. Of the remaining
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six councillors. three (9 percent) had lived on their settlements for more
than ten years. and the other three for more than five years.

There is considerably more variation in the ages of the councillors
than in their duration of residence. as Table 1 indicates. Two features
of this age profile should be noted. since they will be discussed later.
First. the largest single group of councillors consists of people who are
in their early thirties. Second. there are hardly any councillors who are
elderly or in their late middle age.

There was also a considerable diversity as to the amount of formal
education received by the councillors. as indicated in Table 2. The
largest category. "some secondary." ranges from completion ofgrade 8
to near-completion of grade 12. There is a tendency for younger
councillors to have more schooling than older ones. It is likely that this
tendency will not only continue but intensify. since many settlers
believe that to negotiate effectively with government officials and
promote economic development. more formal education is now reqUired
than was formerly the case.

Table 2
Formal Education of Metis Settlement Councillors, 1984

Amount of Schooling Number Percentage

Some elementaIy 6 18.2
Completed elementary 2 6.1
Some secondaIy 21 63.6
Completed secondary 2 6.1
Some postsecondary 2 6.1
Postsecondary degree 0 0.0
Total 33 100.1

Twenty-nine of the thirty-three councillors (88 percent) were
receiving income from employment other than their work as council
lors. a very large proportion in areas suffering from extraordinarily high
levels of unemployment. Their occupations were too diverse to be
presented usefully in tabular form. but four generalizations can be
made. First. the most common occupations were connected with
farming and ranching. Second. most of the jobs held by those not
involved in farming and ranching would be categorized as semiskilled.
Third. a majority of the councillors. especially in the western settle
ments. did not have full-time. year-round jobs. In some cases this was
due to the unavailability of such work. but more commonly. especially
in the west. itwas an expression ofthe continuingvitality ofa way oflife
in which hunting. fishing and gathering remain culturally and
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successful farmers and ranchers and the few who commuted to larger
centres of population, were financially wealthy. A handful of settlers
lived in a fashion comparable to the urban middle class. but the
councillors (with one exception) were not among them.

Almost all ofthe councillors interviewed (twenty-eight ofthirty-three)
spoke fluent Cree, and only three confessed to having no competence at
all in the language. There was no connection between facility in Cree
and age: all but one of the councillors under the age of35 was a fluent
sPeaker. Native language retention (or its acquisition by young people
who spoke no Cree) was a matter of importance for a few councillors,
although none ranked it as a high priority. No connection was found
between facility in Cree and political attitudes and opinions, including
attitudes about the design ofschool curricula.

All but two of the thirty-three respondents described themselves as
affiliated to a church or other religious community. The question was
phrased in such a way as to encourage practitioners of traditional
Indian religion to count themselves as having a religious affiliation: one
respondent fell into this category. Of the two exceptions, one described
himself as a nondenominational Christian who attends various
churches irregularly, and the other had no religious beliefs or affilia
tions. The others were all Christians and predominantly Roman
Catholic (twenty-seven of thirty). The Christian councillors were about
evenly divided among those who described themselves as strongly
religiOUS, somewhat religious, and not very religious. No relationship
was found between either the nature of respondents' religious affilia
tions or the strength of their religious convictions, and their political
attitudes and opinions.

Twenty-two (66 percent) of the councillors interviewed had served on
the council previously, many of them for several terms, although not
always consecutively. Moreover, fifteen (46 percent) had served at least
one term as council chairman. Thus, the typical council includes
members who have had a good deal of experience. On the other hand,
one-third ofthe council members had been elected for the first time only
shortly before interviews began. Two brief comments about the new
councillors are appropriate here. as they suggest something about the
attitudes and opinions of the councillors and those they represent.
First, almost all of the new councillors were relatively younger People
added to relatively older councils or relatively older people added to
relatively younger councils. There is a widely shared view on the
settlements that this sort of "balance" is a highly desirable feature ofa
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there is a view on some settlements that itwould be desirable ifa higher
proportion of the councillors were female.

Polltical Attitudes and Opinions of Settlement
Councillors

The remainder of this chapter is concerned with the political
attitudes and opinions of the council members. as well as some of the
main political issues that absorb their attention. As we commonly
speak. the terms "attitudes" and "opinions" are regarded as private
possessions of those who hold them. whereas "issues" are regarded as
public business. typically involving matters of controversy. 1bis dif
ference suggests that attitudes and opinions should be treated
separately from issues. However. further reflection reveals that a sharp
distinction is quite misleading. On the one hand. there is no such thing
as an issue that is not seen as an issue: issues arise when and only
when people differ in their attitudes and opinions. On the other hand.
attitudes and opinions are activated. and sometimes changed. by the
evolution of issues. Accordingly. our discussion of the opinions and
attitudes ofthe councillors ofthe Metis settlements is at the same time
a discussion of the issues that absorb the councillors-as well as the
FMSA. the MOB. and many residents of the settlements.

Orientations to the Federal Government

In response to the question. "Do you usually vote in federal elec
tions?" twenty-six of the thirty-three councillors interviewed (79 per
cent) answered in the affirmative. Twenty-three (70 percent) said that
they had voted in the most recent federal election (1980); the voter
turnout for the whole of Alberta was 61 percent. Table 3 shows the
voting by party of these councillors. The pattern of voting differs
somewhat from that ofAlberta as a whole and from that of the areas of
Alberta in which the settlements are located. The percentages of
Conservative and New Democratic Party (NDP) voters are noticeably.
but not strikingly. below average. Definitely striking. however. is the
number of respondents who did not disclose their votes. Based on the
behaviour of these respondents when asked about their federal votes
(hesitancy. references to poor memory). combined with their openness
about their provincial voting. it would appear that in fact they had not
voted. The overwhelming majority ofrespondents claimed to be consis
tent supporters of the party they had voted for in 1980.

A number of unsolicited comments indicated that the general
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civil servants is favourable. Several councillors indicated that their MPs
kept up their constituency work and noted. with a combination of
surprise and appreciation. that the MPs were more visible between
elections than dUring campaigns. A number of councillors also
commended federal civil servants for helpfulness. promptness and
courtesy.

Table 3
Party Voting of Councillors, 1980 Federal Election

Political Party Number Percentage

Progressive Conservative 13 57.0
Liberal 6 26.0
NDP 1 4.0
No Answer 3 13.0
Total 23 100.0

The RCMP. about whom the councillors were questioned at some
length. received mixed but generally favourable reviews. None of the
councillors complained of harassment. seeing their settlements. if
anything. as underpoliced. Moreover. only one complained of police
racism. and in that case the problem was not seen as one of overt
discriminatory mistreatment but of undue suspicion concerning the
comings and goings of Native people. especially in the nearby towns.
The most favourable opinions of the police were offered by the council
lors ofa settlement close to a town with an RCMP detachment. joined to
that town by a Paved provincial road. and with a cadre ofMetis special
constables training to become regular members of the RCMP. In addi
tion to strongly favourable assessments of the performance of their
standard duties-regular patrolling. prompt and courteous response to
calls. and so on-the police of this detachment were commended for
conducting well-conceived workshops for the youth of the settlement.
and for keeping the council well informed about police activities.

At the other extreme. the councillors ofa settlement distant from an
RCMP detachment. and linked only by a very rough gravel road. were
most unhappy about the quality of policing they received. These
councillors saw their settlement. and the nearby Indian reseIVe. as
dangerously underpoliced. They said that these communities were
almost never Patrolled on weekends. and that weekend calls for assis
tance were rarely answered before Monday. All of these councillors
expressed the belief that the police were afraid to inteIVene in the often
violent weekend conflicts within and between the Metis and Indian
communities. They refused to blame individual police officers for their
..._1 • • _~ .... .L__ LL L- '- __ L • ~ ~ , _..I •
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refused to locate an RCMP officer on the settlement. despite council's
offer to build a good. well-furnished house. surroundedby a compound.
for the use of such an officer. Their esteem for RCMP decision makers
was not enhanced when a small detachment was subsequently located
in another (predominantly non-Native and comparatively peaceful)
isolated community.

The two situations described above are both atypical extremes. but
they suggest the actual· Pattern of settlement councillors' attitudes
towards the RCMP. Individual officers are generally held in high regard
and are seen as trying to do a goodjob-or at least the best job possible
under difficult circumstances. But complaints about police effective
ness increase directly with isolation from the nearest detachment.
Although we have only one instance as a basis for forming ajudgement.
the Metis special constable program has been greeted with such
enthusiasm that it surely merits extension. Metis councillors do not
hate the police: they would prefer to see more of them than less.

Orientations to the Provincial Government

In response to the question. "Do you usually vote in provincial
elections? .. twenty-seven ofthe thirty-three councillors interviewed (82
percent) answered in the affirmative. Twenty-six (79 percent) said that
they had voted in the most recent provincial election (1982): the
provincial rate of turnout was 66 percent. Table 4 discloses the voting
by party of the councillors who voted in the 1982 Alberta provincial
election. Their pattern ofvoting differs significantly from the provincial
average in only two respects. First. their preference for the NDP was
significantly higher than the provincial norm (27 percent versus 19
percent). but closer to the norm for the northern Part of the province.
where the NDP runs much more strongly than south of Edmonton.
Second. the Western Canada Concept (WCe) received around 12 per
cent of the provincial vote and assorted other right-wing movements
around 4 percent. but there was only one professed WCC voter among
the councillors (the WCC did quite well electorally in parts of the
province where some of the settlements are located). The councillors
were also asked if they generally supported the party for which they
voted in the 1982 election. There were two noteworthy results. First.
some of the older councillors. most of whom voted Conservative in
1982. recalled that they were once steadfast Liberals. Second. a
number ofcouncillors who said that they voted NDP indicated that they
had previously supported other parties. most commonly the Progres
sive Conservatives.
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Comments about local MIAs and provincial civil servants were
generally favourable. Remarks about the MLAs. which were unsolicited
but numerous. indicated that they were very attentive and helpful to
their Metis settlement constituents. regardless of the proximity of
elections: nineteen (58 percent) of the councillors described their MLAs
as "especially helpful." Interestingly. the two warmest endorsements of
the MLAs (all ofwhom are Progressive Conservatives) were given by an
elderly councillorwho was a long-time member ofthe liberal party. and
a young. ideologically committed member of the NDP.

Table 4
Party Voting of Counclllors, 1982 Provincial Election

Political Party Number Percentage

Progressive Conservative 17 65.0
NDP 7 27.0
Uberal 1 4.0
Western Canada Concept 1 4.0
Total 26 100.0

The agencies of the provincial government were generally com
mended. Nineteen (58 percent) of the respondents said that all of them
were very helpful, twelve (36 percent) that some were helpful and some
not. while only one said none were helpful: one recently elected
councillor with no previous experience expressed no opinion. The
Department ofTransportation. which is responsible for road-building
and maintenance. received both the highest praise and the strongest
condemnation. The praise was not localized. but the blame was con
fined to two settlements. one ofwhich complained ofa shortage ofroads
and the other of poor quality roads. The roads in both settlements are
sources of friction between the councillors. their constituents and the
provincial government. The Fish and Wildlife Division of the Depart
ment ofForestry is held in low regard by some councillors. especially in
one ofthe western settlements inwhich a number ofsettlers rely heavily
on fishing for their livelihood. Their view is that some of the officers of
this division are less sensitive to the needs of the settlers than to the
preferences of recreational anglers. Finally. some of the more
experienced councillors see the Department of the Attorney General as
creating needless obstructions to cooperation between the settlements
and the provincial government, under the guise ofnot jeopardizing the
government's position in its litigation with the settlements.

Orientations Towards the Metis Association ofAlberta

The leaders of the Metis settlements have had an ambivalent
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respect, it is interesting to note the pattern of MAA membership by
councillors of the settlements, now and in the past. At the time of
writing, only thirteen (39 percent) of the councillors interviewed were
members of the MAA. Another fifteen (45 percent) were not currently
members but had been in the past. Only five (15 percent) had never
been members. The proportion ofcouncillors who were members of the
MAA had dropped substantially. but there is no obvious pattern (age,
sex, political experience, geographical location) of membership or
non-membership in the MAA. In particular, there is no significant
relationship between age and MAA membership. In fact, the largest
number ofcurrent members of the MAA is in the 30-34 age group, and
the largest number of former members who have allowed their aftllia
tion to lapse are over fifty years old. There is no case to be made, on the
basis of the data presented here, that support for the MAA is based on
old loyalties ornostalgia, and that its salience for settlement councillors
will disappear as younger councillors supplant older ones. In fact, the
matter of support for the MAA is a potentially serious issue for the
individual settlements, and perhaps more particularly for the FMSA.
There is a faction that sees the MAA as, at best, irrelevant to the
concerns of the settlements and, at worst, as a meddlesome interloper
into affairs that the settlements and the federation can handle quite
satisfactorily without assistance. There is also a faction that largely
accepts the unflattering assessment by MAA activists of the
parochialism of many settlement leaders. Although strong words have
been expressed by members ofbothfactions. in personal interviews and
in more public settings. neither faction has coalesced into anything
resembling a caucus. It remains to be seen if the issue will disappear.

Councillors' Views on Their Roles as Settlement
Politicians

This section will examine the councillors' views of their roles as
political leaders in their own settlements. The discussion is divided into
two parts. First. the councillors' feelings about their political positions
and activities, concentrating on the rewards and burdens of office as
they see them, will be considered. Second, their views concerning the
issues they see as most important to the well-being of their settlements
will be examined.

Each councillor interviewed was asked the following question: "Do
you enjoy serving on council, on the whole?" Not surprisingly, in view of
the fact that they sought election, thirty-one ofthirty-three (94 percent)
~nQUTprpn in thp ~ffi1"1Tl~tivp ThPV UTprp thpn ~~kPrl whv thp-v p-nioved
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theirjobs. and what they found to be the most satisfying part of thejob.
The answers to these questions were so varied that any attempt to
quantify them would be misleading. especially since the respondents
were encouraged to give more than one answer if they wished. At the
one extreme, some responses were very Personal, in the sense that they
said as much or more about the personality characteristics of the
respondents than about the realm of government and politics (for
example, "The job is challenging, and I can't resist a challenge"). At the
other extreme, most responses were comparatively imPersonal. in the
sense that they referred primarily to the well-being of the settlement as
a whole (for example, "To make the settlement a better place to live").
Between these extremes, and offered mainly though not exclusively by
the more experienced councillors, were responses that related fairly
SPecific personal qualities to matters of community concern. For
example, some councillors spoke oftheir ability in, and the gratification
they received from, negotiating with politicians and civil servants for
particular benefits for their own settlement or all the settlements. Some
found their main rewards in effectively handling their particular
portfolios (education, recreation. housing). And a few saw themselves
as outspoken advocates for particular groups within their settlements,
such as the elderly, women and youth.

The respondents were next asked what they saw as the most difficult
Part ofthejob. Although a majority ofcouncillors gave no answer to this
question, either because they were too new to the position to identify
any task as Particularly trying or because they were simply unable to
rank their duties in order ofdifficulty, the more experienced councillors
had definite ideas about the relative difficulty of their various respon
sibilities. Leading the way by a large margin were duties connected with
the allocation of scarce and highly valued resources among the resi
dents. A difficult task for any politician, for many Native leaders it is
extremelyso, due to the profound importance offamily and kinship ties
in their culture. This point was stated poignantly by a council chair
man: "Byfar the toughest part ofmyjob is having to say 'No' to in-laws."
Five councillors (15 percent) stated that unwarranted criticism by
settlers, almost invariably related to ignorance of policies concerning
the allocation ofscarce goods. was the most difficult thing they had to
deal with. Four others (12 percent) said that the most difficult part ofof
thejob was explaining to settlers that, for reasons beyond the control of
council, there was not and never would be an unlimited supply of
houses, wells, jobs, and other scarce goods. When asked if there were
any parts of the job they did not like, only nine councillors (12 Percent)
_______ ....1_....1 • __ .J'I_
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quite varied. with some respondents saying that there was more than
one aspect of the job they disliked. However. most of the respondents
disliked deallngwith the provincial government in general and the MDB

in Particular.

Two more findings concerning the councillors' feelings about their
jobs are worth reporting. First. the councillors were asked if they
thought that their colleagues on council took their jobs seriously
enough. Sixteen (49 percent) responded in the affinnative. fourteen (42
percent) in the negative. two (6 percent) felt they had too little ex
perience on council to answer the question. and one (3 percent) refused
to answer. Those who found fault with their colleagues did so for two
main reasons. Ten of the fourteen councillors who found shortcomings
in some oftheir colleagues believed the latter violated proper standards
of impartiality by favouring. or attempting to favour. friends and
relatives. The other. less frequent. reason for condemnation involved
what may be called Parochialism. Some councillors believed that
certain oftheir colleagues cheated their constituents by their unwilling
ness to leave the settlement in order to confront provincial government
officials or to involve themselves in the activities of the FMSA.

Second. in an attempt to elicit a kind of summary expression of the
councillors' commitment to their political vocation. each was asked:
"Do you think you'll run for council again?" Eighteen (55 percent)
responded in the affirmative. twelve (36 percent) were undecided. and
three (9 percent) responded in the negative. All afftnnative respondents
were forceful and unequivocal. expressing a delight in politics both as
a form of self-expression and as a worthwhile means of public service.
Two of the negative respondents planned to retire at the next election
for reasons of ill health; the other. who had served on council and
numerous other community organizations for many years. felt it was
time for younger people to take up the burden. Ofthe twelve undecided
respondents. five had been elected to council for the first time only
recently and felt itwas too early to tell ifthey could performwell enough
to seek reelection. Another four. all middle-aged. said that they would
run again if they thought they were needed on council to provide
experience and continuity. Of the remaining three. one said that he
would run again if it appeared that the people wished him to do so; a
second (the council chainnan noted earlier as saying that he did not
enjoy serving on council) said that he would not run if a capable
settlement administrator were hired. but otherwise would run in order
to contribute his experience in dealing with government officials to the
council: the third. who was the vounJ!est councillor interviewed. was
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deeply torn between inclination and duty. feeling that council respon
sibilities infringed upon the more carefree life he had been accustomed
to living.

Councillors' Views on Local Issues

The focus of attention will now shift from the general political
attitudes and opinions of the councillors to their positions on issues.
First to be considered are "substantive" issues. which bear directly on
the well-being of the settlers. Second. "organizational" issues. which
have to do with the structure of settlement government. will be
examined.

Table 5
Greatest Perceived Problem of Settlement, 1984

Greatest Problem Number Percentage

Unemployment 8 24.2
Housing 5 15.2
Lack offunding for
economic development 3 9.1
Education 3 9.1
Metis Development Branch 2 6.1
Litigation 2 6.1
Lack ofcollateral 2 6.1
InseCUrity of land 2 6.1
Other 6 18.0
Total 33 100.0

Each ofthe councillors interviewed was asked the following question:
"What is the biggest problem facing your settlement nowadays?" Their
responses were evenmore diverse than they appear inTable 5. since the
categories in that table are quite compressed. In particular. "education"
refers to one ormore ofpoor quality ofteaching. excessive drop-out rate.
distance to school and shortage of adult education services; "housing"
refers either to a shortage of accommodation. poor quality of existing
housing stock. or both. Three terms in the table require brief explana
tion. "Utigation" refers to the suit brought against the government of
Alberta by the settlements regarding the ownership of subsurface
resources. "Lack ofcollateral" refers to the fact that both the settlement
councils (not being legal corporations) and the residents of the settle
ments (not being freehold owners of their plots of land or houses) have
great difficulty in putting up collateral for loans. "Insecurity of land"
refers to the fact that the legal title of the settlements to their land is
tenuous. Several years ago the Wolf Lake settlement was unilaterally
terminated by the provincial government. and there is some fear that
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Concern with the problems of unemployment and housing is strik
ing. However. the most surprising feature of the table is the size of the
"Other" category. Where possible. all responses were fitted into a
category contalnlng more than one respondent. and still almost one in
five of the councillors had a unique view of the biggest problem facing
his or her settlement.

The councillors were then asked what was the second-greatest
problem facing their settlement. Their responses are presented in Table
6. When these responses are combined with those presented in Table 5.
it can be seen how seriously the councillors view the problem of
unemployment: 45 percent sawunemployment as either the greatest or
the second-greatest problem facing their communities. Two of every
three councillors saw either unemployment or housing as the greatest
or second-greatest problem.

Table 6
Second-Greatest Perceived Problem of Settlement, 1984

second-Greatest Problem Number Percentage

Unemployment 7 21.2
Roads 3 9.1
Alcohol and drug abuse 3 9.1
Metis Development Branch 3 9.1
Housing 2 6.1
Lack offunding for
economic development 2 6.1
Education 2 6.1
UUgation 2 6.1
Other 7 21.2
Total 33 100.0

Finally. each councillor was asked if there was any other major
problem facing his or her settlement. This question elicited only two
noteworthy responses. First. thirteen (39 percent) of the respondents
identified no additional important problem. Second. the question added
six councillors to the number ofthosewho sawhousingas an important
problem. and two to those who saw unemployment as a major concern.
In Chapter 8 we will see whether or not the councillors' assessments of
major problems facing the settlements coincide with those of their
constituents.

Two organizational issues relating to the government and politics of
the settlements will now be considered. First. the councillors' views on
the role ofelders in the political life ofthe settlements will be examined.
Second. their views on the proper extent ofpolitical independence ofthe
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Elders are held in almost as high esteem by the Metis as by their
Indian cousins, the main difference being that the Metis, overwhelm
ingly Christian, do not assign to their elders so prominent a spiritual
role. The proper political role of elders is an issue both in the settle
ments and in the FMSA. As a result of discussions in a number of
forums, itwas proposed that each settlement should establish a senate
of elders to advise the council, especially regarding admission of new
members to the settlement association and allocation ofhousing. At the
time the interviews were conducted, two settlements had already
established informal senates of elders.

Before raising the specific issue of the proposed senates, an attempt
was made to obtain a general idea of the councillors' views concerning
the appropriate political role ofelders by posing the following question:
"What do you think of the amount of attention given to the advice of
elders in running the settlement: is it too much, too little, or about
right?" Four of the councillors (12 percent) said that the elders had too
much influence: nineteen (58 percent) said they had too little; nine (27
Percent) said that they had an appropriate amount of influence: and
one felt unable to answer the question. 1bis array of opinions does not
suggest that the political role of elders is a major concern for council
lors. With 58 percent faVOUring an enhanced political role for the elders
and only 12 percent faVOUring a diminution, the matter would seem to
be closed. This impression is confirmed by the councillors' replies to the
specific question: "Would you like to see a senate of elders established
to advise the council?" Twenty-seven (82 percent) responded in the
aftlrmative, while only six (18 percent) responded in the negative.
However, these figures do not reveal the intensity of the opinions on the
two sides ofthe question, and particularly on the "negative" side. All the
opponents of an increased political role for the elders vehemently
expressed the idea as stated by one councillor: "We have old people but
no elders." Taking the accepted position that "eldership" is a matter of
wisdom and not merely ofage, the opponents maintained that, with few
exceptions, the settlement elders were merely traditionalists, obsessed
with ..the good old days" and lacking the insight and foresight to bring
traditional ideas to bear on new problems and opportunities.

The intensity of feeling expressed by the opponents of an increased
political role for the elders suggests that the issue may be more serious
than numbers indicate. Nevertheless, it is likely that the majority will
prevail and that it will do so without creating deep animosities, since
none ofthe opponents ofplacing greater political authority in the hands
nfplnproc;::. UT~c;:. hnc;:.Hl~ tnuTh-::lt TT1-::1'Uh~ ,,-::111M "th~ inc;:.tit"Hnn nf ~lr1~rc:l.hiT'\ "
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None rejected the idea that real elders should have a powerful political
presence. and none showed any sympathy for the contemporary Euro
Canadian view that most people's capacities diminish rapidly after late
middle age. Thus. their oppositionwas not to an increase in the political
influence of elders as such. but to an increase in the political authority
of "bogus" elders. They will likely be swayed by the argument that. in
the nature of things. "genuine" elders. whose counsel will be eminently
worth heeding. will emerge sooner rather than later.

Table 7
Councillors' Positions on Greater Political Independence

for Settlements, 1984

Settlements better off
ifmore independent

Yes
Qualified yes
Qualified no
No
Totals

Number

16
9
3
5

33

Percentage

48.5
27.3

9.1
15.2

100.1

At the time when councillors were being interviewed. self
government had already emerged as a central. ifnot the central. issue
for Indian and Inuit politicians. Metis leaders. especially in the settle
ments. were more preoccupied with issues concerning land. and tended
to avoid the term "self-government" as suggesting sovereignty or
sovereignty-association. which played no part in their plans or aspira
tions. However. they were not indifferent to questions about the degree
of independence from the provincial government that would be
appropriate for the settlements. Accordingly. each councUlorwas asked
the following question: 'Would your settlement be better off if it were
freer to make its own decisions without government interference?" The
question was intentionally phrased in these broad terms. avoiding
explicit use of the provocative term "self-government." Respondents
were left as free as possible to interpret the question as they saw fit, and
those who chose to understand it as referring to "self-government" were
not discouraged from doing so. The responses to this question are
presented in Table 7. It would have been misleading to categorize the
responses as simply "yes" or "no." since a number of respondents were
careful to qualify their answers. attaching conditions to their support
for. or opposition to. greater political self-determination for the settle
ments. All of the respondents who gave qualified answers did so on
pragmatic grounds. Without exception. those who answered with a
Qualified ''yes'' maintained that there should be a .fUadual movement
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quality of settlement councillors and administrators. with no definite
degree of independence established as an objective to be achieved. In
very similar fashion. those who answered with a qualified "no" held out
the possibility that the settlements might soon develop the political and
administrative caPacities to take some short steps towards greater
independence. Those who opposed greater political independence for
the settlements maintained that it would open the floodgates to
favouritism in general and nepotism in particular. Those who favoured
greater independence maintained that the settlement councils. in
consultation with their electorates. are better able than officials of the
MDB to identify the needs and aspirations of the settlements. and to
devise effective means to satisfy them.
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The Alberta Federation of Metis

Settlement Associations

The principal focus of this chapter is on the Alberta FMSA, which is
involved in certain basic and far-reaching issues concerning the Metis
settlements. Some issues regarding the status ofsettlement lands and
the nature and scope of the governmental jurisdiction of the settle
ments have entangled the FMSA in major agreements and disagree
ments, negotiations and even litigation. which have involved the
participation of senior civil servants. cabinet ministers and premiers.
Accordingly, before examining the structure and operation ofthe FMSA,

a brief outline of the major background issues will be provided.

Major Background Issues

As with leaders of the other groups designated as aboriginal peoples
in the Constitution Act. 1982, the central concerns of the Metis
politicians are land and enhanced political self-determination.
Moreover, like the other groups, the Metis moved from seeing security
of land tenure as the most important concern to seeing it as related to
a greater scope of self-government. As far as the Alberta Metis settle
ments are concerned, neither the issue of land nor the issue of
self-government could be addressed alone by such a small agency as
the MDB. Furthermore, in view of the opposition of both the Lougheed
and the Getty governments to constitutional entrenchment of
"undefined and unspecified aboriginal rights," such matters would
have to be handled delicately, at the highest levels, as issues of
fundamental government policy.

The security of land tenure has always been a concern of the
settlements, particularly since the closure of the Wolf Lake and Cold
Lake settlements in 1960. However, the emergence of land and self
government as issues central to the relationship between the settle
ments (with the FMSA as their representative) and the provincial
government can be dated to the initiation of the lawsuit by the
settlements against the province in 1977 (see Chapter 2).1 This"
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litigation engendered an ugly incident in 1979 between the settlements
and the provincial government. Early one morning, representatives of
the MOB appeared simultaneously at all eight settlement offices, seized
documents deemed relevant to the litigation, and took the files to
Edmonton. Although the Metis (as well as many others) were outraged
by this high-handed action, the seizure of the documents had one
positive consequence. Discussions between the FMSA and the govern
ment led to an investigation by the Alberta ombudsman, who recom
mended that a committee be established to review and recommend
changes to the Metis Population Betterment Act and the regulations
made pursuant to it.

The government passed an order in council in 1982 establishing the
Joint Metis-Government Committee, which was charged with reviewing
the Metis Betterment Act and reporting to the minister of Municipal
Affairs. The committee was chaired by a former lieutenant governor of
Alberta, Dr. Grant MacEwan, and included the president and another
member of the board of directors of the FMSA, a government back
bencher, and a representative designated by the minister ofMunicipal
Affairs (the ADM to whom the MDB reports). The committee's terms of
reference were quite broad, extending beyond a review of the Metis
Betterment Act to include "a review of the current political, health.
educational. cultural and economic situation on the Metis Settlements
. . . the development of models in terms of local government. land
holding. social organization and economic opportunity on Metis Settle
ments ... [and] the establishment ofguiding principles for the drafting
of legislation which would allow for political. cultural. social and
economic development on Metis Settlements...2 The main thrust of the
committee's report, which was delivered in the summer of 1984. is
captured in a short passage in MacEwan's letter of transmittal:

I would like you to know that one of the main concerns of our
Committee has been the largely paternal nature of the 1938 Act. We
have done our best to ensure that any proposals for a newAct would
place the major responsibility for the political, social, economic and
cultural development of the Settlements fiImly on the shoulders of
the Settlements themselves.

The committee recommended that fee simple title to the surface of the
land of each settlement (without prejudice to the litigation regarding
subsurface rights) should be vested in the settlement. Finally. although
a number of the committee's other recommendations simply removed
legislative contradictions and brought the law into conformity with

-- -
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altered the structure and expanded the powers of the settlement
councils.

In April 1985, at the third of the first ministers' conferences on
constitutional matters affecting aboriginal peoples, agreement was
reached between representatives of the FMSA and the Alberta govern
ment on a "made in Alberta" approach to constitutional entrenchment
ofsettlement land and political rights. Under this approach, the rights
in question would be entrenched by way of an amendment to the
Alberta Act, which is part of the Constitution of Canada, after certain
prerequisites agreed upon by the two sides were satisfied. The first
stage in this process was completed on 3 June 1985, when Premier
Peter Lougheed introduced a "Resolution ConcerninganAmendment to
the Alberta Act" to the Alberta Legislative Assembly. The resolution,
which passed unanimously, requires the completion oftwo major tasks
before a constitutional amendment is sought. First, the Metis are called
upon to define and propose "fair and democratic criteria for member
ship in settlement associations and for settlement lands allocation to
individual members of settlement associations" and "the composition
ofdemocratic governing bodies for the management and governance of
Metis Settlements." Second, the government is called upon to propose
to the legislature a revised Metis Betterment Act. incorporating ap
propriate standards for membership, land allocation and democratic
government in the settlements. A constitutional amendment would be
proposed only after the government and the settlements agreed on a
revised Metis Betterment Act.

Board of Directors of the FMSA

The FMSA was incorporated as a nonprofit society under the Alberta
Societies Act in 1975.3 According to the FMSA's bylaws, its membership
consists ofall the settlement councils which choose to participate in its
meetings. In fact, however, most ofthe FMSA's work is done by its board
of directors, which consists of twelve people: one director representing
each settlement, and a four-member executive council consisting of a
president. vice-president. secretary, and treasurer. Ordinarily, the
director representing a settlement council is its chairman, but another
member of the settlement council may be designated to assume the
position, either temporarily or for as long as the council wishes.

The members of the executive council are elected at an annual
meeting by the settlement councillors. Voting is by secret ballot. with
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of all the votes cast. The president and the secretary are elected for
two-year terms in even-numbered years. and the vice-president and
treasurer are elected for two-year terms in odd-numbered years. The
president. as a full-time. Paid employee. may not serve as a member of
a settlement council. but other members of the executive council may
do so. Competition. eSPecially for the position of president. is intense.
with the requirement of an absolute majority forcing some settlement
representatives into uncomfortable compromises. Any member of the
executive council can be removed from office by an "extraordinary
resolution." which can be Passed onlyby three-quarters ofthe directors
present and voting. In the event of a vacancy in the executive council.
the board of directors designates a replacement to serve until the next
annual general meeting.

Meetings of the Board of Directors

The bylaws of the FMSA require that a meeting of the board of
directors be held at least once every three months. and provide that the
president may. with sufficient notice. call such additional meetings as
are deemed necessary. There are also provisions enabling members of
the board to require the president to call special meetings. These
provisions no longer have great practical importance. since custom and
the weight of business dictate monthly meetings. At any meeting five
voting members constitute a quorum. Members ofthe executive councll
cannot vote at FMSA meetings. except that the president of the FMSA
may cast the deciding vote in case ofa tie.

Meetings are usually held at the FMSA's office in Edmonton. They
take place on weekends. extending from 8:30 AM. to 4:30 P.M. on
Saturdays and from 9:00AM. until noon on Sundays. In addition to the
twelve members of the board of directors. other people-such as
members of the FMSA staff. its lawyer. and invited government
officials-usually attend the meetings (with permission. the author
attended a considerable number of meetings as an observer). Board
meetings follow a conventional format.

Mqjor and Minor Items

Matters that concern all or most of the settlements usually find a
place on the agenda of board meetings. Some of these matters are
clearly ofmajor importance in that they have profound implications for
the well-being of the settlements. The matters deemed most important
apPear on the agenda of virtually every meeting. For example. the
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concerning subsurface resources take up, in one way or another, at
least an hour of a typical meeting. Both the president and the FMSA's
lawyer may be directed to address a matter regarding surface rights
compensation from oil companies working on settlement lands: cor
respondence from the law finn handling the suit against the govern
ment may be discussed at some length: and the FMSA's team of
negotiators concerning a new act to govern the settlements may be
asked for a progress report.

Itwould be a mistake to suppose that the FMSAboard deals only with
matters of great consequence. A good deal of time at each meeting is
taken up by routine matters, such as authorizing expenditures of a
housekeeping nature, directing the president to write letters of thanks,
approving the wording of applications for government grants and
submissions, and so on.

Controversial and Uncontroversial Items

It should be emphasized that important matters are not necessarily
controversial, nor are unimportant ones uncontroversial. Indeed, the
matters regarded as most important by board members are least likely
to generate heated debate. In particular, consensus in regard to
protection of the land base is so broad and deep that "issues" relating
to this matter are confined to questions of tactics rather than strategy
or principle, and are addressed by the board in a spirit of cooperation,
with an emphasis on reaching consensus rather than airing disagree
ments.

This is not to say that board meetings have more the character of the
academic seminar than the political forum. On the contrary, most
meetings include several heated debates. The type of proposal most
likely to provoke combat is one that is seen as undermining the
autonomy of one or more settlements. For example, at one meeting
several board members expressed concern that certain settlement
councils were "free-lancing" in their efforts to acquire housing for their
constituents. Opponents of this practice raised two issues of equity,
both relating to the differences among settlement councils in skill,
diligence and/or luck in persuading government officials ofthe severity
oftheir need for housing. The first issuewas the claim that gains for one
settlement could, and often did, cause shortages for others. The second
was the claim that gains for the settlements could and did lead to
hardship for poverty-stricken Metis not living on the settlements. When
the debate became heated, it was decided that facts and figures should
be collected by the president and staff and that the matter of housing
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Internal and External Items

Internal matters are those which deal almost exclusively with settle
ment or FMSA matters. and which can be handled by the FMSA without
the authorization of any governmental or nongovernmental agency.
External matters are those that involve significant conflict. cooperation
or negotiation with any such agency.

The most important generalization that can be made about board
meetings in regard to this internal/external dimension is that the
agenda of the typical meeting is concerned overwhelmingly with
external rather than internal matters. In a typical meeting. that of
January 1984. only eight internal items were discussed. while sixteen
external items were on the agenda. including such diverse subjects as
the provisions of the provincial government's proposed new Child
Welfare Act. amendments to be made to the procedures for electing
members of the FMSA's executive council, and applications to the
federal Department ofthe Secretary ofState for funding to prepare Cree
instructional materials.

Central Features of Board Meetings

One feature ofthe board's work that is quite evident is the wide range
of matters with which it deals. At one meeting. the board dealt with
matters as diverse as Cree language retention, settlement housing. and
the future constitutional status of the Metis. As well, the board deals
with a wide variety ofagencies. Inaddition to its internal operations and
its relationships with the MDB, agenda items described above con
cerned the federal Department of the Secretary of State. the Alberta
Department of Housing. and two provincial government committees.
among others. Third. it is obvious by direct implication that an effective
board member has to have a considerable familiarity with provincial
and federal laws, programs and policies, that he/she must be well
acqUainted with the structure and functioning of the Alberta govern
ment, must possess the political acumen to recognize channels of
influence within it. and must do a good deal of supplementary work in
order to make useful contributions at board meetings. Fourth. it is
evident that a number of matters that would seem to fall within the
purview of the MDB are in fact decided by more senior government
offiCials. In particular, it is clear that the ADM to whom the MOB reports
occupies a crucial role in relation to the FMSA and the settlements.
Finally, it is evident that the president plays a pivotal role in the FMSA.
Almost every item on the a~enda of the January 1984 meeting men-
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taken by him. activities in which he was currently involved. or instruc
tions to him by the board to initiate new actions.

Two general observations about the actual working of the FMSA can
be made at this point. First. in spite of the central role of the president
mentioned above. the FMSA is just that-aJederation. It represents the
settlements. it does not govern them. This feature of the FMSA reveals
itself in two ways. In the first place. the autonomy of the individual
settlements is firmly respected in dealing as they desire with matters
not seen as relevant to all settlements. Only rarely does this require a
warning to the FMSA to "back off." Usually the FMSA adheres to a tacit
understanding that certain settlement policies. priorities and decisions
are none of its concern; for example. the FMSA would not question the
decision ofa settlement to opt for the construction ofa short stretch of
Paved road in preference to a longer stretch ofgravel road. In the second
place. the FMSA president must exercise discretion when expressing
the views of the FMSA. On the one hand. he is lauded for creatively
pursuing the FMSA's objectives. especially those that have been stated
explicitly at board meetings. On the other hand. however. if he is seen
to go too far in interpreting the wishes of the FMSA without adequate
consultation or authorization, he is gently but firmly reminded that his
conduct is unacceptable. Repeated arrogations ofauthority are certain
to result in humbling rebukes at a board meeting.

The other general point that can be made about the actual working
of the FMSA is that in it. inevitably. influence is distributed unequally.
During the period in which the author observed meetings. there was a
considerable turnover of personnel. Four of the eight council chairmen
were replaced. as were all members of the executive council except the
treasurer. On the basis of this "eyeball empiricism," it was determined
that the following characteristics were the most conducive to acquiring
and exercising greater influence in the FMSA:

Occupying the positionofpresident. Ofcourse there can be (and have
been) comparatively weak FMSA presidents. However, the operative
word here is "comparatively." Council members take great care in
choosing a president. Other things being equal, they would prefer to
vote for a close friend rather than an acquaintance, a person from
their own settlement rather than another, a person from their own
region (that is, east or west) rather than the other. However, it is
rarely the case that other things are equal, and the councillors are
well aware of the crucial role played by the president both within
their own organization and their relationship to other agencies.
.Accordingly, they have every reason to select a president who has the
skills and antitlldpSo tn nn thp inh UTPl1 p.vpn if th~t TPnniTPSo vntind
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president tends to be highly influential is that helshe is certain to be
a person of exceptional ability. Another reason for the great
influence of the president is that the position is full-time. Naturally.
the incumbent acquires knowledge and infonnation unavaUable to
other board members. In particular. through constant contact with
government officials the president develops a finesse in dealing with
politicians and civil seIVants that cannot be matched by other board
members.

FortJuightness. Any hint of indecision is held in very low esteem by
Metis politicians. This is not to say that in order to be influential a
board member must be aggressive and outspoken. On the contrary.
undue combativeness is seen as a fault. The point is that those who
take an uneqUivocal position on important issues are admired. and
those who are admired are more influential than those who are not.

Experience. For obvious reasons, those who have seIVed on the
board for a considerable length of time are looked to by others for
guidance.

InteUigence. With each passing year. the issues faced by the FMSA

become more complex and more decisive for the future, the pitfalls
become deeper. and the cost of poor judgement higher. Board
members with the acuteness to grasp complexities and foresee
dangers are becoming increasingly influential.

DUigence. Board members who "do their homework" and come to
meetings well prepared are far more influential than those who try
to "play it by ear.••

Dedication The main interest of some board members is seen to be
that of safeguarding the interests. as they see them. of their own
settlements. The most influential members are those who are seen
as deeply committed to the common good of all the settlements.

Moral probity. Board members do not pretend to be saintly. but
almost all qUietly subscribe to the Christian virtues. Honesty.
fidelity and humility appear to be especially esteemed. and any
board member who is seen to possess these qualities in unusual
measure carries great weight with the others.

During the period when these observations were being made. four
very different board members seemed to be exceptionally influential.
Most influential by far was the president, Albert Chartier.4 A native of
the northernmost of the settlements. Chartier was one of the few
members ofany of the settlements who possessed a university degree.
However. his influence did not derive from academic education alone.
He had been a member. and the chairman. of his own settlement
councll. and therefore had a good deal ofpolitical experience both at the
settlement level and at the level of the FMSA. As well. he was an active
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strengths was his skill and resourcefulness in cultivating a wide range
of contacts with both politicians and bureaucrats. Consequently. his
understanding of political processes. especially those dominated by
white officials. was unrivalled by his associates. and he had enormous
influence on his associates during the difficult negotiations with the
provincial government on matters that would profoundly affect the
future status ofthe settlements.

Another influential board member was the treasurer. Ernest
Williams. The basis of Williams's influence was quite different from
Chartier·s. For one thing. it did not derive from his position on the
executive council. For another. Williams was about twenty years older
than Chartier. Finally. Williams was not as effective an orator as
Chartier. Williams's influence derived principally from his long
experience. his dedication to the well-being of the settlements. and his
moral probity. Williams seldom spoke. either dUring the meetings or in
the informal discussions surrounding them. but when he spoke he was
heeded. In fact. he seemed to exercise a sort of informal veto power;
when Williams expressed doubts about a proposed course ofaction. the
matter was pursued only after further careful study.

The third influential member of the board was Ronny Fraser. chair
man of the council of one of the eastern settlements. The basis of
Fraser's influence was similar to that ofWilliams. although Fraser was
much younger. He was highly regarded for his experience. dedication
and moral probity. but his influence was further enhanced by two
additional characteristics. First. he was very forthright. a trait much
admired by Metis politicians. Second. Fraser's council was generally
recognized by board members as one of the best organized. most
dedicated and most innovative ofall. He was given a good deal of credit
for this performance. which enhanced his standing in the FMSA.

The final influential member of the board. Ricky Maskwa. differed
strikingly from the others. A young chairman of one of the eastern
settlements. Maskwa was the most outspoken member of the board. A
man of exceptional intelligence and political acumen. he was well
informed about matters concerning the FMSA. and when in doubt about
the advisability of proposed policies. tenaciously questioned their
proponents. Although the president was often the object of Maskwa's
searching questions. strong bonds of mutual respect grew between
these two able and vigorous men. Maskwa was selected to serve with
the president on the Joint Metis-Government Committee. Maskwa was
eventually elected president of the FMSA.
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CouncU Members' Assessments of the FMSA
In the last chapter, interviews with thirty-three ofthe forty chairmen

of the settlement councils were discussed. Unreported there were
responses to certain questions regarding the FMSA. The first question
asked was: "Do you think the FMSA is helpful to your settlement?" The
responses are summarized in Table 8.

Table 8
Helpfulness of FMSA to Metis Settlements

Response Number Percentage

Yes 26 78.8
Qualified yes 5 15.2
No 1 3.0
Don't know/no answer 1 3.0
Total 33 100.0

The second question was: "What good does it do?" Councillors were
encouraged to give more than one answer to this question ifthey chose,
and most did so. Twenty-nine of the thirty-one councillors who found
the FMSA helpful gave reasons for their evaluation. Of the twenty-nine.
at least twenty (about 70 percent) gave one or more of the following
reasons: 1) activities in support of securing the settlement land base,
including its leading role in initiating the litigation over subsurface
rights; 2) lobbying governments for financing and programs; 3) devising
and acting as a clearing-house for ideas and initiatives worthwhile to
the settlements; 4) promoting unity among the settlements on matters
of common concern; 5) effectively and successfully presenting the case
for better and prompter payment of surface rights compensation; 6)
devising and finding funds for programs to promote employment on the
settlements; and 7) creating an agency, Settlement Sooniyaw, to
promote systematic economic development on the settlements.

Table 9
Performance of FMSA President

Response Number Percentage

Good. or excellent 18 54.5
Satisfactory 9 27.3
Poor 3 9.1
Don't know/no answer 3 9.1
Total 33 100.0

The third question asked was: "Is there anything about the FMSA that
you do not like?" Fifty-one percent of the respondents gave a "yes" or
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respondents who found the FMSA inadequate could not identify a
specific criticism. Moreover, only one shortcoming-the FMSA's failure
to communicate effectively with the settlements-was mentioned by as
many as four councillors. Only two other criticisms-that the FMSA did
not allow the Settlement Sooniyaw sufficient autonomy, and that it
infringed unduly on the independence of individual settlements-were
noted by as many as three councillors. Evidently the FMSA is held in
very high regard by the settlement councillors.

Finally, the councillors were asked: "Do you think the president of
the FMSA has done a good job?" Respondents were then asked to
explain their judgements. The responses to the general question are
presented in Table 9. Thirty of the thirty-three councillors felt that the
president's personal qualities and achievements, especially those that
are most visible in the public arena, were highly advantageous to the
FMSA and thereby the settlements. Mentioned in this context were his
education, speaking ability, general polish, and political acumen.
Several respondents remarked that these qualities IDled them with
pride and confidence. Other qualities and skills for which the president
was commended were his adeptness in running meetings, his dedica
tion to the well-being ofthe FMSA and the settlements, his industrious
ness, and his skill as a lobbyist. In a negative vein, four respondents felt
that the president made too many decisions without consulting the
board.

NOTES

1. Actually there are two complementary suits, one brought by a settlement
on behalf of the settlements, and one a class action suit brought by an
indMdual settler on behalf of all settlers.

2. Letter from the Honourable Marvin E. Moore, Minister ofMunicipalAfIairs
to Dr. Grant MacEwan, 2 April 1982; contained inAppendix 2 ofthe Report
of the MacEwan Joint Metis-Govermnent Conunittee to Review the Metis
Betterment Act and Regulations.

3. In its application for incorporation as a society under the SocietiesAct, the
federation stated the following as its objects:
(a) To act as an agency for the co-operation ofthe Boards ofthe Settlement
Associations formed pursuant to the provisions of the Metis Betterment
Act and the regulations thereunder. (hereinafter referred to as the Associa
tions). and to promote the advancement and betterment ofthe members of
the Associations;
(b) To co-ordinate the efforts of the Associations and to consider and deal
with all matters and questions relating to the Associations and the
membersthereo~

(c) To provide a medium for the expression of the views and suggestions of
....."'_ D ...1! _ _ .r'-4- ..... _ A J'_4-J ++ -4-_.1_.1_## +_ 4-1- __ ~ ..... +
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and bettennent ofthe members of the Associations and to unite members
thereof in the bonds ofmutual understanding;
(d) To render advice and assistance to the Boards of the Associations;
(e) To co-operate with the member ofthe Executive Councll who is charged
with the administration of the Metis Bettennent Act;
(f) To secure united action for the improvement of legislation. regulations
and governmental policies pertaining to the Associations and the members
thereof;
(g) To hold conferences and meetings for the discussion and resolution of
the needs and problems ofthe Associations and the members thereof;
(h) To promote the evolution oflocal or regional activities amongst the said
.Associations having regard to the indispensability oflocal effort. self-deter
mination and self-government;
(1) To consider and discuss all questions affecting the interest of the
.Associations and the members thereof. and to initiate and promote
delegations in relation to general matters affecting the Associations and
the members thereof;
U) To originate and promote improvements for the general welfare of the
Associations and the members thereof. and to take such other steps and
proceedings as may be deemed expedient in that behalf;
(k) To organize and develop comprehensive programs that are of relevance
to the Associations and the members thereof;
0) To stimulate interest in and appreciation of the needs and problems of
the Metis population. and to promote the development ofprograms to meet
the said needs and problems;
(m) To enter into any arrangements and agreements with any government.
body corporate or authority that may seem conducive to the Society's
objects or any ofthem and to obtain from such government. body corporate
or authority any rights. privlleges and concessions which the Society may
think it desirable to obtain and to carty out. exercise and comply with any
such arrangements and agreements. rights, privileges. and concessions;
(n) To sell. manage. lease. mortgage. dispose of, or otheIWise deal with the
property of the Society;
(0) To receive. and acquire by gift, bequest, devise. transfer or otheIWise.
property of evety nature and description for the purposes of the Society;
(p) To subscribe to become a member of. and co-operate with other
organizations. either incorporated or not, whose objects are altogether or
in part similar to those ofthe Society;
(q) To purchase, take or lease or otheIWise acquire any lands, bulldings. or
property. real and personal. which may be requisite for the purpose of or
capable of being conveniently used in connection with the objects of the
Society;
(r) To invest and deal with such moneys of the Society as are not
immediately required, in such manner as may from time to time be
determined;
(s) To do all such other things as are incidental or conducive to the
attainment of the objects and the exercise of the powers of the Society.

4. I~ s~ould be kept in mind that pseudonyms are used throughout this
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The Metis Development Branch

For many years no branch of the provincial government had specific
responsibility for the Metis settlements. Jurisdiction over the settle
ments was assigned to a section of the Bureau of Relief of the Depart
ment of Social Services and Community Health. With the onset of the
Depression, this section was given responsibility for the relocation of
people on relief in Alberta cities and towns to rural areas, where it was
hoped they could make their living from the soil. Mter the passage ofthe
Metis Population Betterment Act, this section of the Bureau of Relief
was also given responsibility for the relocation of Metis who wished to
move onto the settlements. 1

In the mid-1940s the Metis Rehabilitation Branch, still within the
Department of Social Services and Community Health, was created. It
was a distinct agency with responsibility for the settlements. The
branchwas in a paternal relationship to the settlements, a relationship
reflected in the scope of its activities on the settlements:

During this period, the Metis Rehabilitation Branch provided prac
tically all services to the SettlementAreas--operation ofschools and
involvement in secondary and adult education. construction and
maintenance of roads. stores. agriculture and ranching activities,
control of timber (including fire-fighting). trapping, hunting and
fishing, many aspects of policing services, house construction.
power lines and house wiring. issuing assistance. chUd abuse and
care. registrar of births and deaths. issuing of marriage licences,
emergency ambulance services. counselling, and in many instances
the Area Supervisor had to act in the capacity of a midwife.2

The Metis Rehabilitation Branch was also influential in settlement
government. Earlier in this period a three-person council. with its own
chairman. was elected in eachsettlement. But a supervisor ormanager.
an employee of the branch. was stationed in each settlement and his
judgement was decisive on all important matters. As a matter of
administrative practice, he was the only contact between the settlers
(including council members) and the government. And as a matter of
self-interest, he was in a position to provide significantbenefits to those
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who complied with his wishes and to withhold them from dissidents.
Settlers who recalled those days agreed that the councils had no
effective powers. Later. the councils were changed to five-person bodies
in which two members were elected. two were appointed by the
minister. and the area supervisor was chairman ex oJficio. Knowledge
able observers judge that this seemingly significant change meant little
since the dominant position of the supervisor was already well
established.

In 1980 the Metis Rehabilitation Branch underwent an important
symbolic and practical change. It was moved from the Department of
Social Services to the Department of MUnicipal Affairs. and its name
was changed to the MDB. Repeatedly requested by the FMSA. this
change entailed a rejection of the view that the creation and main
tenance of the settlements was simply a social welfare scheme. in
favour of the view that they were more than anything else a form oflocal
government. The branch was placed under the authority of the ADM in
charge of Improvement Districts. and the new director of the MOB.

unlike his predecessors. was a specialist in economic development
rather than social work.

In 1986 the position ofthe MDB was altered by a reorganization ofthe
Improvement Districts Division. The MOB. renamed the Metis Settle
ment Branch (MSB). is one ofthe three branches (the others are Special
Services Branch and Metis Services Branch) which compose the Native
Services Unit. Each of these branches reports directly to the ADM. The
MSB is the only agency of the provincial government that is concerned
exclusively with the settlements. and it is likely to retain that status for
some time to come. Nevertheless. from the standpoint of function. the
MSB is not simply the successor ofthe MOB. The energies ofthe MSB are
concentrated on two major (and interrelated) transitions. First. the MSB

is facilitating the development ofmore direct relationships between the
settlements and regular departments of the provincial government. in
the manner of ordinary municipalities. Second. it is assisting the
settlements in developing the personnel and the practices which will
enable them to playa much larger role in managing their own affairs.
Because the MSB is concentrating so heavily on transitional measures.
it is difficult to portray accurately the current relationship between "the
branch" and the settlements. much less forecast future relationships.
Accordingly. risking the possibility that it will tum out to be primarily a
matter of historical interest. the following discussion concentrates on
the 1980-86 period.
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Organization of the MDB

The senior official of the MDB is its director. Little about the specific
responsibilities of the director can be learned from the official job
description. which indicates little more than that he bears primary
responsibility for maintaining and improving the services provided by
the branch to the settlements. while doing his best to please his
superiors within the department. other government agencies. the
FMSA. and other Native organizations.

The staff of the MOB consists of employees in the central office in
Edmonton and in the regional offices in High Prairie and St. Paul. In
addition to the director. seven staffmembers are located in Edmonton.
Three managers are the senior members of this staff. The first. the
manager of planning and project development. is responsible for
devising programs and projects in the realm of economic development
and land use. and also in the area of local government. designed to
enhance the well-being ofthe settlements. He is also responsible for the
day-to-day legal transactions in which the MOB is involved. especially
those which require contractual engagements with oil and gas
companies. The manager of training and communications is respon
sible for the planning. initiation and implementation of training and
educational programs on the Metis settlements. as well as being the
focus through which the MOB regularly communicates with settlement
councils and settlers. The manager of operations provides general
management for the operations side of the MOB to ensure effective
control ofactivities and the delivery ofservices to the settlements. This
is achieved through the direction of two district managers and a central
office staff. Budgeting. contract administration. expenditure approval.
five-year plans. building inspections and the implementation and
control of various systems and procedures are part of this manager's
responsibilities. Also employed at the central office are an administra
tive officer and an oil and gas coordinator. whose responsibilities are
mainly ofa clerical nature in regard to oil. gas and seismic activities on
the settlements. The other two employees at the central office do
secretarial and clerical work.

Each district office is headed by a district manager. seconded by an
assistant district manager. Also employed at each district office is a
maintenance worker. who looks after public works on the settlements.
and a secretary-receptionist. An employee of the MOB is also stationed
at the northernmost settlement which. although counted as a western
settlement. is too far from High Prairie to be serviced from there.
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The principal task ofthe district offices is now to provide information.
advice and other services to the settlements from a location near at
hand. thereby significantly reducing the delay and inconvenience of
routing all business through the Edmonton office. Above all. it was
intended that decentralization of authority to the district offices would
significantly accelerate the approval of projects and expenditures
proposed by the settlement councils. Unfortunately. this intention has
not been fulfilled. In particular, the hoped-for acceleration of the
approval of expenditures has not materialized.

Finances
There are profound interrelationships between the economic and the

political dimensions of life. Economics is sometimes described as
pertaining to the allocation of scarce resources. but scarce resources
are also allocated by political practices. procedures and institutions.
This interrelationship between the economic and the political is clearly
discernible in the experience of the Alberta Metis settlements. For
example. the dispute over the ownership ofsubsurface resources on the
settlements is not a purely legal matter. it is clearly also a political and
economic issue. In Chapter 4 it was seen that the political issue
commonly identified as the most difficult by settlement councillors is
the allocation ofscarce resources to the members of their settlements.

A large proportion of the revenues of the settlements is provided by
senior governments, especially the provincial government. and the
largest proportion of provincial government funds is channelled
through the budget of the MOB. Whatever the motives of settlement
politicians. it is evident that the greater the amount of funds they can
extract from government. the better their purposes will be achieved.

Although there is a considerable conjunction ofinterests between the
Metis politicians and officials of the MOB. there are nevertheless some
inherent bases ofconflict. While the Metis politicians are aware that the
budget of the MOB is finite. they naturally see their needs as exception
ally pressing and hold the MOB responsible for being insufficiently
energetic in seeking budget increases. As well. MOB officials are
concerned with strict fmancial accountability. While Metis politicians
accept the principle of accountability. they tend to see some of the
specific requirements as intrusive. requiring accounting that is too
detailed to serve reasonable purposes. Finally. there are regular dis
agreements as to the most appropriate means of making use of the
MOB's budget. On the one hand, the settlements occasionally propose
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ofreasons: excessive cost. lack oflong-term benefits. inadequate levels
of expertise. and so on. On the other hand. the MDB sometimes
proposes-and sometimes implements without adequate consultation
-programs and projects which the settlement councillors and the
FMSA feel have little relation to the abilities. needs and aspirations of
the settlers. However, before venturing any further generalizations
about the political implications of financing. it would be appropriate to
provide some sPecific information about the revenues and expenditures
of the MDB, the settlements, and the FMSA.

In 1962-63, the budget of the MDB was less than $250,000, by
1969-70 itwas over $900,000, and since the MDB has been relocated to
the DePartment of Municipal Affairs its annual budget has been
increased to approximately $3 million. Before considering the budget of
the MDB more fully, it would be helpful to gain some understanding of
the budgets of the settlements themselves. The operational revenues of
the settlements are obtained from provincial appropriations (the "vote
budget") and the Metis SettlementTrust Fund (the "trust budget"). Both
the vote budget and the trust budget are received initially as lump
sums. However, by long-standingagreement bothbudgets are allocated
among the settlements such that 70 percent is divided evenly and 30
Percent on a Per capita basis. Beginning in 1986, there was a consider
able change in the financing of the settlements by the branch. Financ
ing in the 1984-85 fiscal year provides a backdrop for describing
subsequent developments. The 1984-85 vote budget. which is
presented in Table 10. illustrates this distribution.3

Table 10
Vote Budget, 1984-1985

Settlement 70% Even 30% Per capita % Population Budget

Highgrass Plain $96.250 $61,050 18.5 $157,300
Pickerel Lake 96,250 27,060 8.2 123,310
Jackpine 96,250 42,570 12.9 138,820
Paskwaw 96,250 28,380 8.6 124,630
Osprey Lake 96,250 55,440 16.8 151,690
Aspen River 96,250 47,190 14.3 143,440
Green Prairie 96,250 34,320 10.4 130,570
Viscount 96,250 33,990 10.3 130,240
Total $770,000 $330,000 100.0 $1,100,000

The similar distribution but smaller size of the trust budget for
1984-85 is exhibited inTable 11. It should be noted that the total trust
budget was not $389,400 but $462,000; the remaining $72.600 was
committed to thp. fin::lnf'ind' of thp FM~A
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Table 11
Trust Budget, 1984-1985

settlement 70% Even 300A> Per capita % Population Budget

Highgrass Plain $34,072 $21,612 18.5 $55,684
Pickerel Lake 34,072 9,580 8.2 43,652
Jackpine 34,072 15,070 12.9 49,142
Paskwaw 34,072 10,047 8.6 44,119
Osprey Lake 34,072 19,626 16.8 53,698
Aspen River 34,072 16,706 14.3 50,778
Green Prairie 34,072 12,150 10.4 46,222
Viscount 34,072 12,033 10.3 46,105
Total $272,576 $116,824 100.0 $389,400

Expenditures from both budgets must be approved by the depart
ment. In the case of large expenditures this can involve the ADM, the
deputy minister, or even the minister. OrdinarUy, however, authoriza
tion of expenditures is handled by the MOB. The vote and trust budgets
are used for somewhat different purposes. Generally speaking, the
trust budget is used for more discretionary purposes, while the vote
budget is used for purposes deemed essential to the welfare of the
settlements.

The financial contribution of the MOB to the settlements has always
been considerably greater than has been revealed so far. For example,
for several years the MOB has been paying for the installation ofwater
and sewage facilities on the settlements. In 1984, an offiCial of the MOB
estimated that the eventual cost of this endeavour would be ap
proximately $12 million. The MOB has financed a number of training
programs-for settlement administrators and for apprentice car
penters, for example-as well as seminars on financial accountability.
The MOB also makes an annual contribution to the core budget of the
FMSA. The 1984-85 core budget of the FMSAis presented in Table 12.

Table 12
Budget of the FMSA, 1984-1985

Source Amount ($)

Metis Bettennent Trust Fund 73,920
secretary ofState 37,061
MunicipalAfIairs 30,000
CarpentryTraining Program 15,145
settlement Sooniyaw Corporation 1,683
Total 157,809

After 1984-85, part of the funding of the settlements and the FMSA
rontintlPo to rome in the form of vote and trust appropriations.
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most part, they simply kept pace with inflation. In fact, the financial
contribution to the settlements increased markedly after 1985. Mer
the replacement of the MOB by the MSB, the branch began to make
sizeable special purpose grants to the settlements with a view to
enhancing their ability to assume a significantly larger role in manag
ing their own affairs. By 1989-90 these grants amounted to just under
$1 million per year. Considering that dUring this period the provincial
government was committed to, and was to a considerable extent
practising, a policy offiscal restraint. it certainlycannotbe said that the
government was paYing mere lip service to Metis betterment in the
financial realm.

Facts and figures. especially concerning the crucial realm offinance,
are a requisite to understanding the relationships between the MOB.
the settlements and the FMSA. However. quantitative data only reveal
possibilities for conflict and cooperation. they provide little insight into
either the tone or the substance of the relationships which are of
interest. and which will now be considered. First the views of the
settlement councillors and officers ofthe FMSA concerning the MOB will
be examined.

Metis Views of the MDB

During the interviews of settlement councillors. certain questions
were asked about the MOB. The first question was: "What do you think
of the MOB?" There were both negative and positive responses. For
example. one council chairman described MOB officials as "a bunch of
red-necked sons of bitches ... I have more faith in my five-year-old
daughter than the MOB has in elected Metis councillors." Another
remarked that "it's too bad that we don't have more snipers." At the
other extreme, one council chairman described MOB officials as "always
cooperative. helpful and courteous." Another praised the competence
and dedication of the MOB staff, attributing all dissatisfaction to the
conduct of governmental officials senior to the MOB. and criticized a
number of his associates for adopting an unduly combative stance
towards members of the MOB. The most common response. however.
was more balanced, identiJYing both strengths and weaknesses of the
MOB.

Most settlement councillors and FMSA officers interviewed felt the
strengths of the MOB were almost entirely attributable to the merits of
individual MOB employees, rather than merits of policies. programs or
practices. In particular. most saw the MOB staff. especially the top
mana(!ers in the centr~l offirp ~nr1 thp thpn rHrpf'tnr !:aQ hfcshlu
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competent and eager to do their best for the settlements. The view was
widespread that shortcomings in the performance of the MOB were
largely attributable to obstructions imposed by senior officials in the
Department ofMunicipal Affairs and by representatives of the attorney
general concerned about the litigation between the settlements and the
provincial government. Several of the councillors regretted what they
saw as the stifling of the MOB's "good, young staff."

Many of the negative comments about the MOB also related to
members ofthe staff. This may seem contradictory, but in fact it is easy
to explain. At the time the interviews were conducted, most of the
councillors were impressed by the ability and dedication of the staff of
the MOB's central office, especially the director and a young manager.
However, they saw these men as atypical, and not what they could
expect in the future. Their suspicions that the MOB was an inhospitable
environment for people intent on doing a good job were confirmed when
the director and two young managers resigned. Several respondents
held that the MOB should be first and foremost a clientele agency,
acting as an advocate within government for the settlements in the
same way that the Department of AgrIculture commonly pleads the
case of farmers. The view was widely shared that the MOB spent too
much time and energy attempting to control activities on the settle
ments and too little attempting to facilitate their economic and political
development.

Closely connected to the foregoing criticismwas the recurrent charge
of Paternalism based on ignorance. Two kinds of ignorance were
commonly attributed to the MOB. The first was ignorance of "the Metis
outlook." For example, a number ofrespondents said that most officials
of the MOB never understood that uncultivated land was regarded by
the Metis not as "wasteland" but as an indispensable habitat for
hunting, trapping and gathering. One respondent, who was generally
favourably disposed towards the MOB, noted that "the MOB sometimes
seems to forget that we're only halfwhite." The other type of ignorance,
less closely linked to cultural differences, was attributed to the fact that
the senior officials of the MOB were deskbound in Edmonton and
therefore not sufficiently familiar with the needs, aspirations and
prospects of the settlements. The principal MOB offiCials, according to
a number of councillors, had a weak grasp of local problems common
to all the settlements and even less awareness ofthe differences among
the settlements.

During the period when the interviews were conducted, the expres-
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the MOB to spend several million dollars over several years installing
water and sewage treatment facilities on the settlements. without
consulting the settlement councils about the advisability ofsucha large
expenditure on this as opposed to other projects. Not surprisingly.
councillors who opposed this project were especially vehement in their
condemnation of the MOB. But the heat of their condemnation was no
greater than that of a councillor who strongly favoured the program.
While forcefully asserting his opinion that in the current state of the
environment "purified running water is not a luxury but a hygienic
necessity." he strongly censured the MOB for proceeding without
consultation.

Councillors forcefully criticized the MOB for two reasons familiar to
civil servants. First. the councillors maintained that there were exces
sive delays in approving or disapproving proposals made by the settle
ments; it should be emphasized that blame for the delays was not
ascribed exclusively to the MOB. Part of the problem. according to the
councillors. was that senior officials in the Department of Municipal
Affairs. as well as agents of the attorney general. often lengthened the
delays by a time-consuming scrutiny of proposals. Nevertheless. most
of the blame was attributed to the MOB itself. which was held to be
deliberate to the point of obstructiveness in its evaluation ofproposals.
Second. the MOB was held to be uninformative to the point ofsecrecy in
its dealings with the councils and the FMSA. Several councillors saw
this as related to the MOB's paternalistic attitude towards the settle
ments. In their view. the MOB had its own agenda for expenditure ofthe
Part ofits budget not committed to other purposes. and preferred not to
consult with the Metis.

The second question which the councillors were asked was: "Do you
think the MOB has been improving or getting worse in recent years?"
Thirty of the thirty-three councillors interviewed responded to this
question. Interestingly. fIfteen of these said that the MOB was improv
ing. while only seven said that it was gettingworse; the remaining eight
saw no significant change. How could councillors see the MOB as
improving while being negative about its performance? Two considera
tions which emerged in the interviews account for this apparent
disparity. First. at the time when the interviews were conducted the
councillors were impressed by the ability and diligence of the MOB
director and one of the young managers. Although these men had
already given notice of resignation. their performance clearly
influenced the councillors. Second. it became evident in the course of
the interviews that many of the councillors were not comparing the

- - - --
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mance at an earlier time. Instead, they were comparing the MDB with
the Metis Rehabilitation Branch in the Department of Social Services.
While they had plenty ofcriticisms ofthe MDB, not surprisingly most of
them found it markedly preferable to deal with an agency with a
significantly increased budget and an orientation towards political and
economic development rather than social work.

The final question regarding the MDB was: "Is the district office ofthe
MDB helpful to you?" Favourable responses regarding the district
offices tended to be given by the less experienced councillors. All
favourable responses commended the district offices as sources of
information and advice, which was found particularly helpful by newer
council members. The unfavourable responses. with few exceptions.
came from the more experienced councillors and focussed on matters
relating to the processing ofproposals, the delivery ofservices. and the
settlement of grievances. These councillors had little to say about the
competence and dedication of the staffs of the district offices. In their
view. problems arose not from the personnel of these offices but from
the system ofwhich they were a part. Specifically. they complained that
the district offices were so lacking in authority that they served only as
an additional hurdle to leap before results could be obtained. They
found that since all important matters had to be dealt with in Edmon
ton. routing them through the district offices served no other purpose
than delay.

The MDB. then. was not held in high esteem by the settlement
councillors. Although some members of the MDB's staff were well
regarded. the councillors felt that its organization, policies. practices
and institutional orientation left a great deal to be desired. At this
juncture it is worth seeing if these negative sentiments were recipro
cated by the MDB.

MDB Views of the Metis

The following observations are based on two types of evidence. First.
in the 1983-85 period most of the nonclerical staff of the MDB were
interviewed. including personnel in one of the district offices and in
some cases consecutive incumbents of the same position. Second.
dUring the same period the author attended a number of meetings of
the board of directors of the FMSA and all-council meetings at which
officials of the MDB made presentations. usually followed by question
and-answer sessions.

All the MDB officials interviewed believed that the quality of settle
ment government and politics had improved remarkably, in every
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MDB with whom the author spoke agreed that the general level of
competence of the members of the settlement councils had improved
strikingly in the preceding decade. The MOB members were not averse
to taking some credit for this improvement. but they attributed much of
the improvement to the fact that the Metis settlers were acquiring more
and better formal education. MOB officials saw the greatly increased
ability and propensity to take into account the short- and long-term
effects of programs. policies and practices as the most dramatic of the
improvements in the Metis leaders. The political improvements on the
settlements were not seen by MOB officials as confmed to the existing
leadership group, however. Several of them remarked that there was a
corresponding improvement in the competence and the public spirit of
the "ordinary" settlers. especially on the more "progressive" settle
ments. as seen in the increased turnout and greater frequency ofclose
contests in settlement elections. MOB officials also pointed to the
development of the FMSA into an effective coordinating and lobbYing
organization as a sign of increased Metis political sophistication. In a
more concrete vein. several MOB officials noted that both the settlement
councils and the FMSAwere becoming increasingly effective in securing
and administering grants for both political and emplOYment-generating
purposes from agencies other than the MOB.

Not surprisingly. praise by MOB members was also mixed with
criticism. Such criticism can be grouped into two categories. dealing
with the relationships between the Metis politicians and their con
stituents. and with the relationships between the Metis politicians and
the MOB.

Criticism of the relationships between politicians and their con
stituents was based on the charge of favouritism. Politicians were
accused of pursuing disproportionately the interests of people like
themselves. devoting most of their energies to objectives favoured by
wage labourers, farmers and ranchers, while paYing relatively little
attention to those of their constituents who were more "traditional" in
their outlooks and activities. The latter, partly because they tended to
be politically inarticulate. for the most part were neglected. As well. it
was maintained that there was a pattern in which many council
members use their office to favour relatives and. to a lesser extent.
friends. Houses. major house repairs, wells and jobs were among the
services said to be allocated to relatives and friends of councillors.
regardless ofneed. It should be noted that MOB members who identified
this type of favouritism all emphasized that it is now less serious on
most settlements than it was in the past.
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MOB members voiced three main complaints about the Metis
politicians' relationships with the MOB itself. First. they held that
neither the settlement councils nor the FMSA were sufficiently sensitive
to the constraints imposed on the MOB by law and by government
policy. In the view ofMOB officials. the Metis were too ready to condemn
the MOB for its slow response to requests for approval of projects. and
requirements that meticulous financial records be kept. when these
difficulties arose not from the policies of the MOB but from legal
requirements or from the need of the MOB to consult with other
government agencies. Second. MOB officials were persuaded that the
settlements did too little to enhance their fmancial independence and
relied too heavily on the MOB and other government agencies. MOB
members maintained that the settlement councils were lax even in
ensuring that they collected the annual levies. and made little effort to
expand their revenue base within the settlements. This reluctance was
especially disturbing in light ofthe expressed desire ofmost ofthe Metis
leaders to achieve a greater level of political autonomy for the settle
ments. MOB members maintained that government funds always come
with strings attached. and that increased self-government by the Metis
depended on increased self-taxation. This matter continues to cause
considerable friction between Metis leaders and the MOB. frequently
surfacing in discussions of the honoraria paid to councillors. By law.
the secretary and each member of council is entitled to an honorarium
of three dollars for each monthly council meeting. In practice. council
lors receive monthly honoraria of one hundred dollars and council
chairmen two hundred dollars. In addition. councillors receive an
honorarium for each off-settlement meeting attended. Councillors
complain that these payments are incommensurate with the time and
energy they expend on their duties. Senior government officials have
occasionally opposed this view by appealing to the literal meaning of
"honorarium" as a token of appreciation for services rendered. Most
MOB officials do not agree with this narrow definition. but they do hold
that if the honoraria are increased. the added expense should be borne
by the settlements as a step towards greater self-government. Finally.
MOB offiCials complained that councillors often use the MOB as a scape
goat to deflect attention from their own shortcomings. In particular. it
was felt that councillors often ignore information provided to them by
the MOB. or procrastinate beyond deadlines and then accuse the MOB
ofhaving failed to provide the information at all.

Assessment and Implications

A good test of the fairness of praise or blame is whether those who
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one. the officials of the MOB and the leaders of the Metis settlements
seem to have taken each others' measure rather well. since some
members of the MOB acknowledged thejustice ofa number of the Metis
leaders' criticisms of their agency. while several Metis leaders acknow
ledged that some of the MOB criticisms were legitimate.4

The Metis leaders agreed with the MOB officials that the quality of
government and politics on the settlements had improved dramatically
in all respects during the preceding decade. and that this improvement
was in large measure due to the fact that settlers were acquiring more
and better formal education. This. they believed. had three important
effects. First. it created a larger pool ofpotential settlement councillors.
Second. it increased the willingness of settlers to elect better-educated
councillors. Third. it helped to expand the "attentive public" on the
settlements-the group ofsettlers who kept a close eye on the activities
of their councillors and were unhesistant in offering either encourage
ment or dissent as they saw fit. Thus the councillors. like the MOB
officials. sawpolitical improvement notjust in the leadership ranks but
throughout the settlement populations. Again like the MOB offiCials,
but more emphatically, Metis politicians saw the creation and increas
ing sophistication of the FMSA as a crucial factor in their political
progress. Some of the more experienced Metis politicians agreed with
the MOB's charge that it was sometimes used as a scapegoat to deflect
attention from the councillors' own shortcomings. One council chair
man, not an admirer of the MOB, remarked drolly that he found it most
useful as a target to blame for some of his own shortcomings. Most
councillors also acknowledged that there was some truth in the charge
of favouritism. However, all maintained that it was declining rapidly
and had practically disappeared on some settlements.

MOB officials concurred with much of the assessment of them by the
Metis leaders. They agreed strongly with the judgement that the
performance of the MOB had improved markedly when it was trans
ferred from the Department of Social Services to the Department of
Municipal Affairs. They shared the Metis view that this improvement
had much to do with increased competence. However, they saw this
competence less as a matter of absolute superiority of personnel than
of greater fitness relative to the needs and aspirations of the settle
ments. That is. they saw their superiority as stemming from the greater
appropriateness of an agency concerned mainly with political and
economic development compared to one concerned mainly with social
work.

MOB members also agreed that many of the defects attributed to the
MOB bv the Metis resulted from constraints imnosed unon it. rather
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than from personal shortcomings or policies favoured by the MOB as a
whole. For example, the slowness of MOB responses to proposals was
attributed in large part to the constraints imposed by government
financial regulations. The failure of the regional offices to measure up
to expectations was also attributed to obstacles created outside the
MOB. According to members ofthe MOB, senior officials both inside and
outside the Department ofMunicipal Affairs had forbidden the devolu
tion of authority that the MOB would have preferred, insisting that all
but the most minor decisions be evaluated in Edmonton.

A similar response was made to the charge of paternalism. MOB
officials acknowledged that, to some extent, the MOB was in a Pater
nalistic relationship with the settlements. However, they maintained
that this paternalism was an institutionalized constraint rather than
an expression of the personal dispositions of members of the MOB. As
was seen in Chapter 2, the councils ofthe Metis settlements do not even
have the legal authority of a minor municipality. All the bylaws of the
settlement councils must be ratified by the minister and, in accordance
with the Metis Population Betterment Act, there are few official actions
that can be taken by the councils without the authorization of the
minister or the cabinet. Of necessity, the bulk of this authority is
delegated to a bureaucratic agency, the MOB. Thus, an element of
paternalism is built into the relationship between the MOB and the
settlements, regardless of the wishes ofeither party, because as long as
there is legislation that construes the settlement Metis as wards of the
state, there must be an agency of the civil service which administers
that wardship. This argument fails to counter the charge made by the
Metis that the MOB's paternalism extends beyond the requirements of
law, in that MOB members frequently fail to consult with the settlement
councils and the FMSA before implementing major programs.

Some MOB officials agreed that MOB members located in Edmonton,
who were the main decision makers in regard to the settlements, were
often unfamiliar with the actual conditions on the settlements. How
ever, they vehemently rejected the charges of some Metis leaders that
MOB members knew next to nothing about problems faced by the
settlements in general, and the diversity of the problems faced by
different settlements in particular. It was recognized, however, that a
considerable part of their time was consumed in papelWork, in
tragovernmental consultations and negotiations, and dealings with
private enterprisers whose activities affected the well-being of the
settlements. Furthermore, it was acknowledged that their contacts
~t~ the.. settlements were almost exclusively contacts with settlement
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If the Alberta Metis settlements are to acquire a significantly greater
scope of political self-determination, tasks now performed by the MOB
must be taken over by the settlements, the FMSA, other agencies
established by the settlements for various purposes, or a combination
of these. The most interesting implications of this examination of the
MOB concern the possibility that the Metis could assume these tasks.

A number of considerations suggest that the Metis could perform
tasks currently carried on by the MOB. Most of the MOB officials and
most of the Metis leaders agree on the following points: 1) the pool of
able Metis leaders and potentlalleaders is growing rapidly; 2) the level
of comprehension of the workings of the provincial government has
increased dramatically during the Past decade, especially within the
FMSA; 3) devolution ofauthority to the regional offices has not occurred;
4) Metis leaders are more familiar than members of the MOB with
conditions that obtain generally on the settlements and also with the
diversity of the settlements; and 5) the MOB adopts an unduly pater
nalistic stance towards the settlements. Therefore, to some extent, an
enhanced level of political self-determination at the level of the settle
ments is possible. However, claiming that Metis couId do work now
done by the MOB is not equivalent to claiming that they slwuId do so. It
is possible that a Metis-dominated MOB (or a new agency performing
similar tasks) would have all the shortcomings of the present MOB. For
one thing. the favouritism that is acknowledged to persist on the
settlements could become even more problematic ifit infected the MOB
as well as the councils. Moreover, it is possible that the creation of a
Metis-dominated MOB would slow the movement towards a more
meaningful transfer ofauthority from the provincial government to the
settlements, in that the government might feel such a move would
satisfy Metis aspirations to increased self-determination. Finally. the
political attitudes. opinions. and aspirations of "ordinary" residents of
the settlements have to this point been neglected. Accordingly. the next
two chapters will examine several dimensions of the political orienta
tions of the residents of the Metis settlements.

NOTES

1. MOB, Metis Settlements tnAlberta (Edmonton: n.p., 1982), 10.
2. Ibid., 12.

3. Names of settlements, like names ofpersons, are pseudonyms.
4. It should be noted that these acknowledgements ofthe soundness ofpraise

and blame occurred spontaneously in conversation. The author did not
confront either side with the criticisms of the other.

5. A common complaint of Metis councUlors is that the MOB'S perceptions of
their relationships with their constituents are unduly coloured by the
I'nTY1nl",h,t", nf' '" f'~""T Tn",ll'nT1t~T1t",....Tnn Tn!JI1c~ TPd'111!J1T vic:::.itc:::. tn thp TPdinn~l
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External Political Orientations
of the Metis Settlers

Attention in this study has so far been focussed on the governors
rather than the governed. However. it takes little reflection to see that a
study of a political organization which concentrates on the governors
and ignores the governed is bound to be inadequate. A concern for
accuracy. then. would be a sufficient reason for attending to the
political orientations of"ordinary folks" as well as political leaders. but
there is a further reason why attention to the governed as well as the
governors is essential to the present study. One ofthe central interests
of this book is in the possibility and desirability of increased political
self-determination by the settlements. both of which are dependent
upon the attitudes and opinions ofthe "ordinary" settlers. Ifthe settlers.
or a Significant majority of them. are opposed to greater self-govern
ment. the case for it is severely undermined. if not destroyed. In
particular. it is a requisite of increased self-government that most
settlers have enough confidence in their current and prosPective
leaders that they are willing to see them invested with more authority.
Accordingly. this chapter and the next are concerned with the political
outlooks and activities of"ordtnary" residents of the settlements.

Interviewing the Settlers

For a variety of reasons it was impossible to interview a reasonably
representative sample of the residents of all eight settlements. The
author thus chose to conduct interviews on two settlements: a large.
eastern settlement. and a smaller. western one. Osprey Lake is an
eastern settlement which is one of the largest of the eight. It occupies
an area of about eighty thousand acres. and its population is around
720. It is divided by a paved provincial highway. although most of its
area and population are on one side of the highway. so that most travel
within the settlement is on gravel roads. The settlement land includes
one lake and abuts another but there is no viable commercial fishery.
Almost all of the land is rocky. a good deal ofit swampy. and little of it
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fit for farming. Ranching, and in some cases associated growing offeed
crops, is the most successful on-settlement source of income. A
number of settlers work in various occuPations in the nearest sizeable
town, and some of the men leave the settlement for extended periods of
seasonal employment, such as ftrefightlng, construction and work in
the oU fields, but the rate of unemployment and underemployment is
very high.

Paskwaw is a western settlement which occupies about the same
area as Osprey Lake but its population (around 350) is much smaller.
It is located in an area ofgently rolling bush and forest on both sides of
the Elkhorn River. The nearest Paved highway is fifteen miles away. A
small town is located at thejunction ofthe highway and the gravel road
to the settlement, and from there it is a short trip to the major town in
the area. Access to and within the settlement has been persistently
impeded by poor transportation routes. The Elkhorn River is subject to
flooding and for may years bridges were regularly washed away.
Although the settlement was established in 1939, it was not until 1967
that a permanent bridge was completed. Roads within the settlement
are still few and not very well constructed. and there is still no access to
some of the settlement's more promising agrtcultural land. These
problems of physical access have undoubtedly contributed to the
settlement's relatively slow growth and small population. There are
some successful farmers and ranchers in Paskwaw, in spite of the fact
that agriculture is inhibited by mostly poor soU and transportation
problems. Timber was overcut many years ago and, although a sUvicul
tural program is now in place, forestry is not yet a practical proposition
on the settlement. However, some settlers are employed full-time or
part-time in lumber mills in the nearby towns. A number of settlers
acquire seasonal employment in a variety of occupations, but un
employment and underemployment are consistently high.

Having decided to conduct interviews on these two settlements, the
author formally requested permission from the board ofthe FMSA to do
so, supplyingwrttten information about the nature and purposes ofthe
study. Soon thereafter he was called on to appear at a board meeting to
answer questions. It was made clear that permission would also be
reqUired from the settlement councils. since the FMSA did not have the
authority to make such decisions on their behalf. After the author's oral
presentation and a question period. the board approved the interview
project. The chairman ofthe Osprey Lake settlement indicated that his
settlement had already approved the request. He said that soon after
the possibility of studvinll an eastern and a western settlement had
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been mooted. the settlement had held a general meeting at which it was
decided that Osprey Lake should be studied. Moreover. he urged the
author to "Do your damnedest to find fault with us: we want the nearest
to the truth you can find." The response from Paskwaw was quite
different and. initially. closer to what had been expected. They had not
yet held a meeting but proposed to do so in the near future. The
Paskwaw settlement council met later and rejected the proposal.
However. soon thereafter the Paskwaw council invited the author to a
general meeting of the settlement to state his case. After an oral
presentation and close questioning. approval was given to undertake
the study.

The selection of respondents was not scientific. Working from the
most recent voters' list for a settlement council election. the author
asked a school-aged settlement child to select a number at random
from the total number of voters on the list. Taking the person desig
nated by that number as the first interviewee. the author selected every
sixth name thereafter from the Osprey Lake voters' list. which included
about three hundred persons. and every fourth name from the
Paskwaw voters' list. which contained about 175. When an individual
would not. or could not. be interviewed. the name of the next person on
the voters' list was substituted.

All the interviews were conducted by the author. who spent
approximately three weeks at each settlement. The respondents were
most hospitable and forthcoming. and the interviews rarely lasted less
than half an hour. All but two of the interviews were private. the two
exceptions being unilingual Cree speakers in which cases an inter
preter was present. The anonYmity ofall participants in the study was
guaranteed. Accordingly. in this chapter as throughout the book. not
only the names ofparticular individuals but also the names offamilies.
settlements. and landmarks are pseudonYmS.

Although neither the size nor the method of selecting the samples
would satisfy a scientific pollster. the responses nevertheless are
representative of the adult populations of the two settlements. There
was scarcely a household in either of the two communities in which no
one was interviewed. and in several households more than one person
was interviewed. Furthermore. the author had conversations with
settlers who were not formally interviewed. and the range and intensity
of their views closely paralleled those of the designated interviewees.
More dubious than the reliability of the findings concerning the two
settlements. however. are attempts to generalize these findings to the
other six settlements. While it is acknowled1!ed that there are many
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important differences among them. Fortunately. two important dif
ferences were dealt with by virtue of the settlements chosen for study.
First. it is sometimes held that there is a significant difference between
the more populous and less populous settlements: Osprey Lake has a
comparatively large population whereas Paskwaw's is comparatively
small. Second. almost all observers find important differences between
the eastern and western settlements: as noted earlier. Osprey Lake is
located in the east, while Paskwaw is in the west.

Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents

At Osprey Lake, 54 percent (twenty-seven of fifty) ofthe respondents
were male and 46 percent female. This compares with the voters' list
ratio of 52 percent male and 48 percent female. At Paskwaw, 45.5
percent (twenty of forty-four) of the respondents were male and 54.5
percent female (compared to the voters' list ratio of46 percent male and

Table 13
Age Distribution of Respondents

Osprey Lake
Age Number Percentage Cumulative Percentage

Under 21 4 8.0 8.0
21-24 5 10.0 18.0
25-29 10 20.0 38.0
30-34 1 2.0 40.0
35-39 5 10.0 50.0
40-44 8 16.0 66.0
45-49 4 8.0 74.0
50-54 3 6.0 80.0
55-59 3 6.0 86.0
60-64 3 6.0 92.0
Over 65 4 8.0 100.0
Total 50 100.0 100.0

Paskwaw
Under 21 5 11.4 11.4
21-24 4 9.1 20.5
25-29 8 18.2 38.6
30-34 3 6.8 45.5
35-39 2 4.5 50.0
40-44 6 13.6 63.6
45-49 3 6.8 70.5
50-54 3 6.8 77.3
55-59 3 6.8 84.1
60-64 1 2.3 86.4
Over 65 6 13.6 100.0
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54 percent female). The age distributions of the respondents on the two
settlements are displayed in Table 13. There is an unrepresentative
shortage of respondents in the 30-34 age group and an excess in the
25-29 age group, but otherwise the sample appears to be reasonably
representative. There is an important aspect in which the sample
appears to be highly representative. It is generally agreed that on each
settlement there are "leading families": four at Osprey Lake and three
at Paskwaw. The proportions of these families interviewed and their
proportions on the voters lists are very close, as Table 14 reveals.

Table 14
Leading FamiUes: Interviewed and Actual

Osprey Lake
Family % InteIViewed % on Voters' List

Gregg 18.0 20.0
Allen 8.0 6.0
Bright 10.0 12.0
Cliche 8.0 6.0
Total 44.0 44.0

Paskwaw
Miller 16.0 13.0
Chretien 6.0 7.0
Lapointe 16.0 14.0
Total 38.0 34.0

Respondents were asked how much formal education they had
completed. Their replies are presented in Table 15. The "some secon
dary" category is very broad, ranging from a Partial grade 7 to near
completion of grade 12, but a majority of the respondents in this
category mentioned that they had attended high school. Typically those
who entered grade 12 completed it, and it is noteworthy that a high
school graduation rate of 20 percent is very high for a Native
community.

There is evidence of a considerable difference between Osprey Lake
and Paskwaw in levels of formal educational attainment. At the one
extreme, only 8 percent of the respondents at Osprey Lake had not
completed elementary school, while the corresponding figure for
Paskwaw was 27 percent. At the other extreme, 20 percent of the
respondents at Osprey Lake had completed high school, compared to
only 7 percent at Paskwaw.
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Table 15
Formal Education of Respondents

Osprey Lake
Amount of Schooling Number Percentage

None 3 6.0
Some elementary 1 2.0
Completed elementary 4 8.0
Some secondary 29 58.0
Completed secondary 10 20.0
Some postsecondary 2 4.0
No answer 1 2.0
Total 50 100.0

Paskwaw
None 5 11.4
Some elementary 7 15.9
Completed elementary 8 18.2
Some secondary 21 47.7
Completed secondary 3 6.8
Some postsecondary 0 0.0
Total 44 100.0

Therewas also a considerable difference between the two settlements
in the respondents' ability to speak Cree. as shown in Table 16. In most
cases. "some Cree" meant good. though imperfect. comprehension and
fair to poor ability to speak. The striking thing about the Osprey lake
respondents is that almost halfofthem had no Cree at all; the situation
is very different at Paskwaw.

Table 16
Competence in Cree of Respondents

Osprey Lake
Level of Competence Number Percentage

No Cree 23 46.0
Some Cree 9 18.0
Fluent Cree 18 36.0
Total 50 100.0

Paskwaw
No Cree 11 25.0
Some Cree 6 13.6
Fluent Cree 27 61.4
Total 44 100.0

At Osprey lake. 78 percent of the respondents said that they
belonged to a church or other religious organization. compared to 91
percent at Paskwaw. As Table 17 indicates. there is a striking difference
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known of Metis history. especially in Alberta. the high proportion of
Protestants comes as some surprise. The Protestants were almost
equally divided between members of the United Church and members
of a quite recently established Pentecostal church. Several Informed
observers warned against taking this high proportion of Protestant
affiliation as typical of the eastern settlements. The strength of the
United Church at Osprey Lake. they maintained. was largely the result
of early patterns of missionary activity. while Protestant fundamen
talism. though present in other settlements. is nowhere else as strong
as at Osprey Lake. With its overwhelming preponderance of Roman
Catholics. Paskwaw corresponds more closely to standard preconcep
tions about the religious convictions ofMetis communities.

Table 17
Religious Affiliations of Respondents

Osprey Lake
Religious Affiliation Number Percentage

Roman Catholic 20 40.0
Protestant 21 42.0
Non-denominational Christian 7 14.0
Native 0 0.0
No religion 1 2.0
No answer 1 2.0
Total 50 100.0

Paskwaw
Roman Catholic 36 81.8
Protestant 3 6.8
Non-denominational Christian 3 6.8
Native 1 2.3
No answer 1 2.3
Total 44 100.0

Each respondent was asked how long helshe had lived on the
settlement. The replies are presented in Table 18. Remarkable here.
though not surprising. is the high proportion of long-term residents.
Over 60 percent of the respondents had lived on the Osprey Lake
settlement for more than twenty years. and almost 80 percent for more
than ten years. Asolid majority ofthe respondents had resided there for
virtually the whole oftheir adult lives. 1 The preponderance oflong-term
residents is still evident at Paskwaw. althoug..'l it is not as marked as at
Osprey Lake. The other end of the residency spectrum also deserves
notice. however. The MAA as well as the MDB and some settlers have
accused the settlements of being less than welcoming to new ap
plicants. The fi,gures of 10 percent for Osprey Lake and 23 percent for
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Paskwaw ofmembers with less than five years ofresidency suggest that
this charge may be less valid than is sometimes supposed.

Table 18
Duration of Residence

Osprey Lake
Duration Number

Less than 5 years 5
5-10 years 4
11-20 years 8
More than 20 years 11
Whole life 20
No answer 2
Total 50

Paskwaw

Percentage

10.0
8.0

16.0
22.0
40.0

4.0
100.0

Cumulative Percentage

10.0
18.0
34.0
56.0
96.0

100.0
100.0

Less than 5 years 10 22.7 22.7
5-10 years 7 15.9 38.6
11-20 years 2 4.5 43.1
More than 20 years 12 27.3 70.4
Whole life 13 29.5 99.9
Total 44 99.9 99.9

The final demographic factor to be to be noted here is the level of
unemployment on the two settlements. At the time of interview, 54
percent of the respondents at Osprey Lake and 63.6 percent of those at
Paskwaw said they were without work. Since it was understood that
questions about employment referred to paid employment. three points
should be made. First, most women on the settlements neither hold nor
aspire to holdjobs in the wage economy. Thus, the extent ofunemploy
ment suggested by these figures is undoubtedly exaggerated. Second, a
number of the men, though not earning wage incomes, were in fact
working to generate real income. The interviews at Osprey Lake were
conducted at the height of the beny season, and plenty of men were
working with the rest of the family to pick and preselVe huge quantities
ofbush food. At Paskwaw, hunting trips on settlement land (which are
legal at all seasons) were going on all the time. Finally, the fact that the
interviews took place in the summer probably does not seriously distort
the unemployment figures. Seasonal employment in the winter
employs different people but not significantly fewer of them.

With this sketch of some of the demographic characteristics of the
settlers, attention will now be given to their ..external" political orienta
tions, treating in order their orientations to the federal government, the
provincial government. and the MAA. The FMSA is taken to be more
"internal" than "external" to the government and politics of the settle-
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Orientations to the Federal Government

In response to the question. "Do you usually vote in federal elec
tions?" thirty-one offlfty respondents (62 percent) at Osprey Lake and
thirty-two of forty-four (73 percent) at Paskwaw answered "'Yes."
Moreover. twenty-eight (56 percent) of those at Osprey Lake and
twenty-nine (66 percent) of those at Paskwaw said that they had voted
in the most recent federal election (1980). The actual voter turnout in
the Osprey Lake polling division was 48 percent and 42 percent at
Paskwaw: the actual voter turnout for the whole of Alberta was 61
percent. The actual rates of turnout at the two settlements cor
responded very closely to actual rates in other Native communities in
north-central Alberta. Assuming that these samples are reasonably
representative. a considerable number of the respondents on both
settlements said that they had voted but had not in fact done SO.

2 It is a
common finding of students of voting that many people who say that
they usually vote. or that they voted in a Particular election. do not tell
the truth. The standard explanation for this phenomenon is that they
feel that as citizens they have a duty to vote. It is interesting to speculate
whether the Metis share this sense of citizen duty.3

Table 19
Professed Voting of Respondents, 1980 Federal Election

Osprey Lake
Political Party Number Percentage

Progressive Conservative 12 41.4
Liberal 10 34.4
NDP 5 17.2
Other 1 3.4
No answer 1 3.4
Total 29 99.8

Paskwaw
Progressive Conservative 14 48.3
Liberal 2 6.9
NDP 7 24.1
No answer 6 20.7
Total 29 100.0

Table 19 shows the voting by party of the respondents on the two
settlements who said they had voted in the 1980 election. This pattern
of voting differs quite considerably from the pattern for Alberta as a
whole. where in the 1980 election the Conservatives received 64 percent
of the vote. the Liberals 22 percent, the NDP 10 percent. and others 4
percent. But it is much closer to the actual pattern in the Osprey Lake
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vote. the Liberals 42 percent. the NDP 18 percent. and others 10
percent. It is also somewhat closer to the pattern ofvoting in the federal
riding in which Osprey Lake is situated. Nevertheless. the difference
between the Osprey Lake pattern and that of the riding as a whole is
quite striking. In the riding as a whole the Conservatives won an
absolute majority of the votes. while the Liberals were not even close.
Voting at Paskwawalso revealed deviance. but deviance of a different
sort than that found at Osprey Lake.

The pattern ofvoting at Paskwaw (which is in the same large federal
riding as Osprey Lake) also deviates signiftcantly from the patterns in
the province and in the riding. As at Osprey Lake. however. the actual
pattern of voting in their own polling division resembles the recollec
tions of the respondents. In fact. the Conservatives received 36 percent
of the Paskwawvotes. the Liberals 31 percent. the NDP 26 percent, and
others 7 percent. Both at Osprey Lake and at Paskwaw. respondents
overstated their preference for the Conservative candidate and under
estimated their preference for the Liberal. But at Osprey Lake the
disparity, though sigffificant. was not immense, whereas at Paskwaw it
was huge. While 7 percent of the Paskwaw respondents said they had
voted Liberal, 31 percent of the actual settlement vote was Uberal.
Students of elections have found that. just as some voters say that they
voted when in fact they did not, so some voters say that they voted for
the winning candidate when they did not. This phenomenon is notable
by its absence at Osprey Lake and Paskwaw. The Progressive Conser
vative candidate won the seat with ease, but the respondents in both
settlements understated their preference for the winning candidate.

Respondents were asked a general question about their treatment by
government, without reference to the difference between federal and
provincial officials. Responses to this question will be discussed below
in relation to orientations to the provincial government. However. they
were questioned specifically about one federal agency. the RCMP. The
question posed was the following: "Is the RCMP around here good. bad.
or so-so?" At Osprey Lake the responses were "good." 60 Percent.
"so-so." 28 percent. and "bad." 10 percent: at Paskwaw they were
"good," 43 percent. "so-so." 41 percent, and "bad." 14 percent. It is
evident that the dominant view on both settlements is that the perfor
mance of the RCMP is satisfactory. It is clear. too. that the RCMP gets
much higher grades from the residents ofOsprey Lake than from those
of Paskwaw. The explanation for their different evaluations coincide
fully with those presented by the settlement councillors, which were
discussed in Chanter 4. Exc.pnt in ~ {PUT in~t~nC"P~ thp nll~Htv nf nnHC"P
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personnel (including any propensity towards harassment based on
ethnicity) was not seen as a factor. Negative judgements were based
almost exclusively on insufficient rather than excessive or obtrusive
policing. Paskwaw is less easily accessible than Osprey Lake from the
nearest detachment. and Paskwaw residents were thus more inclined
to complain about lack of regular Patrolling and slow response to calls.
At both settlements. but eSPecially at Paskwaw. most residents would
like to see more of the police. not less.

Orientations to the Provincial Government

In response to the question. "Do you usually vote in provincial
elections?" forty-three offifty respondents at Osprey Lake (86 percent)
and twenty-four of forty-four at Paskwaw (55 Percent) said that they
did. Moreover. thirty-five (70 percent) of those at Osprey Lake and
twenty-two (50 percent) of those at Paskwaw said that they had voted
in the most recent provincial election (1982). The actual voter turnout
both in the Osprey Lake and in the Paskwaw polling division was 42
percent. The apparent exaggeration at Osprey Lake on this matter is
quite striking. The level of voter turnout in both settlements was well
below the provincial average of 66 percent. but not so low compared to
the- average turnouts of the constituencies in which they are located.
The level of turnout in the constituency inwhich Osprey Lake is located
was only 51 percent and 57 percent in the constituency in which
Paskwawislocated.

Table 20
Professed Voting of Respondents,

1982 Provincial Election
Osprey Lake
Political Party Number Percentage

Progressive Conservative 18 51.4
Liberal 10 28.6
NDP 7 20.0
Total 35 100.0

Paskwaw
Progressive Conservative 11 50.0
Liberal 1 4.5
NDP 8 36.4
Other 2 9.1
Total 22 100.0

Table 20 shows the voting by Party of the respondents on the two
~~l+l~~~~4-~ TTY1-.~ ~~t..:l 4-1-.~TY 1-.~..:I TY"'4- ..... ..:I t~ ~h ..... 1 Q'll) ......Y'''"'nn''t''Clll ,pl"""ttnn
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Respondents at Osprey Lake wildly overstated their support for the
Liberal candidate and significantly understated their support for the
candidates of the NDP and the separatist wee. While 29 percent of the
respondents said they had voted Liberal. only 2.7 percent of all the
voters in Osprey Lake cast Uberal votes. Meanwhile. the NDP candidate
received exactly the same number of votes as the Conservative (41
percent), while the wee candidate got 15 percent. There is a plausible
explanation for at least part of the exaggeration of the Liberal vote. The
Uberal candidate was a Native, well known and highly esteemed on the
settlement. It is possible that a number of settlers were unwilling to
admit that they had not voted for him. The paucity of ethnic voting in
Osprey Lake in the 1982 provincial election, combined with two other
features of the vote there, give rise to an interesting speculation. In the
constituency in which the settlement is located, 57 percent of the
citizens voted Conservative. while only 41 percent of the settlement
voters did so. The NDP also received 41 percent of the settlement vote.
but only 29 percent of the vote of the constituency as a whole. This
suggests that social class may be a salient factor in Osprey Lake voting
behaviour-a hypothesis which is given further credence by the fact
that the percentage ofwee voters at Osprey Lake was almost twice the
constituency average: 15 percent as opposed to 8 percent.4

The correspondence between the recollections ofthe Paskwawvoters
and the actual voting pattern of the settlement is almost perfect. The
actual results in the poll were: Conservative, 46.8 percent; Liberal. 3.9
percent; NDP, 36.3 percent; other, 13.1 percent. It is noteworthy that in
Paskwaw the respondents did not overstate their attachment to the
Liberal candidate, who was not just a Native but a well-known Metis.
Perhaps a partial explanation for this fact is that the Uberal candidate
at Paskwaw was not held in such high regard as his counterpart in
Osprey Lake. Certainly part of the explanation is that the Liberal was
widely seen as a "parachute candidate." who had already lived in the
city for several years by the time of the election. Perhaps more impor
tant, however, is the fact that the Paskwaw vote deviated from the
provincial and the constituency norm in just the way that the Osprey
Lake vote did. In the constituency in which Paskwaw is located, the
Conservatives received 58 percent of the vote and the NDP only 17
percent, but on the settlement the Conservatives got only 47 percent
compared to the NDP's 36 percent. This patternwas replicated on allbut
one of the Metis settlements and most of the Indian reserves in the
northern part of the province. Once again, the possibility arises that
voting based on considerations ofsocial class is an important factor in
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All respondents on both settlements were asked three general ques
tions (without distinction between the federal and provincial levels)
about their perceptions of the performance of governments: "What
about government people you deal with? Are they helpful. unhelpful. or
so-so?"; "Which government people are most helpful?"; and "Which are
least helpful?" Only 52 percent of the respondents at Osprey Lake and
21 percent of those at Paskwaw answered any of these questions. The
size of the response at Osprey Lake is less impressive than it seems. In
fact. only nine of the twenty-six interviewees who responded to one or
more of the questions replied in such a way as to present a general
evaluation of governmental performance combined with a discrimina
tion of better and worse governmental agents and agencies. The rest
either contented themselves with expressing their generally favourable
attitude towards governments. without mentioning Particular cases. or
focussed on a single agency (usually the MDB) for praise or censure.
without giving any kind of general assessment ofgovernmental perfor
mance. Ofthe nine respondents at Paskwawwho answered one or more
ofthe three questions about governmental performance. only four gave
sophisticated responses that combined general with Particular evalua
tions. That only 9 percent of the population of a community is fairly
sophisticated in the evaluation ofgovernment is Perhaps not unusual.
but it is surprising that only one of every five of the Paskwaw respon
dents expressed eithera general view about the performance ofgovern
ments or some specific view(s) about the conduct of individual
government agents or agencies. At the very least. one would have
expected a number of comments (as at Osprey Lake) about the MDB or
its offiCials. The responses at Paskwaw suggest that the community is
not very attentive to the activities ofoff-settlement governments.

Although the difference is not reflected in participation rates in
federal and provincial elections. the residents of Osprey Lake seem to
be considerably more attentive to the activities ofoff-settlement govern
ments than those of Paskwaw. Standard voting studies suggest that
levels of attention to. and information about. government and politics
are correlated with levels of schooling. and it has been seen that
educational attainments at Osprey Lake are significantlyhigher than at
Paskwaw. It has also been suggested that Paskwaw residents are more
isolated geographically and more "traditional" culturally and economi
cally than residents of Osprey Lake and other eastern settlements. and
hence less interested in how the "outside world" impinges on them. The
much higher level of Cree language retention and the possibly heavier
reliance on hunting and trapping tend to support this claim. On the
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Paskwaw as of Osprey Lake residents work and engage in other
activities off-settlement. The education argument seems to be highly
plausible but the culture argument is at best unproved.

Orientations to the MAA

In the discussion of the political leaders of the settlements and the
FMSA, it was seen that relationships with the MAA give rise to some
controversy. In this sectionsome figures will be presented (seeTable 21)
concerning respondents' past and present membership in the MAA, as
well as their opinions concerning its perfonnance.

Table 21
Membership in MAA

Osprey Lake
Membership Status

Now a member
Previously a member
Never a member
Total

Paskwaw
Now a member
Previously a member
Never a member
Total

Number

22
12
16
50

22
12
10
44

Percentage

44.0
24.0
32.0

100.0

50.0
27.3
22.7

100.0

The most significant factor here may be the minority that retains
membership, rather than the majority that does not or the sizeable
proportion that has allowed its membership to lapse.

At Paskwaw an even higher proportion of respondents are MAA

members. However, these figures do not speak for themselves. There
are a number of reasons, unrelated to politics, why a settlement
member might choose to acquire or retain membership in the MAA,

such as the opportunity to participate in congenial social gatherings.
The crucial question regarding the political salience of the MAA on the
settlements has to do with its perceived performance as a political
organization. With this in mind, respondents were asked: "Do you think
the MAA does a good job?" At both Osprey Lake and Paskwaw, 48
percent of the respondents felt unable to answer this question. On the
other hand, 20 percent of the respondents at Osprey Lake and 25
percent at Paskwaw said that the MAA was doing a good job, while 16
percent of respondents at Osprey Lake and 7 percent at Paskwaw gave
mixed reviews ("so-so," "good in some ways but poor in others," "helpful
tn Mpt;c nff_cpttl.,.,..,.,.,.,...,t h •• f- ,...,nf- .......".,..'h ......... +,.. ..... " .... ~...1 ro,.. ,..~\ ~:~,..11•• 1 c.
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percent ofrespondents at Osprey Lake and 21 percent at Paskwaw said
that the MAA was not doing a good job. On the face of it. these figures
suggest that most residents ofthese settlements were largely indifferent
to the MAA. This impression might be reinforced by the observation that
few of the negative comments about the MAA were expressed with
strong feelings ofhostillty or resentment. Most of the respondents who
found shortcomings in the MAA were not very worried about them.
However. the picture is not so simple. Almost all ofthe respondents who
thought the MAA was doing a good job stated their opinions with
considerable intensity. Most of them held one or more of the following
views: that some ofthe programs offered by the MAAwere very valuable:
that political alliance between the settlements and the MAA is mutually
benefiCial: and that the settlements owed it to other Metis. especially
but not exclusively those residing in isolated communities. to col
laborate with the MAA in working for their well-being.

All things considered. the residents of the Metis settlements inter
viewed in the course of this study seem to be slightly less informed and
less concerned about political events and processes outside their own
communities than would be a cross section of the general public. A
comparatively low level of such information and concern would be
expected if the settlers had a strong sense of their own distinctiveness
and thereby an unusual preoccupation with the goings-on in their own
communities. If that were the case. we should expect our respondents
to be comparatively well informed and deeply concerned about the
politics of their own settlements. The orientations of the Metis settlers
to "internal" government and politics are considered in the next
chapter.

NOTES

1. Occasional periods of employment off the settlement and longer periods
away occasioned by service in the anned forces are taken to be consistent
with this statement.

2. To the extent that our samples are unrepresentative, they should
exaggerate rather than underestimate voting turnout. Our sample
underrepresents youngervoters, but numerous studies indicate that older
voters are more likely to cast their ballots than younger ones.

3. To the author's lmowledge, no Canadian SUIVey has studied whether there
are ethnic differences in the possession or strength of a belief in a citizen's
duty to vote.

4. In the 1986 provincial election the NDP candidate (who won the seat)
received 53 percent ofthe vote at Osprey Lake, compared to 26 percent for
the ConseIVative. However, in the 1989 provincial election a Metis
candidate running as a Conservative won the seat and was supported
overwhelmingly by Osprey Lake voters, receiving 53 percent of the vote
compared to 21 percent for the NDP incumbent.
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Internal Political Orientations

of the Metis Settlers

A major concern of this study is the feasibility and desirability of
increased political self-determination for the Metis settlements. One
requisite that must be met by a community that seeks a greater scope
ofself-government is that its members favour it. It is also necessary that
the community be politically sound before serious thought is given to
expanding its authority. The political health of a community has, of
course, several dimensions. This chapter examines the attitudes.
opinions and activities of "rank-and-ftle" community members. At
present a politically healthy community does not lack political con
troversy and other forms of political conflict. On the contrary. a
community free of political conflict is likely to be one in which dissent
is suppressed. However. if the divisions within a community are deep
and intense. it is unlikely to be able to maintain without continuous
outside intervention a tolerably high level of political stability, much
less an acceptable level of practical adherence to democratic norms.
Thus. the political health of a community implies two things: the
presence and open expression of political conflicts, and an underlying
consensus strong and inclusive enough that conflicts are manageable
in ways compatible with democratic norms. Although the discussion
that follows is wide-ranging. these two concerns are meant to give it an
underlying coherence. Particular attention is paid to three indicators of
healthy conflict within consensus: that community members are well
informed about matters pertaining to its political life; that they have
considered opinions about community political issues; and that they
participate in the political activities of the community.

General Orientations to Settlement Life

The discussion ofthe political activities. opinions and attitudes ofthe
settlers begins by considering some of their feelings about settlement
life. General sentiments about the quality oflife in a community are not
generally regarded as matters of "government" or "politics" in the
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narrow senses of these tenns, but there can be no doubt that such
sentiments are politically relevant in a broader sense. Levels ofsatisfac
tion within a community give some hints as to the performance of
political institutions and leaders in responding to people's needs and
aspirations. Accordingly, each of the respondents was asked: "Do you
like living on this settlement?" The replies were overwhelminglyaffirm
ative: 92 percent of the respondents at Osprey Lake gave an unequivo
cal "yes" and another 4 percent said "yes, with a few reservations." The
corresponding figures at Paskwaw were 87 percent and 11 percent.
Only two respondents at Osprey Lake and one at Paskwaw said that
they did not like living on the settlement.

The respondents were then asked what they saw as the best things
about settlement life. Mter reflection, 88 percent of the respondents at
Osprey Lake and 98 percent of those at Paskwaw gave one or more
reasons for enjoying settlement life, mentioning the tranquillity of the
setting or the pace of life, a preference for rural over urban life, the low
cost of living, and the legality ofhunting in all seasons. However, many
of the respondents concluded simply by saying "Well, U's home, you
know," with a look that suggested that anyone who could understand
that answer would not have asked the question in the first place. This,
for most settlers, would appear to be the answer to the question ofwhat
is good about settlement life. This is not to suggest some romantic
vision of the settlements as havens ofcommunity ofman with man and
nature. There are conflicts on the settlements, but a feeling for the
nature and sources of those conflicts is part of the meaning of "U's
home." The Metis have a distinctive culture, that culture permeates
settlement life, and the settlers cherish it. This fact is crucial to an
understanding ofthe politics ofthe settlements. The overriding concern
ofthe vast majority ofthe settlers is that the conditions for maintaining
and enhancing their distinctive way of life are ensured. For the most
part, political consensus obtains to the extent that there is agreement
on those conditions and the best way of ensuring them, and political
conflict arises when there is disagreement either about the conditions
or about the appropriate way to secure them.

Respondents were also asked, "Are there any things you don't like
about the settlement?" This question met with strikingly different
response rates on the two settlements: 78 percent ofthe respondents at
Osprey Lake but only 32 percent of those at Paskwaw found fault with
their respective communities. Respondents in both settlements
expressed an extraordinarily wide range of complaints. In fact. a
TTl-:::dnrH"7 nf th'" I1'rto<:n7~,...,n",c> n,..., ",~nh c>",ttl"'TTl",,...,t U7",r", TTl",,...,tin,...,,,,i1 h·u nnl'17
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one or two respondents. At Osprey Lake. only three complaints were
expressed by 10 percent or more of the interviewees: the high level of
unemploYment (22 percent): the prevalence of favouritism. especially
on the part of the settlement council (20 percent); and the number of
able-bodied people relYing on welfare. At Paskwaw, only one complaint
was expressed by 10 percent of the respondents, who found the overall
performance of the settlement council so unsatisfactory as to detract
from the quality of life in the settlement.

The conclusion to be drawn from the responses to these general
questions about the feelings of Osprey Lake and Paskwaw settlers
concerning the quality of settlement life is that they appear to be quite
contented. In particular, there seems to be no grievance on either
settlement that has undermined the sense ofwell-being of the settlers.
It remains to be seen whether this picture holds up as we examine the
responses to some more pointed and more narrowly political questions.

Opinions About the Election and Performance of
Settlement Councils

The respondents on each settlement were asked if they usually voted
in settlement council elections. At Osprey Lake, 92 percent said that
they did, as did 61 percent at Paskwaw. They were asked further ifthey
had voted in the most recent settlement election, and the affrrmative
responses were 60 percent at Osprey Lake and 50 percent at Paskwaw.
The rate of turnout in the most recent Paskwaw election was in fact just
under 50 percent. A reliable comparison between the alleged and the
actual turnout at Osprey Lake cannot be presented. since a by-election
was held shortly after the regular election-respondentswere not asked
to distingUish between voting in the by-election and in the regular
election. However, the percentage who said that they had voted in the
"last" election was exactly the percentage that voted in the last regular
election (60 percent). It should be noted that the rate of particiPation
has been increasing steadily on both settlements.

The respondents were asked next what qualities they looked for in a
candidate for election to the settlement council. Forty-five (90 percent)
ofthe respondents at OspreyLake and thirty-three (75 percent) ofthose
at Paskwaw answered this question. The leading quality sought by
respondents on both settlements was "fairness," which here means a
disposition not to favour one's friends or family. At Osprey Lake the next
most frequently mentioned virtue of a councillor was "independence,"
by which the respondents referred to a forthri~t commitment to
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family but also from other influential groups. Independence was also
mentioned as an important quality for aspiring councillors by respon
dents at Paskwaw, but not nearly so frequently as at Osprey Lake. The
quality placed second at Paskwaw was "honesty," which was also
mentioned by a number ofrespondents at Osprey Lake. There were two
principal differences between the settlements regarding professed
grounds for assessing candidates. First. a much higher proportion of
the respondents at Osprey Lake attached importance to formal educa
tional attainments. Second. at Osprey Lake there was a widely shared
view that a council should contain a blend of youth and experience. a
matter of concern for very few Paskwaw respondents.

When asked what qualities they felt others on the settlement looked
for when voting for a member of council. 22 percent of respondents at
Osprey Lake and 43 percent at Paskwaw said that they did not know. A
further 22 percentat OspreyLake. and 16 percent at Paskwaw. believed
that others looked for the same qualities as they did themselves. while
only 4 percent of the respondents at Osprey Lake and 7 percent at
Paskwawattributed to other voters motives different from their own.
However. 52 percent of the Osprey Lake respondents and 34 percent of
those at Paskwaw felt that most participants in settlement elections
voted for their friends or. even more commonly. members of their
families. There are a number ofdifferences between the two settlements
in the pattern of their responses to the question under consideration.
but there is also a striking similarity. On both settlements more than
twice as many respondents felt that others based their voting on
grounds of friendship or family connections. rather than on the public
spirited criteria they employed themselves. This kind of response is by
no means peculiar to Metis settlements. but what is surprising is the
extraordinary political salience attributed by the settlers to family ties.
We have seen evidence of the settlers' worries about the political role of
family ties in relation to concerns about favouritism on the part of
candidates for settlement council. and again in relation to concerns
about the motivation ofvoters. We will return to this matter later in the
present chapter. since it is crucial to understanding the political
outlooks of the settlers.

Turning from the selection of settlement councils to their perfor
mance. respondents were asked ifthey thought their council was doing
a good job. Replies to this question are presented in Table 22. In reply
to this general question. the Osprey Lake respondents gave their
council fairly high grades. However. the fact that one in three said that
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especially inview ofthe ample opportunity theywere given to assess the
council's performance as "so-so:' As Table 22 indicates, the Pattern of
responses at Paskwawwas not strikingly different.

Table 22
Performance of Settlement Council

Osprey Lake
Quality of Perfonnance Number Percentage

Good 23 46.0
So-so 10 20.0
Not good 16 32.0
Don't know/no answer 1 2.0
Total 50 100.0

Paskwaw
Good 22 50.0
So-so 10 22.7
Not good 8 18.2
Don't know/no answer 4 9.1
Total 44 100.0

With a view to eliciting more specific evaluations of the councils.
respondents were then asked two questions: "Is there anything par
ticularly good about the council or things it does especially well?" and
"Is there anything particularly bad about the council, or things it does
especially badly?" At Osprey Lake, all but three of the respondents
answered one or both of these questions. Twenty-eight of the respon
dents said that the council did have specific strengths, but a number of

, them gave no concrete examples, affirming that it was very effective in
all aspects ofits work. Among those who identified specific merits of the
council, almost as many strengths were mentioned as people who
mentioned them. Itwas commended for qualities as diverse as fairness,
willingness to stand up to the MOB, industriousness, and the provision
ofexcellent recreational programs. Three merits were mentioned some
what more frequently than others: vigorous and effective handling of
matters ofeconomic development; responsiveness to settlers' requests;
and success in improving the quantity. quality and criteria for distribu
tion of housing. Thirty-five of the respondents said that their council
had specific weaknesses. Comments about council shortcomings were
much more focussed than those about strengths. with a high propor
tion of respondents making one or more of three specific complaints.
First. 40 percent of those who found fault with the council said that
some or all of its members engaged in favouritism, with their own
families or members of the "leading families" on the settlement being
thp nnn,..in!::ll r~,..fT'\f~ntc! nf' f'.....,.n.....""A i-......."'i-..........~i- ~ ............~A 01 _ ...._ ........_4- ....r
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the complainants felt that the council was not sufficiently open to
suggestions from settlers or vigorous enough in seeking out sugges
tions from them. Finally. 26 percent felt that the council was guilty of
sins both of commission and omission in regard to economic develop
ment.

In striking contrast. twenty ofthe forty-four respondents at Paskwaw
(45 percent) could identify neither a specific merit nor a specific defect
of their settlement council. Only eleven (25 percent) attempted to
describe the good qualities of their council. and the most common
compliment (mentioned by four of eleven) was that "they try hard. It

Twenty Paskwaw respondents (45 percent) found shortcomings in their
council. As at Osprey Lake. favouritism led the list of council defects,
mentioned by seven (35 percent) of the Paskwaw respondents who had
specific complaints. Also mentioned by 35 percent of respondents was
another complaint heard frequently at Osprey Lake, the lack ofconsult
ation ofcommunity members by councillors. The only other noteworthy
complaint. mentioned by four respondents. had to do with the poor
organization and excessive length of meetings.

Table 23
Responsiveness of Settlement Council

Osprey Lake
Level of Responsiveness· Number Percentage

High 29 58.0
Medium 6 12.0
Low 14 28.0
Don't knowIno answer 1 2.0
Total 50 100.0

Paskwaw
High 21 47.7
Medium 10 22.7
Low 11 25.0
Don't knowIno answer 2 4.5
Total 44 99.9

*The categories "High," "Medium," and "Low" are based on answers to the question, "00
you feel that members of the council listen to you ifyou have advice or complaints?"
High =unequivocal or emphatic '"yes"; Medium ="sometimes" or "it depends" (e.g., on
the councillor or the type of issue); Low = unequiVocal or emphatic "no."

Both at Paskwaw and at Osprey Lake, favouritism and lack of
communication and responsiveness were the most frequently men
tioned criticisms of the settlement councils. Fortunately, the question
naire that gUided the interviews contained additional questions
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the chapter. Here the matter of responsiveness is addressed in the
respondents' answers to the question: "Do you feel that members of the
council listen to you if you have advice or complaints?" As is seen in
Table 23, posing a specific question about responsiveness elicits a
much higher response rate, and therefore provides a more reliable
judgement on the extent to which lack of responsiveness is seen as a
serious problem.

An interesting anomaly presents itself here. In reply to an open
ended question about shortcomings oftheir council, lack ofresponsive
ness was mentioned by eleven of the respondents at Osprey Lake. But
in reply to a specific question about responsiveness, only fourteen
ranked it as low. The hypothesis suggests that there might be an easily
identifiable group of people who would perceive the council as un
responsive, that is, members ofsmall families who might have seen the
council as dominated by the leading families. This hyPOthesis is not
supported by the evidence of these interviews. Members of the three
"leading families" at Osprey Lake formed a disproportionately large
segment ofthose who found the council low in responsiveness. Indeed,
a senior member of the settlement's largest family (who is widely
regarded as the most influential person on the settlement) was among
those who maintained that the council's principal shortcoming was
that its ablest members spent too much time and energy dealing with
the provincial government, and too little consulting with ordinaxy
settlers.

The pattern of responses at Paskwaw was vexy similar to that at
Osprey Lake. Seven respondents complained about unresponsiveness
in reply to an open-ended question, but in answer to a specific question
about responsiveness, only eleven gave their council a low rating. Once
again, members of the leading families were as likely to complain about
unresponsiveness as were others. 1 It would appear on the basis of the
interviews that a solid majority on each settlement regards its council
as reasonably responsive, but that a sizeable minority feels strongly
that its council is seriously defective in regard to its attentiveness to
ordinary settlers.

Opinions Regarding Problems Facing the Settlements

One of the most important dimensions of the settlers' orientations
towards settlement government and politics is their identification of
problems facing the settlement. particularly the relative importance
they attribute to the problems they see. Accordingly, respondents were

.. .. ........ 9"1 I.. ~. -
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On both settlements there was overwhelming consensus that
unemployment was the biggest problem they faced. At Osprey Lake, 42
percent of the respondents saw this as the biggest problem. Only two
other problems, lack of funds for economic development and council
faVOUritism, were identified by as many as 8 percent. At Paskwaw. 41
percent saw unemployment as the biggest problem, and the only other
reply given by more than one interviewee was the "don't know" given by
six (14 percent) of the respondents. When asked about the second
biggest problem facing the settlements, the "don't know" category rose
from 4 percent to 26 percent at Osprey Lake. and from 14 percent to 39
percent at Paskwaw. But once again unemployment easily topped the
list at both settlements. seen as the second biggest problem by 20
percent of the respondents at Osprey Lake and 16 percent at Paskwaw.
Thus, 62 percent of the respondents at Osprey Lake and 57 percent at
Paskwawsaw unemployment as either the biggest or the second biggest
problem on their settlements. Once again. no more than one Paskwaw
respondent mentioned any other problem. Six Osprey Lake respon
dents saw problems concerning education. and five saw shortcomings
in the quantity and quality ofhousing. as their second biggest problem.
Finally, respondents were asked ifthere were any other major problems
facing their settlements. No other problems were mentioned by more
than one Paskwaw respondent. but five more from Osprey Lake men
tioned unemployment. These figures speak for themselves. According
to the respondents at both settlements. unemployment dwarfs in
importance all other problems.

Opinions About Self-Government

The issue of self-government has become a prominent one in Native
politics. among the Metis as well as the Indians and the Inuit. But the
attention given to this issue byscholars and byjournalists has focussed
almost exclusively on the views of Native leaders. especially spokes
persons for prominent provincial, regional. territorial and national
organizations. We know very little about the views ofNative people who
do not occupy prominent positions. Respondents were asked: "Would
the settlement be better off if it were freer to make its own decisions
without government interference?" Note that this question does not
contain the term "self-government." The point of the actual phrasing
was to avoid forcing respondents to make a stark choice either for or
against something that does not have a definite meaning. (How wide a
scope ofjurisdiction. and how much autonomy within that jurisdiction.
must a community have in order to be described as self-governing?) In
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or lesser "degrees" of freedom from government intervention in matters
relating to the settlements. In what follows the term "self-government"
will be used from time to time for the sake ofbrevity. but the qualifica
tions noted above should be kept in mind. Responses to the question
about increased political autonomy for the settlements are presented in
Table 24.

Table 24
Opinions About Self-Government

Osprey Lake
Strength of Support
or Opposition Number Percentage Cumulative Percentage

Unqualified yes 8 16 16.0
Qualified yes 7 14 30.0
Qualified no 12 24 54.0
Unqualified no 18 36 90.0
Don't mowIno answer 5 10 100.0
Total 50 100 100.0

Paskwaw
Unqualified yes 13 29.5 29.5
Qualified yes 5 11.4 40.9
Qualified no 3 6.8 47.7
Unqualified no 14 31.8 79.5
Don't mowIno answer 9 20.5 100.0
Total 44 100.0 100.0

Perhaps the most striking difference between the pattern of
responses at Paskwaw and that at Osprey Lake is the much higher
proportion of interviewees at Paskwaw who gave no answer to the
question. Otherwise. the shapes ofthe distributions are not remarkably
dissimilar. However, the question does arise whether it is more ap
propriate to emphasize the relatively high proportion of respondents
who opposed increased political autonomy or the relatively low propor
tion who opposed it without qualification.

The figures in these tables do not speak for themselves and a brief
commentary on the meaning of the various answers is required. The
first thing that needs to be understood is that even settlement and FMSA
leaders do not engage in rhetoric about "sovereignty." Nor do they take
seriously talk about quasi-provincial status. On the other hand.
proponents of an increased level of political autonomy for the settle
ments do have in mind a broader scope ofjurisdiction than is enjoyed
by mUnicipalities. They believe that the settlements can and should
take over all. or almost all. of the functions of the MOB. Typically. their
belief is that the MDB as such should hp. ~holishffi ~nd most of Us
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functions transferred to the settlements and the FMSA and agencies
created by them. with the Metis agencies having more direct access to
top decision makers within the provincial government. Particularly to
the deputy minister and the minister of Municipal Affairs. Thus. those
who answered the "self-government" question with an unqualified "yes"
were essentially stating their belief that the settlements were already
capable ofassuming this increased authority.

The difference between those who answered with a "qualified yes"
and those who answered with a "qualified no" was one ofdegree. but the
difference of degree was so large that it would be misleading to lump
them into a single category. A "qualified yes" indicated that the respon
dent believed that the settlements could and should assume expanded
authority in the near future. The most common reason for favouring a
delay was the belief that the settlements and the FMSA needed more
time to train and organize a capable group of managers before they
could handle effectively a wider range of responsibilities. In contrast.
those who answered with a "qualified no" believed that an extended
delay would be required before the settlements were capable ofexercis
ing broader responsibilities. Many ofthem. too. saw the development of
a cadre of capable managers as a prerequisite to increased political
autonomy. but they believed that the achievement of this goal would
take severalyears. Some ofthemalso saw many oftheir political leaders
as unfit for greater responsibilities. most commonly because of a lack
of formal education or a propensity to engage in favouritism to the
advantage of family and friends. They did not see these shortcomings
as remediable in the short run. but believed that they would be
overcome in time. For those responding with a "qualified no." increased
autonomy was decidedly a long-term objective.

Those who answered the "self-government" question with an
"unqualified no" were simply distrustful of their present and prospec
tive political leaders. A minority ofthis group held that Native people are
simply incapable ofgoverning themselves effectively and fairly. But the
largest proportion of this group maintained that the strength of family
bonds was so powerful among Metis people that increased self-govern
ment. with no appeal to disinterested outsiders. would intensify and
legitimize nepotism.

Consideration must now be given to the question of whether it is
more appropriate to emphasize the relatively large proportion of
respondents who were opposed to increased political self-determina
tion. or the relatively small proportion who were strongly opposed to it.
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the exclusion of the other. It is politically significant that a solid
majority of the respondents on each settlement who had an opinion on
the subject were either supportive ofincreased political autonomy or at
least not adamantly opposed to its eventual implementation. But it is
also important that a very sizeable minority on each settlement was
strongly opposed to any enhancement ofpolitical autonomy and that a
smaller but by no means insignificant group saw the implementation of
greater political autonomy as desirable eventually but not in the near
future. Leaving aside temporarily considerations of political ethics,
political prudence evidently counsels against hasty movement towards
self-government.2 If the seemingly reasonable view is taken that major
and rapid steps in the direction ofincreased self-government should be
supported by a strong consensus, it must be said that both the
proponents and the opponents are faced with a major political selling
job.

Orientations to the FMSA

Before returning to the issue of favouritism, a few words should be
said about the settlers' orientations to the FMSA, since it is regarded by
most councillors as a major contributor to the well-being of the
settlements. Respondents were asked four questions about the FMSA:
"Are you familiar with the FMSA?"; "Do you think the FMSA does a good
job?"; "Canyou think ofany ways it could do a betterjob?"; and "Doyou
think the president of the FMSA has done a good job?"

The most striking feature of the replies to these questions is the
remarkable difference between the Osprey Lake and Paskwaw respon
dents in their respective rates of response. At Paskwaw 52 percent of
the respondents, compared to 22 percent at Osprey Lake, were not
familiar with the FMSA at all (It should be kept in mind that these
figures exclude those who had heard of the FMSA but knew little or
nothing about it.) At the other extreme, 50 percent of the respondents
at Osprey Lake. but only 34 percent at Paskwaw, claimed to be familiar
with the FMSA. At Osprey Lake 58 percent of the respondents, com
pared to 34 percent at Paskwaw, were able to comment on the perfor
mance of the FMSA. while 40 percent at Osprey Lake, in contrast to 9
percent at Paskwaw, made suggestions as to how the FMSA could do a
better job. Finally, 52 percent of the respondents at Osprey Lake, but
only 23 percent of those at Paskwaw, were prepared to comment on the
performance ofthe then president of the FMSA. (Readers who choose to
reflect on these figures might wish to note that the then president ofthe
FM~Aum~ frnT11 ~ UTP~tprn ~ptt1pT11pnt!:linn th!:llt hh:l. fTnTnMf!:lltp Qll1"I"P~Qnr
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was to be a resident of Paskwaw.) The higher response rate at Osprey
Lake than at Paskwaw was not confined to questions about the FMSA.
The response rate at Paskwawwas lower. and often markedly lower. on
every question concerning settlers' orientations to settlement govern
ment and politics. but nowhere else was the contrast so dramatic as in
regard to questions about the FMSA. The lower response rate may lend
some support to the contention ofa number of informed observers that
residents of the western settlements are less knowledgeable and less
engaged politically than those in the east.

It may seem odd. on frrst consideration. that the few respondents at
Paskwaw tended to be much more favourably disposed towards the
FMSA than their more numerous counterparts at Osprey Lake. At
Paskwaw, 73 percent of the respondents who answered the question
thought that the FMSA was doing a good job. as opposed to 62 percent
at Osprey Lake. Only 27 percent of the Paskwaw respondents who
expressed an opinion could think ofways in which the FMSA could do a
better job. compared to 69 percent at Osprey Lake. Finally. 80 percent
at Paskwaw, but only 42 percent at Osprey Lake, stated uneqUivocally
that the president of the FMSA was doing a good job. However, closer
examination of the interview data alleviates the surprise one may feel
on finding that the Paskwaw respondents were considerably more
supportive of the FMSA. There are two main elements in the explana
tion. First. the Paskwaw respondents were highly politicized and. more
often than not, former members of the settlement councll. Accordingly,
they were better informed about the FMSA and therefore more aware of
the advantages it brought to the settlements. Second. the seemingly
lower approval given to the FMSA by the Osprey Lake respondents is in
a way misleading. The fact that many respondents at Osprey Lake
suggested ways in which the FMSA could do a better job was not. in
most cases, an expression of hostility towards it but rather an expres
sion of genuine concern that it should improve. Similarly. negative
assessments ofthe FMSA presidentby OspreyLake respondents appear
less so when examined more closely. For one thing. a much higher
proportion of Osprey Lake than Paskwaw respondents who evaluated
the president's performance (seven of twenty-six.or 27 percent. versus
one often. or 10 percent) saw his work as good in some respects and not
good in others. As well, several ofthe Osprey Lake respondents who did
not think that the president did a good job acknowledged that there
were aspects of his performance that were commendable. It was not
uncommon to hear comments like: "He made too many decisions on his
own. but he was a good speaker." "He was too concerned with his own- - - _.-
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and "He didn't spend enough time on the settlements, but he knew how
to deal with politicians and bureaucrats:' It can be concluded that, in
regard to the FMSA as in several other matters, the respondents at
Osprey Lake tended to be politically more attentive and more sophisti
cated than those at Paskwaw. Having said that, however, it should be
added that the low level offamiliaritywith the FMSA on both settlements
should be a matter of concern to settlement and FMSA leaders.3

The Issue of Favouritism

The issue of favouritism (and the related issue of nepotism) has
arisen several times already but deserves more intensive treatment. Of
course favouritism is by no means confined to Metis or Native com
munities. Apart from political Patronage, with which most people are all
too familiar, favouritism is frequently present in the "private" sector,
with the rewarding of friends and kin (such as the son-in-law who
"works his way up from the top"). It may well be that favouritism,
although it is more visible in Native communities because it operates
through manifestly political decisions, is at least as widespread in the
dominant societywhen private-sector as well as public-sector partiality
is taken into account.

Table 25
Perceived Favouritism

Osprey Lake
Belief that Favouritism
is Practised Number

Unqualified yes 29
Qualified yes 6
Qualified no 5
Unqualified no 7
Don't know/no answer 3
Total 50

Paskwaw
Unqualified yes 22
Qualified yes 7
Qualified no 5
Unqualified no 7
Don't know/no answer 3
Total 44

Percentage

58
12
10
14

6
100

50.0
15.9
11.4
15.9
6.8

100.0

Cumulative Percentage

58.0
70.0
80.0
94.0

100
100.0

50.0
65.9
77.3
93.2

100.0
100.0

The fmal question posed to the settler respondents was: "I have heard
it said that ifyou're looking for something like a job on the settlement
or a new house, it helps to be related to a council member. Do you
agree?" Responses to this Question are presented in Table 25.
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Obviously, favouritism is widely perceived to be a fact of life at both
Osprey Lake and Paskwaw. The similarities between Osprey Lake and
Paskwaw regarding perceived favouritism are such that the small
differences are not worthy ofcomment. At Paskwaw, as at Osprey Lake,
a solid majority saw favouritism as endemic. In these tables the labels
"unqualified yes" and "unqualified no" require no interpretation. The
difference between "qualified yes" and "qualified no" is one of degree,
but the degree is large. It would be highly misleading to collapse these
two categories into one. The emphasis of those who attached a
qualification to their "no" answer was that, while favouritism was still
very much a part of settlement life, some efforts were being made-if
onlyby some councillors-to reduce ifnot eliminate it. The implication,
however, was that their efforts were usually unsuccessful. In contrast,
the emphasis ofthose who attached a qualification to their 'Yes" answer
was that, while favouritism and nepotism had once been a prominent
feature of life on their settlement, it now occurred only in isolated
instances. That is, they did not deny that there were cases of
favouritism, but they maintained that for the most part their council
distributed advantages impartially according to reasonable and public
criteria. In the interest of representing the views of the respondents
accurately, it should be noted that a number of respondents from all
categories agreed with part of the assessment of those who answered
with a "qualified no," that favouritism was neither as widespread nor as
severe as it had been in earlier days.

Two kinds of nepotism (favouritism) need to be distlnguished
micro-nepotism and macro-nepotism. Micro-nepotism refers to the
practice wherein a council member (or two or more related councillors)
ensure-with at least the tacit assent ofthe other members ofcouncU
that a friend or a family member receives a benefit (a house, a well, a
job, financial assistance for educational upgrading) in preference to a
better-qualified, more deserving, or needier applicant. Micro-nepotism
thus operates more or less sporadically, in that it comes into play only
when a friend or family member ofa council member seeks preferential
treatment. Macro-nepotism is the practice wherein members of the
"leading families" are persistent, "institutionalized" recipients of
favoured treatment.

The matter ofmacro-nepotism requires some elaboration. According
to informed observers-including members of the stigmatized/envied
families themselves, as well as other residents and knowledgeable
outsiders-a few families on each settlement are especially influential.4

Their sneci::ll inflllPnC'p ~tpm~ from ~ ~riptv of f~C'ton::._ ~llC'h ~~ ~i7.p_
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historical roots in the settlement, and distinguished accomplishments
offamily members. They exercise their influence. often in collusionwith
each other. in such ways as deciding which potential issues become
real issues within the community. excluding other potential issues
from community discussion. recruiting and supporting candidates for
settlement office. and rewarding their allies. The leading families
receive favoured treatment as individuals and sometimes as collec
tivities. regardless ofthe composition of the settlement council. That is.
they receive a disproportionate share of the benefits from the council.
whether or not their own kin numerically dominate it.

Fuller understanding of macro-nepotism may be aided by a more
concrete description. drawn from OspreyLake. where complaints about
macro-nepotism are more frequent than at Paskwaw. Observers main
tain that there are four leadingfamilies at OspreyLake: the Greggs. who
constitute 20 percent of the settlement's entire population; the Allens
(6 percent); the Brights (12 percent); and the Cliches (6 percent). The
members of all these families are held to be benefiCiaries of micro
nepotism (the Brights. who are regarded as latecomers. less so than the
others). because they so frequently have kinfolk on the council. How
ever. they are also said to benefit from macro-nepotism in two ways.
First. council members are said to treat members of these families with
special attention and generosity even when they are not kinfolk. For
example. the Greggs are said to receive more than their fair share ofnew
houses. regardless of how many Greggs sit on council. Second. the
leading families are said to act in collusion to induce council to
maintain practices conducive to them. For example. a very sizeable
proportion of the good land at Osprey Lake is reserved as pasture land
for the Stockbreeders' Association. The dominant members of the
Stockbreeders' Association are Greggs and Allens. Successive settle
ment councils have frrmly resisted efforts by settlers who are not
members ofthe leading families to shrink the allotment ofpasture land
to the Stockbreeders' Association and put it to uses deemed by the
others as more beneficial to the community as a whole. The Cliches are
rewarded with the trappings ofelected office and with the maintenance
of educational upgrading programs-benefits more to their taste than
preferential treatment in the sphere of agriculture. The Brights. the
least influential and prestigious of the leading families. must content
themselves with positive discrimination in the realm ofcouncil-control
led employment opportunities.

At Paskwaw. complaints tended to centre more on micro-nepotism.
In particular. respondents spoke ofinstances inwhich individuals were
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elected to council on a platfonn ofbringing new ideas and new blood to
settlement affairs. only to resign in midtenn after getting new houses
for themselves or members of their families. However. macro-nepotism
was also observed at Paskwaw. Three families leading families were
seen there: the Millers (who constituted 13 percent of the settlement's
population). the Chretiens (7 percent). and the LaPOintes (14 percent).
No institution like the Stockbreeders' Association at Osprey Lake was
seen as their special preserve but. as at Osprey Lake. the leading
families at Paskwawwere seen as recipients ofa disproportionate share
of the benefits in the gift of the settlement council. regardless of its
composition.

Since charges of favouritism were so pervasive on both settlements.
it was necessary to try to find out if they were well founded. The first
method used was the crude one of"eyeball empiricism." which involved
travelling around the two settlements to see if the members of the
leading families typically lived in newer and better houses than other
residents. and if they were more likely to have their own wells. It
appeared. from these observations. that members of the leading
families at Osprey Lake did not seem to enjoy better amenities than
other residents. One example was particularly impressive. A number of
respondents at Osprey Lake had complained thatAugust Gregg. a man
in his mid-fIfties who was said to be the leading member of the largest
family. "ran the settlement." Although he had a well. his house was not
new and showed no signs of recent major repair. However. he was a
leading figure in the Stockbreeders' Association. He was asked whether
he was. in this capacity. a beneficiary of special treatment by the
settlement council. and the same question was put to members of the
settlement council. Both Gregg and the council members acknow
ledged that Gregg benefited from the policy of protecting the pasture
land ofthe Stockbreeders' Association. but both denied that the matter
involved any kind of favouritism. Both affirmed that it was a matter of
policy. sustained by a number of successive councils and defended in
open forum. that the Stockbreeders' Association should be supported
because it effectively pursued the economic activity (ranching) for
which the settlement's land was best suited.

The considerations mentioned above are obviously not conclusive.
However. as a more systematic test of the presence of favouritism. the
chairman of the Osprey Lake council was asked for information on the
allocation of new housing and wells. which the council secretary
promptly provided for the preceding five-year period. This data revealed
th::lt TnPTnhpr~ nf thp lp!::lrHnd' f!::l1'TliHp~ rpl'pivpn lp~~ th!::ln thpir
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proportionate share of both housing and wells during this period. It
might be thought that this was an unreliable test since members of the
leading families would have had these already. Two considerations
militate against this hypothesis. First. members of the leading families
complained as often as others about their lack of houses and wells.
Second. and more important. proportionately as many members of the
leading families as of other families were coming into adulthood.
marrying and raising families. and eager to set up households separate
from their parents. and thus requiring houses and wells. Once again.
the evidence is not conclusive. There may be instances offavouritism at
Osprey Lake. but the evidence suggests that there is no pattern of
macro-nepotism.

The same tests were used at Paskwaw. Observation yielded the
impression that members of the leading families at Paskwaw tended to
be better housed than members of other families. but such impres
sions. as we have already noted. are unreliable.5 Accordingly. the
chairman of the settlement council was asked for specific infonnation
about the allocation of new houses and wells in the recent past.
Although he had been friendly and helpful in other ways. he did not
provide this infonnation. The manager and the secretary of the settle
ment were then asked for the infonnationbut theywere equally evasive.
and the matter was not pursued further. Refusal to divulge infonnation
is not conclusive evidence ofmalfeasance. but it is interesting that the
Osprey Lake council had declared publicly that its books were open to
all residents of the settlement and had extended this openness to an
outsider. while the Paskwaw council had not. There would appear to be
reason to suspect that there is a good deal of favouritism at Paskwaw
and rather little at Osprey Lake. At the very least. the policy ofopenness
at Osprey Lake is better designed to combat charges offavouritism than
is the guardedness at Paskwaw. In view of the widespread concerns
about alleged favouritism on both settlements. the Osprey Lake policy
is manifestly better designed to defuse a divisive political issue.

If. as was maintained at the beginning of this chapter. a major
dimension of the political health of a community is that it exhibits
conflict within consensus. both Osprey Lake and Paskwaw seem to be
in good condition. As has been shown. there are a number of areas of
disagreement and controversy on both settlements. The allocation of
scarce goods by the settlement councils generates deep conflicts.
especially when it is seen by many settlers to be influenced by nepotism
or other types of favouritism. but even the most severe conflicts are
moderated bv an underlvinl:! consensus. Settlers sometimes disa~ee
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strongly with each other and with some or all members of their
councils, but these disagreements do not create irreconcilable an
tagonisms. There is an underlYing conviction that preservation of the
settlements and the distinctive way oflife they make possible is far more
important than differences ofopinion about specific policies, processes
and institutions. Settlers are not above disparaging some ofthe motives
of their neighbours and their politicians, but none expressed the
slightest doubt about any other settler's devotion to the integrity of the
settlement.

An examination of the three more specific indicators of political
health identified at the beginning of the chapter-that the settlers be
well informed about matters pertaining to the political life of their
community, that they have lively opinions about community political
issues, and that they participate in community political activities
reveals a spottier but still generally positive picture. Even the least
engaged politically of the respondents were reasonably well informed
about political institutions and activities on the settlement. In Par
ticular, virtually no ignorance or confusion about the scope or limits of
the settlement councils' authority were found. On the other hand,
respondents on both settlements displayed a remarkable ignorance of
the purposes and activities of the FMSA. Not surprisingly, lack of
knowledge was accompanied by lack ofopinion. Especiallyat Paskwaw,
but also to a large extent at Osprey Lake, respondents had little idea of
what the FMSA was doing on their behalf, and very few had specific
opinions as to what the FMSA could do to improve its performance. Ifthe
settlements are to acquire a significantly enhanced level of political
self-determination, itwill certainlybe necessary for them to rely heavily
on a trans-settlement political body, be it the FMSA or a successor
agency. If this body is to be responsive to the concerns of "ordinary"
settlers, the latter will have to expand their sphere ofattention beyond
their own communities.

Excluding the FMSA, respondents tended to have vigorous opinions
about settlement political issues. Even when they expressed "mixed" or
"qualified" views about issues, they did so with some feeling. For
example, a number of the respondents at Osprey Lake who judged the
perfonnance oftheir settlement council as "so-so" were outspoken both
in their praise of some features of the council and in their condemna
tion ofothers. Similarly, a number ofrespondents at Paskwawwho gave
"qualified" answers to the question about favouritism forcefully stated
their reasons for doing so.
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The level of participation at both settlements in community political
activities is fairly high in comParison to participation rates in their most
obvious analogues-urban and rural municiPalities. Evidence to sup
port comparisons is difficult to obtain, since the Alberta DePartment of
Municipal Affairs does not keep records of electoral turnout. However,
the fact that the turnout in the Edmonton civic election was 42 percent
in 1983 and 20 percent in 1980, and in Red Deer 28 percent in 1983
and 39 percent in 1980 is suggestive.6 A turnout rate of about 50
percent is respectable. Moreover, Participation in general meetings is
also quite high, comparing favourably with rates of attendance at
meetings in city neighbourhoods facing critical situations. It is
reasonable to conclude that the level of political activity found on the
settlements, though not striking, is soo reasonably high. On balance,
the political health of the settlements, to the extent that it depends on
the attitudes, opinions, and activities of "ordinary" residents, seems to
be reasonably sound.

NOTES

1. The fact that members of the leading families on both settlements
complained about unresponsiveness does not refute the claim that they
occupy a privileged position. To mentionjust one possibility. itcould be the
case that they expect to be consulted more frequently and fully than others
and therefore complain more readily.

2. Thisjudgement is supported by further analysis ofthe survey data, which
indicates that hostility to. and hesitancy about, increased political
self-determination was not associated with age. There is no question of
waiting for death to remove the opponents of self-government.

3. At both settlements the most common complaint about the FMSA was that
settlers were given too little information about it.

4. The "reputational approach" to the study of community power
relationships is not well received in political science and sociology. See, for
example. Robert A Dahl, "A Critique of the Ruling Elite Model," American
Political Science Review (June 1958): 463-69. However, this discussion
avoids the central criticism of that approach, that it is illegitimate to infer
from the fact that "X" is reputed to be powerful that "X" really is powerful.
We do not take the designation ofa family as a "leading" family" as evidence
that it is influential or advantaged.

5. Relying on impressions about housing is especially dangerous onthe Metis
settlements. New houses on the settlements are quite rudimentaty, but
owners can upgrade them by additional payment. Accordingly, it is easy to
be more "impressed" by an older house that is comparatively elegant than
by a new one that is Spartan.

6. Jack Masson, Alberta's Local Governments and Their Politics (Edmonton:
University ofAlberta Press. 1985), 331. It is difficult to comment on levels
of electoral participation in towns, villages and rural municipalities
~ecause_o~ the f~equencyof el~c~ionby acclama~ion.With tw!J exceptions,
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acclaimed in 1983. Mayoralty elections were held in Bonnyville and Lac la
Biche but not in Athabasca, Barrhead, Cold Lake, Elk Point, Grande
Centre, High Level, High Prairie, Manning, Slave Lake, Swan Hills or St.
Paul. In High Prairie, the townwith the largest number ofMetis settlements
in near proximity, not only the mayor but all members of the town council
were acclaimed.
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The Self-Government Issue

Leaders ofCanadian Native groups are increasingly seeking a greater
scope of political self-determination. Leaders of the Alberta Metis
settlements. especially as represented by the FMSA. are no exception.
Should a right of self-government for the settlements be embodied in
law (perhaps by way of constitutional entrenchment) and political
practice with all deliberate speed? That is the question addressed in
this chapter.

The most dramatic recent demands of Native organizations in the
political realm are usually described as a quest for self-government. In
this context. the term "political self-determination" would be more
appropriate than the term "self-government." "Self-government"
suggests a sharp "either/or" proposition. Thatis. it suggests that Native
collectivities must be either fully self-governing or essentially colonized
"wards of the state." This dichotomy is both logically and politically
untenable. There are many gradations between complete self
government. as exhibited in sovereign statehood. and complete subjec
tion to a superior authority. as exhibited in extreme forms of
colonialism. In contrast. the term "political self-determination"
suggests the possibility of gradations of degree or scope. That is. it
suggests that the extent of the political autonomy of a community may
be expanded or contracted in degree. so that it is possible to speak of
increases or decreases in political self-determination. The term "self
government" will be used frequently in what follows. partly for the sake
ofbrevity. partly to avoid monotonous repetition ofa single phrase. and
partly because its usage referring to the matters discussed is so
widespread. Itshould be kept in mind. however. that "self-government."
as used here. admits of degrees.

This matter of degrees of political self-determination is very much to
the point in regard to discussions and negotiations relating to the
self-government of the Alberta Metis settlements. On the one hand.
settlement and FMSA spokespersons. unlike leaders of some other
Native collectivities. 1 have avoided talk about sovereignty and similar
rhetoric suggesting that they seek to dissociate themselves from the
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jurisdictions of the federal and provincial governments; rather. they
have consistently maintained that they are. and wish to remain.
public-spirited citizens ofCanada and Alberta.2 On the other hand. the
Alberta government has refrained from portraying Metis politicians as
separatists or quasi-seParatists. Like the Metis politicians. provincial
government officials have been willing to discuss increased political
self-determination for the settlements on its merits. refraining from
adopting extreme ideological stances or misrepresenting Metis aspira
tions. More specifically. they have been willing to discuss self
government for the settlements in light of its probable contribution to
the well-being of the settlers. as well as other Albertans.

Three Approaches to the Issue
of Native Self-Government

There are two dominant approaches to the issue of Native self
government: the legal approach and the rights-based approach. In this
section these two approaches will be examined. It will then be argued
that a third approach. the well-being approach. can remedy the
shortcomings of the other two.

The Legal Approach

Those who employ the legal approach attempt to develop or under
mine arguments for Native self-government by appealing to and inter
preting practices. documents and rules that canbe argued to have legal
standing. Lawyers have already produced some innovative and inter
esting pieces on Native self-government.3 Nevertheless. the legal
approach need not detain us for long. due to its inherent philosophical
and political limitations. The most that lawyers can do is tell us what
can and cannot be done legally in regard to Native self-government.
They cannot tell us whether Native people have a moral right to govern
themselves. Nor can they tell us. in their professional capacity. whether
or not it is desirable that Native people should enjoy greater political
autonomy. Thus the legal approach is not able to deal with the central
philosophical questions concerning Native self-government. Moreover.
this approach has serious political as well as philosophical limitations.
It is unlikely that a Canadian court will find that any group ofaboriginal
people has a surviving right to govern itself.4 But even in the most
unlikely event that the Supreme Court ofCanada issued such a ruling.
it is inconceivable that the court system would become involved in
negotiating and endorsing a system ofgovernment adapted to the needs
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Canada. The decision whether or not to endorse one or more types of
Native self-government is inescapably a political matter. Of course
lawyers can be very perceptive and sensitive in developing moral and
political arguments. but when they do so they are no longer emploYing
the legal approach.

The Rights-Based Approach

The rights-based approach invokes. either for or against Native
self-government. fundamental moral rights. Proponents of self
government commonly appeal to the natural right either of abOrigtna}
peoples to control their own destiny. or of distinct Peoples to national
self-determination. Opponents commonly appeal to fundamental
rights which. though embodied in law. are thought to be moral as well
as legal. Preeminent among the moral rights invoked by opponents of
increased Native political self-determination is the right of equality
before the law. The typical Pattern of reasoning in rights-based argu
ments is: X (an individual or a group) has a moral right to A Those who
have an obligation to respect X's moral right to A are not doing so or are
threatening to stop doing so. Therefore. X's moral right should be made
more secure by enacting itas a legal right or. ifit is already a legal right.
by adhering to it more consistently or enforcing it more strictly.

The rights-based approach does not share the fatal defect ofthe legal
approach. for it does address the crucial question: should there be
enacted a legal right of self-government? Moreover. it does not seem
possible to make a compelling case that goes to matters of principle.
and notjust to pragmatic considerations. either for or against increased
Native political self-determination. without appealing to moral rights.
At the very least. an opponent ofNative self-government must maintain
that equality before the law is not merely a legal convention but a
fundamental principle. Similarly. a proponent of Native self
government must maintain that Native people have a basic right. so far
insufficiently recogruzed. to exercise control over their own destiny.

The rights-based approach has two serious limitations. one ofwhich
has to do with the tone of political discourse and the other with its
substance. Both of these limitations stem from a fundamental charac
teristic of rights. One either has or lacks rights. they cannot be
possessed in greater or smaller measure. Rights can differ in the degree
to which they are respected by the public at large. and in the degree to
which they are protected by state offiCials. but they cannot differ in the
degree to which they are possessed. This feature has consequences for
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appeals to rights tend in any context of disagreement to elicit outright
denials or countervailing appeals to opposed rights.

More importantly. the rights-based approach also has deleterious
consequences for the substance ofpolitical discourse. Important politi
cal innovations have different effects on different people. Most involve
shifts ofbenefits and burdens from some segments of the population to
others. Not surprisingly. people affected or likely to be affected by major
proposed innovations want to discuss their effects at some length.
However. the rights-based approach inhibits such discussion. By its
very nature this approach rules out attention to the concrete implica
tions of political innovations for particular individuals and groups.
Only implications for the protection ofmoral rights are to the point. This
neglect of the concrete is particularly ill-suited to the issue of Native
self-government.

Consider first the problem that confronts anyone who would oppose
Native self-government simply on the ground that it conflicts with a
moral right of equality before the law. None of the liberal democracies.
including Canada. treats this right as absolutely inviolable. and
opponents of Native self-government would have a very difficult time
making a plausible case based on utterly inflexible application of an
abstract right of equality before the law. However. a strictly rights
based defence of Native self-government would be no easier. There are
several reasons why this is so. but for present purposes one will suffice.
Thoroughly independent. "sovereign." self-governing Native collec
tivities are not a viable option. No matter what moral rights are
possessed by Native persons or collectivities. therefore. the central
question that must be addressed pertains to the legal jurisdiction of
self-governing Native communities. Which legal rights are to be
assigned to these communities. and which are to be retained by the
provincial and federal governments? This question cannot be answered
by appealing to moral rights. If there are to be self-governing Native
collectivities. it must be decided somehow which legal rights it is
"fitting" that Native governments should exercise. But "fittingness"
cannot be determined solely by appealing to moral rights. Considera
tions other than moral rights must be invoked to determine how far
legal rights should extend.

The Well-Being Approach

The well-being approach sees practices. institutions. policies and so
on as better the more they promote. and worse the more they inhibit.
the well-hein~oftho~ewho are afTer-tecl hv them. The term "well-heinQ'"
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is not used here in any narrow, utilitarian sense. It is used rather as a
"convoy concept,,,s referring to all the qualities oflife that make it better
rather than worse. The well-being approach to Native self-government,
as long as it does not ignore rights altogether, is superior to the
rights-based approach. For one thing, it inhibits the unduly combative
tone that is provoked by concentrating on rights: it promotes dialogue,
negotiation and compromise, instead of the antagonistic assertion of
irreconcilable principles. As well, it encourages attention to the con
crete implications of changes in law and policy. Finally, it does not
construe the issue ofNative political self-determination as an either/or
proposition. It encourages attention to questions about the appropriate
jurisdiction of Native governments, asking why it is desirable or
undesirable that a particular collectivity should exercise a particular
power. It rejects the view that there are only two alternatives, either
Native self-government or no Native self-government, and the equally
untenable view that all self-governing Native collectivities must have
the same scope ofjurisdiction.

Application of the Well-Being Approach
to the Metis Settlements

A perspective that focusses on well-being Yields the following broad
principle regarding Native political self-determination: Native collec
tivities should have a legal right of self-government to the extent that
recognition of such a right promises to enhance the well-being ofsuch
collectivities, without seriously reducing the well-being of Natives who
are not members of such collectivities or of non-Natives. This general
principle has hardly any practical purchase, since it does not identify
any concrete considerations that militate for or against Native self
government. Thus, it is necessary to formulate propositions both for
and against increased Native political self-determination in general,
and then relate them to the Alberta Metis settlements in particular.

Desirefor Increased Autonomy

The greater the support for Native self-government by members ofthe
community for which it is contemplated, the stronger the case for it
becomes. In the last chapter the opinions of the respondents at Osprey
Lake and Paskwaw about self-government were documented: opinions
on both settlements ranged from unqualified support, through indif
ference, to unqualified opposition. However, the opinions of these
respondents suggest that a prudent, gradual and limited movement in
+.,-_ -J.I ......J r .L , • ..J..... __ 'I - _'I"" ... ,. ..
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Territory

The case for Native self-government is strongest where Native collec
tivities have a territory within which to exercise their jurisdiction.6 It is
certainly possible to draw the boundaries of political jurisdictions, at
least in part, on nonterritorial grounds. This is done when professional
associations are granted limited rights to police the conduct of their
own members. There may be grounds for granting urban Native
collectivities the right to form governments for special purposes-ehild
welfare, medical services, and care for the elderly, for instance-but
there must be rather narrow limits to the extent to which residents of
the same territory are subject to different laws. When the right ofNative
self-government is considered, that right mustbe confined, for the most
part, to collectivities that occupy a territory within which that right can
be exercised.

The settlements fare very well on this criterion. They have definite
territories within which to exercise jurisdiction, and their control of
these territories is secure. As a matter oflaw, Metis settlement lands are
not held in fee simple, but there is no prospect that the borders of the
settlements will be altered without the settlers' consent. In fact,
negotiations currently underway will almost certainly solidify the
security ofsettlement land.

Political Health

The case for Native self-government is strengthened ifthe community
for which it is proposed is politically healthy. There are many dimen
sions to political health. Here reference is made only to the dimension
discussed in the last chapter-a combination of open expression of
political conflicts and an underlying consensus strong and inclusive
enough that conflicts are manageable in ways compatible with
democratic norms-leaving others for discussion below. A community
that is either politically apathetic or driven by unbridgeable political
schisms is not a good candidate for increased autonomy.

As seen in the last chapter, the settlements studied score quite well
on the dimension of political health. On balance, the "rank-and-file"
residents ofthese communities exhibit an impressive level of political
awareness, participation and willingness to air their opinions. It is
reasonable to suppose that their major shortcoming-lack offamiliarity
and concern with the FMSA-would be ameliorated under a regime of
increased political self-determination.
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Political andAdministrative Skills

Well developed political and administrative skills among a
community's members also enhance the case for self-government. Even
if such skills were not required merely to exercise the internal powers
of a rural municipality, they would be necessary to deal with the
complex intergovernmental relations in which a self-governing Native
community would inescapably become involved. To mention only one
important factor, there is no prospect that in the foreseeable future any
but a very few Native governments would be able to provide an
acceptable level of services from funds generated by members of their
own communities. Heavy reliance on funding from senior governments
would be unavoidable for years to come, and formidable political skills
would be required to ensure that this funding was maintained at an
appropriate level.

The settlements seem to deserve marginally acceptable grades on
this criterion. Five points are worth mentioning in this connection.
First, most councillors are fully capable ofhandling their duties insofar
as they relate to the existing internal affairs of their own settlement.
Second, most settlements contain a considerable number of potential
councillors capable of performing as well as most incumbents. Third,
most of the settlements have a very small group of truly outstanding
politicians: talent at the highest levels is very thin. Fourth, the scarcity
of politicians with outstanding skills is more a matter of disposition
than of "natural" ability. The principal weakness of most settlement
politicians is their unwillingness to do what is necessary to learn how
to deal effectively with off-settlement institutions and events. Finally,
administrative talent is thin now, but noticeably improving.

Self-Esteem

The argument for greater Native political self-determinationbecomes
more convincing if it is shown that the self-esteem of members of the
community in which it is implemented will thereby be enhanced. It has
been argued that poor scores by Natives on the usual indicators of
well-being are closely associated with low self-esteem, and especially
with a sense of powerlessness. It is true that Native people are not
strangers either to the sense or to the reality of powerlessness. If a
perception of powerlessness is a major factor in the low self-esteem of
many Native people, this consideration will almost invariably militate
in favour of increased political self-determination.
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There are two factors whichmustbe considered when recommending
greater political self-determination for the Alberta Metis settlements.
The first is that there are two important divisions within the settle
ments. One is between those who are largely indifferent to politics and
those who are deeply engaged politically. The other is between those
who see favouritism as a major and persistent problem and those who
see it as minor and rapidly diminishing. Those who are politically
engaged and unworried about favouritism tend to be resentful ofwhat
they regard as unwarranted interference by government in matters that
they believe could be handled far more effectively at the local level.
There is little doubt that their self-esteemwould be enhanced bygreater
political autonomy. On the other hand. those who are politically
indifferent would be likely to remain so. at least in the short run. It is
unlikely that increased political self-determination would affect their
self-esteem. Finally. those who see favouritism as a major problem
might well suffer a decrease in self-esteem. believing that existing
differences in status would be reinforced or even intensified if they were
recognized in law as well as in practice.

The second factor is that the probable consequences of increased
political self-determination for the self-esteem of settlers cannot be
assessed by attending only to short-term effects. Greater autonomy
could result in a net increase in self-esteem in the short run but a net
decrease in the long run. or vice versa. Sufficient data are not available
to make a defmite prediction about the long-term effects. but it would
appear likely that those who are politically engaged would experience
an enhancement ofself-esteem not only in the short term but also. and
increasingly. as time passes. Second. it is probable that greater political
autonomy would gradually diminish the ranks of the politically
apathetic but would not eliminate them; increased self-government
would have little or no impact on the self-esteem of a sizeable group of
settlers. Finally. increased political self-determination would likely
reduce the number ofsettlers who see favouritism as a major problem.
Thus. increased political self-determination would likely result in a
discernible increase in self-esteem on the settlements. It should be
emphasized that this is a conjecture. which depends heavily on the
beliefthat favouritism is declining and would continue to decline under
conditions ofgreater political autonomy. Enough has been said already
to indicate that this belief is contestable.

Identifteation ofProblems

The members of a Native collectivity are better eqUipped than
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and it is in this respect that the case for Native self-government is
strongest. The most glaring. problems confronting the settlements.
especially those that are sometimes experienced by non-Native
communities-unemployment. housing shortages. insufficient polic
ing. and so on-are as easily visible to an attentive outsider as to a
resident. Additional problems on some settlements. such as schooling.
alcohol and drug abuse. and difficulties in providing collateral for
loans. are discernible without much additional effort. However. there
are some problems taken very seriously by the Metis that seem not to
be grasped readily by government officials. Such problems tend to
centre on matters in regard to which the Metis have distinctive outlooks
and aspirations that are not easily appreciated by outsiders. For
example. government officials seem to have had more than a little
difficulty in comprehending the unease of the settlers.regarding their
legal title to their lands. From the viewpoint of the officials. it is obvious
that settlement lands are perfectly secure in practice. but the settlers
remember that in the early days two settlements were closed down
without consultation. and settlers will remain nervous until their lands
are legally secured. Government officials have also had difficulty seeing
why the Metis leave so much settlement land "lYing in waste."
Occasionally they have become incensed when settlements with large
tracts ofunoccupied land have imposed membership freezes. But from
the viewpoint of the Metis. "wasteland" is essential to the maintenance
of their way of life. which requires unoccupied land not only for the
traditional pursuits of hunting. trapping. fishing and gathering. but
also for retreats from settled life. Finally. government officials have had
some difficulty in grasping the political importance the Metis wish to
assign to their elders. In the view of most Metis. elders should be
assigned a formal role in settlement government as respected and
effective advisors regarding intractable disagreements.

As far as identification ofproblems is concerned. then. the situation
suggests the desirability of divided jurisdiction. There are a number of
respects in which the problems that confront the Metis settlements are
similar to those faced by other communities. and in those respects
there is no case for increased political autonomy for the settlements.
However. in other respects. especially those that are culture-specific.
the case for increased political self-determination is persuasive.

Solution ofProblems

Just as there are many cases in which Native collectivities are more
~npnt th~n nllt~inpr~ ~t inpntifvind nrnhlPTTl~ ~n tnn thpv ~rp oftpn
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better equipped than outsiders to deal effectivelywith the problems that
confront them. When the members of the collectivity are better able
both to identify the roots of the problem and to devise an effective
solution. the case for lodging authority to make policy in the community
is strengthened.

Although unemploYment. which was identified by the settlers them
selves as the principal problem facing them. must remain primarily a
federal and provincial government concern. the settlements do appear
to have a role to play in creating wage-paYingjobs. For one thing. there
is certainly room for entrepreneurship on the settlements. through the
establishment oforthodox capitalistic. cooperative and settlement-run
enterprises. There have already been some successes in this realm. and
it is possible that greater political autonomy would encourage more: it
seems likely that settlement decision makers would be better able than
outsiders to devise policies and programs that would prepare residents
of the settlements to particiPate effectively in the wage economy. The
preservation ofthe conditions essential to the viability ofthe traditional
economy would also seem to require cooperation between settlement
governments and the provincial government. with the former possess
ing both greater expertise and a larger stake in the success ofmanage
ment programs. This suggests increased. but not exclusive. jurisdiction
for the settlements. It would be a mistake. of course. to suppose that
unemplOYment is the only important problem on the settlements. There
are others in regard to which members of the settlements are more
likely than outsiders to devise and implement effective policies. The
areas of child welfare. care for the elderly. some aspects of education.
and some aspects of health care come qUickly to mind.

As in the realm of identifying problems. so in the realm of soMng
them no absolute case for or against self-government by the settle
ments seems to emerge. In both realms there appears to be a case for
increased settlement self-determination but no case for a wholesale
supplanting ofprovincial jurisdiction.

Economic Independence

There is no prospect that in the foreseeable future the settlements. or
any other self-governing Native collectivites. will be able to support
themselves on finances generated by their own memberships. If
increased political self-determination enhances well-being significantly
in ways already discussed. Metis settlers will become increasingly self
confident. self-respectful and better skilled and hence increasingl.y

- -
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contribute to the financing of services provided to their communities.
Moreover. they will be better equipped to solve their own problems and
thereby less of a burden on the government treasury. Nevertheless.
even under the most optimistic scenarios. the settlements will be
heavily dependent on governmental financial assistance for a long time.
Without such assistance discussion of increased self-government is
simply an exercise of imagination. If there is a case on grounds of
well-being for greater political autonomy for the settlements. there is
thereby a case on grounds ofwell-being for provision by governments of
guaranteed. unconditional grants to the settlements to make the
increased autonomy workable.

Representativeness ofLeaders

The final consideration in regard to the desirability of increased
political autonomy for the Native collectivities could be seen as another
dimension of"political health." The more representative the leaders are
of their "rank-and-file" members. the stronger the case for self
government. However. while it is generally understood that one "thing"
represents another ifit somehow "stands for" the other. there are many
ways in which one thing can stand for another. Students of repre
sentation have identified a number ofways in which a political repre
sentative can stand for his or her constituents. Moreover. there is a
good deal of disagreement about the relative importance of various
types. forms or dimensions ofpolitical representation.7 Only one aspect
of this debate will be examined here: to what extent do the views of the
elected politicians correspond to those of their constituents? If a
political leader deviates markedly from the views of his or her con
stituents in regard to a matter on which a substantial majority of the
latter hold a strong and reasonably well-considered view. the leader is
defective in political representativeness. The more frequently devia
tions of this sort occur within a Native collectivity. the weaker its case
for greater political self-determination.

How do the Metis settlements fare in relation to this criterion? The
evidence available to us relates to the views ofthe councillors and their
constituents at Paskwaw and Osprey Lake. Only three issues were
found on which a substantial majority of the respondents had a
reasonably well-considered opinion. First. a substantial majority of the
respondents on both settlements. though favourably disposed towards
the RCMP. believed that they were underpoliced. Second. a large
majority on both settlements held that favouritism was a serious
nrnhlPTn Fin~l1v ~n nVPTUThplTnind' Tn~inritv nn p~('h QPttlpTnpnt hplci
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that unemployment was by far the most important issue faced by the
settlement. Did the settlement councillors mirror the views of their
constituents? As regards the RCMP, at Osprey Lake one of the council
lors had no opinion, one regarded the force as uneqUivocally excellent,
and the other three reflected the predominant view of the respondents
that the communitywas underpoliced. At Paskwaw, one councillor had
no opinion and the other four shared the view of the vast majority of
their constituents that they suffered from inadequate police protection.
At Osprey Lake two of the councillors sawfavouritism as a genuine but
comparatively small problem, and the other three saw it as a very minor
concern. At Paskwaw, two of the councillors saw it as a serious matter
of concern, and the other three saw it as a minor problem, occurring
only in a few, isolated cases. Concerning unemployment, one of the
councillors at Osprey Lake saw it as the settlement's second-largest
problem, one saw it as a problem though not one of the two most
serious, and three did not mention it as a problem at all. At Paskwaw,
two of the councillors saw unemployment as the settlement's most
serious problem, one saw it as the second-largest problem, and two did
not mention it.

On the dimension of representativeness considered here, the record
of the Metis councillors, at least on the two settlements studied, must
be considered spotty. Although there was fairly close correspondence
between the opinions of representatives and those represented regard
ing policing, on the matters of favouritism and unemployment, there
was a noticeable divergence, especially at Osprey Lake. In fairness, it
should be repeated that only one dimension ofthe multifaceted practice
of representation has been considered here. Nevertheless, it is an
important dimension, and the fact that the Metis councillors did not
fare very well on it cannot be dismissed lightly.

Implications

An approach to the issue of Native self-government that focusses
more than is usual on considerations of well-being and less on moral
rights does not Yield the kind of sharp, unequivocal conclusions many
people desire. As applied to the situation of the Alberta Metis settle
ments, this approach suggests that some increase in the strength and
scope of the jurisdiction of the settlement governments would be likely
to bring about a sigmficant increase in the well-being of the settlers.
Moreover, no serious reduction in the well-being of others seems to be
threatened by such a move towards greater autonomy. However, the
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to the settlements is called for. There are important respects in which
the Metis settlers are distinctive and are likely to be able to clarify and
satisfy their aspirations, as well as identify and solve their problems,
better than outsiders could. But there are also important resPects in
which the conditions of their well-being are not significantly different
from those of their non-Native neighbours. The solution seems clear:
increased political self-determination in some spheres but not in
others.8 The practical implication of this conclusion is also clear: Metis
and government leaders should pursue consultations and negotiations
to sPecify the nature and scoPe of the jurisdictional rights of the
settlements. While the principal emphasis of such discussions should
be on considerations of well-being, it should be kept in mind that the
well-being approach does not ignore rights, it only decries over
emphasis of them. Accordingly, discussions leading to the definition of
the legal rights of the settlements should not be treated as exercises in
social work. Representatives of the provincial government should
recognize that they have both a legal and a moral obligation to consult
and negotiate with the Metis representatives. Fortunately, respect for
rights, as well as concern for well-being, is the stated position of both
government and Metis leaders. Consultations and negotiations have
already gone some distance, a process which will be examined in the
next chapter.

NOTES

1. For example, in the Dene Declaration it is asserted that "the Government
of Canada is not the government of the Dene. The Government of the
Northwest Territories is not the Government of the Dene. These
governments were not the choice of the Dene, they were imposed upon the
Dene." Quoted in MichaelAsch, Home WldNatiJJeLand (Toronto: Methuen,
1984), 128. Fred Plain, former president of the Union of Ontario Indians,
maintains that "The criteria for recognition as a nation are: that the people
have a permanent population: that they have a defined territory: that they
have a government: that they have the ability to enter into relations with
other states. We can assure Canada and the international community that
using these criteria we can define ourselves as a nation." Fred Plain, "A
Treatise on the Rights of the Aboriginal Peoples of North America," in M.
Boldt and J. Anthony Long, eds., The Questjar Justice: Aboriginal Peoples
WldAboriginalRights (Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1984),35.

2. See, for example, Alberta Federation of Metis Settlement Associations,
Metisism: A Canadian Identity (Edmonton: n.p., 1982), Chapter 2.

3. See, for example, Brian Slattery, "The Hidden Constitution: Aboriginal
Rights in Canada," In Boldt and Long, The Questjar Justice, 114-38.

4. Asch, Home Wld Native Land, 52-53.

5. The term "convoy concept" is borrowed from David Braybrooke's Three
Teste; for Democrucu: Personal Riahts_ Human Welfare. Collective Preference
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6. Ofcourse this does not mean "where they already have a territory.· There
canbegrounds ofwell-being (and also ofright) for the creation ofadditional
territories.

7. See Hannah F. Pitkin. 11te Concept ojRepresentatton (Berkeley: University
of California Press. 1972). for a superb discussion of the nature and
problems of representation. A briefer discussion can be found in J. Paul
Johnston. -Representation.· inT.C. Pocklington. ed.• UberalDemocracy in
Canada and the United States troronto: Holt. Rinehart and Winston.
1985). Chapter 4.

8. A thoughtful. rich. carefully researched treatment of the implementation
of Native government is Frank Cassidy and Robert L. Bish. Indian
Government: Its Meaning in Practice (Lantzville. B.C.: Oolichan Books.
1989). This book confines its attention to the development. prospects. and
problems of the government of communities of status Indians. However.
many of its findings are relevant to the Metis. Moreover. it is particularly
valuable because its treatment of practical problems is fuller and more
detailed than that provided in this chapter.
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Conferences and Negotiations

The principal purpose of this chapter is to examine the discussions
and negotiations concerning land and self-government between the
provincial government. the settlements and the FMSA since 1984. Of
course the Metis yearning for security of land and greater political
self-determination long predates the formation of the Alberta Metis
settlements. but our concern here is with major political developments.
and for this reason we begin our discussion with the formation of the
FMSA in 1975. It was only at this point that there began a concerted.
organized effort to guarantee the integrity ofsettlement lands and. to a
much lesser extent, to expand the political autonomy of the settle
ments.

The FMSA was formed with both a general and a specific purpose in
mind. The general purpose was to facilitate cooperation among the
settlements. and the specific ·purpose was to induce the provincial
government-by negotiation if possible but by litigation if necessary
to put the revenues derived from the sale ofsubsurface resources into
the Metis Population BettermentTrust Account. Negotiationwas aban
doned in favour oflitigation. which is soo before the courts. In 1977. the
provincial government and the settlements agreed that there should be
no change to the Metis Betterment Act as long as the litigation
proceeded. There was a good test ofthis agreement in 1980. when there
was a general consolidation. with some revisions. of the whole body of
Alberta statutes. In the course of this consolidation. the Metis Better
ment Act was revised to include a new definition of settlement land as
"public land allocated for occupation by a settlement association." The
Metis saw this wording as definitely prejudicial to their case. since it
suggested that the government simply found it expedient to allocate
some public land to the settlements. Accordingly. the FMSA qUickly
arranged a meeting with the premier and reminded him of the "no
change" agreement. The result was that the commitment was
honoured: the offending statute was repealed and the earlier version
restored.
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Important developments in regard both to land and to political self
determination resulted from the raids on the settlement offices in 1979.
The ensuing investigation by the Alberta ombudsman led to the
formation ofthe MacEwan Committee (see Chapter 5). The committee's
report, presented in 1984, was one of the most important documents of
the 1970s and 1980s in the of recognition of Metis rights to land and
political self-determination. However, it recognized the importance of
another document, which had been prepared by the FMSA in 1982 for
the constitutional conferences.

The Essay on Metisism

In June 1982 the FMSA published a sixty-five-page booklet entitled
Metisism: A Canadian Identity, billed as its "Statement on AborigInal
Rights in the Constitution of Canada." Metisism was addressed to
Premier Lougheed by the then president of the FMSA. It was described
as the FMSA's submission on matters concerning the position of
aboriginal peoples to be addressed at the constitutional conference.
However, the booklet was intended for a much wider audience than the
premier and his advisors. Metisism does not read like a pampWet
intended only for short-term use, but like a declaration that is meant to
retain currency for several years at least. Although the booklet is not
organized on this basis, it makes three kinds ofappeals: philosophical,
legal, and political.

The philosophical claims in Metisismstate the nature andjustifica
tion of Metis aboriginal rights, especially to land and special political
status. "Quite simply," the document asserts, "aboriginal rights are the
collective rights ofaboriginal peoples.,,1 There is no argument to defend
the thesis that anyone, aboriginal or not, has collective rights. Nor is
there any argument in support of the view that all the collective rights
of aboriginal peoples are aboriginal rights; these fundamental theses
are taken for granted. The apparent justifications of the claims ofMetis
aboriginal rights are presented with similar brevity. First, it is asserted
that ..the Metis had developed as a distinctive people. Together with the
Indian tribes, they controlled the North-West. The reality of Metis
economic, social and political organization could not be ignored by
Canada.,,2 This argument is most unclear. Does it assert that "Canada"
could not have ignored, or would have been unwise to ignore, the
physical might ofthe Metis? Ifso, it is hard to see how it establishes any
kind of right. It is also hard to see how an argument based on either
numbers or strength could be helpful to a group that is now relatively
UTP~1c in hnth TPQ.T\Pt"tQ. 'r},p Q.pt"nnf'1 f'1pfpnt"p nfMpt;Q. ~hnTid';n~lTid'htQ.;Q.
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that "the Metis had aboriginal rights because oftheir Indian ancestry.,,3
This claim is not obvious. Assuming that Indians do have aboriginal
rights because of their aboriginal status. it is not obvious that such
rights devolve upon people who are not aboriginal. Ofcourse. this is not
to say that no philosophical case for Metis aboriginal rights can be
made. However. there was no serious effort to make such a case in
Metisism

The booklet contains a clever legal argument in support of the
settlers' rights to settlement lands. which begins with the proposition
that there are only two possible views of the Metis settlements. In the
first view. which "involves traditional white paternalism.,,4 the settle
ments were simply a Depression welfare scheme that bore no relation
ship to earlier Metis claims. so that while the settlers were permitted to
use settlement land. they had no legal interest or title in it. The
alternative. a "traditional native view." saw the settlements. like Indian
reserves. as a partial recognition of historic aboriginal rights. In this
view. the government "holds the formal title to the land. but simply as
a trustee." the residents of the settlements. like residents of Indian
reserves. hold the "usufructuary" interest in their lands. That is. they
are actually entitled to the beneficial use of it. In Metisism. it is argued
that this usufructuary right. which has been recognized generally by
the courts as pertaining to Indian reserve lands. must be applied also
to settlement lands. for the only alternative would be "a crude pater
nalism which would make native interests permanently subject to the
whims of government.,,5 This argument is not conclusive. but it is
imaginative and packs a good deal of rhetorical punch. In this respect
it is as much political as legal.

Metisism deals with two kinds of political concerns-governmental
arrangements. and those public policies deemed important to the
cultural and economic viability of the settlements. Both the tone and
the content ofthe booklet's position on governmental arrangements are
expressed in the observation that "we seek a distinct. not a separate.
political status within Canadian federalism.,,6 The emphasis through
out the discussion of the political status of the settlements is that they
should come under the political jUrisdiction of the province. except in
regard to the protection of aboriginal rights: "we cannot trust the
province to serve as the ultimate guarantor ofour rights [so that] we are
prepared to accept provincial jurisdiction over the Metis Settlements
except in matters relating to our aboriginal rightS."7 This position
requires some explanation. First. in the absence ofa reasonably definite
statement of the scope of Metis aboriginal rights. it is not enlightening
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about the demarcation between federal and provincial jurisdiction.
Second, the record of the federal government in dealing with the Metis
hardly gives grounds for confidence that itwould be a vigilant defender
of their rights. However, it must be said that these remarks make a
great deal of sense as an exercise in political strategy and tactics. By
forswearing any aspiration to "sovereignty," Metisism underscores the
reasonableness and realism of its authors. Furthermore, by pledging
qualifted allegiance to both the provincial and federal governments, it
keeps open options for negotiations with both.

The booklet supports a constitutional guarantee ofaboriginal repre
sentation both in the House of Commons and in the provinciallegisla
tures. Further proposed is a distinct provincial constituency composed
of the Metis settlements.8 Oddly, the document has little to say about
local government. A section entitled "Local Self-government and Taxa
tion" is concerned almost exclusively with exempting the settlements
from any but self-imposed property taxation.

Metisism has a good deal to say about public policies deemed
important to the cultural and economic well-being of the settlements. A
matter that is clearly seen as significant both culturally and politically
is eligibility for membership in a settlement association. Metis
politicians seem to be agreed on two points: that only Metis have a right
to decide who Metis are, and that a definition of Metis should not be
restrictively racial. The following statement is typical:

We are opposed to the use of narrow racial criteria to define Metis
people; literal interpretation of the [Metis Bettennentl Act's defini
tion would exclude even Louis Riel from membership in a Metis
Settlement Association. We accept as Metis any person of mixed
Indian and non-Indian ancestry who identifies as Metis.9

The booklet states a number ofconcerns about the maintenance and
enhancement ofMetis culture. Grave concerns are expressed about the
schooling received by settlement children. Among the reforms proposed
are guaranteed Metis representation on school boards in areas with
large Metis populations, more attention to Metis history and culture in
those areas, and teaching ofthe Cree language in areas where numbers
warrant.

The final claim in Metisismis that the settlement areas are economi
cally viable. Several points are made in this connection, the most
interesting ofwhich has to do with regional disparities and programs to
reduce them. The authors suggest that a federal and provincial commit-
Tnpnt tn TPnllf'p pf'nnnTnif' nic:!T\~riHpc:! h~hu~~n ~hnrid'in~l T\~nT\l~c:! ~nr1
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other Canadians and to reduce disparities between northern and
southern regions would measurably increase the economic prospects
of the settlements.

The MacEwan Report

The principal concern of the MacEwan Report was to present recom
mendations for a new act to govern the Metis settlements. Although the
committee members acknowledged that their work would require some
revisions. the report contained a nearly complete draft ofa new act. The
specific recommendations for new legislation were preceded by a
two-page section in which the committee stated the general thrust ofits
proposals. This discussion is summarized in the following sentence:
!he Committee believes that its recommendations provide a frame
work for dealing with the paramount concerns oflocal self-government
and land security."l0

The main thrust of the MacEwan Report was examined in Chapter 5.
but of interest here is its statement of principles:

(1) the Metis represent a unique cultural group in Canada. an
aboriginal people recognized in the Canadian Constitution. and a
group that has played a major role in the development of Western
Canada;

(2) because the culture and lifestyle of the Metis Settlements is
inextricably linked to the land. a Metis Settlement land base is the
cornerstone on which to build and maintain the social, cultural and
economic strength ofthe Metis settlers;

(3) given a unique culture and the land base of the Metis Settlement
Areas, the Metis can best achieve the mutual goal of self-reliant
integration, without homogenization, by a legislative framework
enabling the maximum practicable local self-government ofthe lqnd
base;

(4) it would not be possible to include in Metis settlement local
government the full scope ofpowers required to deal with all matters
ofhealth, education, social seIVices and economic development, but
even in these cases the uniqueness of the culture and its problem
solving traditions should be respected by the Government bodies
exercising the power. 11

The MacEwan Report combines a reasonably clear statement of fun
damental principles with an effort to express those principles in
workable legislation. Subsequent efforts do not depart significantly
from the work ofthe MacEwan Committee. The basic principles remain
the same. and proposed legislation does not deviate substantially from
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Development of a "Made in Alberta" Approach

In 1985, at the second of the First Ministers' Conferences on
constitutional matters affecting Native people, Premier Lougheed, along
with Premier Bennett of British Columbia, strongly opposed the con
stitutional entrenchment of any aboriginal rights that were not given
clear definitions. Lougheed was portrayed by some journalists as
unsympathetic to Native people. Possibly stung by this sort ofcriticism,
he was receptive to an FMSA proposal to take concrete steps towards the
legal recognition ofspecific rights ofsome Alberta Natives.

FMSA Proposal and Initial Government Response

In brief, the proposal was that the Alberta Act, which is part of the
Canadian Constitution, should be amended so as to recognize the
settlements' title to their lands. Advisors of the premier urged that,
before precipitous steps were taken to secure a constitutional amend
ment, the settlements should be required to perform two tasks. First,
they should defme fair and democratic criteria for membership in
settlement associations. Second, they should state fair and democratic
standards for the allocation ofsettlement lands. The imposition ofthese
two preconditions was suggested both by considerations of principle
and by considerations ofpolitical prudence. As a matter ofprinciple, all
Metis have a legitimate interest in the conditions for membership in the
settlements. And as a matter ofpolitical prudence, the MAA occasionally
charged that the settlements were run exclusively for the benefit of a
privileged few, without concern for the vast majority of Alberta Metis
who were not, and had little prospect ofbecoming under existing policy,
members ofsettlement associations. Itwas agreed that the settlements
should come up with fair and democratic criteria for membership and
land allocation before the government would take further steps towards
constitutional entrenchment.

The Westlock Resolution

The settlements moved qUickly to comply with the government's
conditions. At an all-council meeting in Westlock, Alberta in late April
1985, principles to govern the granting ofmembership and the alloca
tion of land were agreed upon. The main provisions of the so-called
Westlock Resolution were:

The definition of"Metis" would be the one first intimated in Metisism
and then refined in the Macewan Report (aboriginal ancestry plus
"~__4-.:.n __4-J -!.4-L ".-.L.!_ L.J_L -2 1L \
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Applications for membership in a Metis Settlement would be con
sidered by the Settlement Council and would be granted under due
process subject to: an Alberta residency requirement; the
avaUabUity of suitable land; the ability and willingness of the
applicant to use the land allotted to him/her effectively and to
adhere to the by-laws ofthe Settlement.

On approval of membership and improvement of land allocated to
him/her in accordance with the by-laws of the Settlement. the
member would acquire the highest form of ownership of Settlement
land. namely. a Certificate of OCcupancy.

There would be a right of appeal on all matters affecting land and
membership rights to "a lawfully constituted body of Metis people
consisting in the most part of Settlement Elders."

The resolution concludes with a commitment of the FMSA board that
..the Metis Settlements continue to work with the Government of the
Province ofAlberta to complete and implement the recommendations of
the [MacEwan] Committee and the principles of this Resolution."

Resolution 18

The Westlock Resolution satisfied the government's conditions for
moving forward on constitutional entrenchment of settlement land
rights. After consultation with senior elected officials and civil servants.
on 3 June 1985 Premier Lougheed moved Resolution 18 in the Legisla
tive Assembly. The preamble commits the government to take certain
steps. For one thing. it specifically mentions constitutional entrench
ment through amendment of the Alberta Act. For another. it implicitly
endorses increased political self-determination for the settlements by
asserting that "if enlarged jurisdiction is to be achieved. Metis people
have the responsibility to determine distinctive methods and institu
tions for such management and governance."12 Finally. by specifically
mentioning the work of the MacEwan Committee. the government
commits itselfto the fundamental principles and general recommenda
tions agreed upon by that committee.

The resolution specifies that the government of Alberta will grant
existing Metis settlement lands to the settlement associations or other
appropriate corporate bodies "to be held on behalfofthe Metis people of
Alberta." It further endorses the grant of these lands in fee simple.
reserving thereout all mines and minerals but without prejudice to
existing litigation; the grant is made subject to the continuing legisla
tive authority of the province. The resolution provides that "as a first
step toward the grant of existing Metis settlement lands. it is the
responsibility ofthe Metis to define and propose: (a) fair and democratic
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lands allocation to individual members ofsettlement associations; and
(b) the composition ofdemocratic governing bodies for the management
and governance ofMetis Settlements," and commits the government to
introduce a revised Metis BettermentAct once this has been completed.
Finally, it commits the government to seek, once a revised Metis
Betterment Act has been enacted, a constitutional amendment grant
ing the settlements fee simple title to the settlement lands.

Resolution 18, which was adopted unanimously by the legislature,
put the ball back in the FMSA's court. A literal reading of the resolution
might suggest that only one task remained for the FMSA: to propose "the
composition of democratic governing bodies for the management and
governance ofMetis Settlements," since the responsibilities in regard to
land and membership had already been handled in the Westlock
Resolution. In fact, however, there was a great deal more work to do. For
the Metis politicians would have been most unwise. even if they had
been inclined, to leave the drafting ofa new act to the government.

The Early Response to Resolution 18

The FMSA's immediate reaction to Resolution 18 was to strike a Task
Force to determine how to respond to it. The Task Force was composed
of experienced members of the executive and board of the FMSA and
other respected settlement politicians. In the fall of 1985, the Task
Force toured the settlements, seeking opinions on membership, land
allocation and governing bodies; it reported to the FMSA board. In the
spring of 1986 a former president of the FMSA and a Native Studies
scholar from one of the Alberta universities were hired to put together
an official settlements response to Resolution 18.

Meanwhile, another committee was struck to consider the response
to Resolution 18. Known as the "Core Group," this committee, unlike
the Task Force, consisted of government as well as settlement mem
bers. Its members were the then president and vice-president of the
FMSA, the director ofthe MDB, and the ADM to whom the MDB reported.
Attached to the Core Group were a lawyer from the FMSA and a lawyer
from Municipal Mairs, who were to play an important part in con
structing a response to Resolution 18. The Core Group was able to
anticipate to some extent the likely responses of elected officials and
senior civil servants.

"By Means ofConjerences and Negotiations"

In July 1986 the FMSA published a seventy-six-page booklet entitled
"RJI Mpnnc nF f"'nnForon,.o~ " ...rl 1\1"",..,..4-:,..4-:,...... 1> .. lIT~ r;"'~~••_~ r\•. _ rH_t...~_.
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Background and Principlesfor New Legislation Linking Metis Aboriginal
Rights to "A Resolution Concerning an Amendment to the Alberta Act"
(BMOC). BMOC was addressed to Premier Getty by.the FMSA board and
was designed in particular to meet the responsibility assigned by the
legislature to the Metis in Resolution 18 (see above). It added little of
importance to the Westlock Resolution. and all the changes introduced
by BMOC in regard to membership and land had to do with the bodies
that hear appeals from settlement council decisions. The interesting
innovations proposed in BMOC had to do with the composition of
governing bodies for the Metis settlements.

BMOC proposed four types ofbodies. each with its own role to play in
settlement government: elected settlement councils; appointed elders
committees: Metis arbitration tribunals; and an elected Metis settle
ment okimawiwin (governing council. from a Cree word for govern
ment). The respective roles of these bodies are stated briefly in BMOC:

The Settlement Councils and Elders Conunittees are permanent
institutions functioning on each settlement. The Metis arbitration
tribunals are ad hoc conflict resolution bodies created in a manner
similar to arbitration boards under the Alberta Arbitration Act The
Metis Okimawiwin is a central body consisting of all settlement
councils and representing the settlements overall. It provides a basis
in legislation for recognizing the system that has been functioning
effectively for the settlements since 1980.13

With one exception. all the BMOC provisions relating to the powers
and responsibilities of settlement councils complied with what had
been accepted in several earlier documents. The exception was a new
proposal that "bylaws and resolutions shall be consistent with the
policies of okimawiwin and shall be void to the extent of any inconsis
tency with those policies."14

There was a considerable difference between the elders committees
and the senates ofelders that had been agreed upon earlier. The nature
of the elders groups. as bodies of appeal for controversial decisions
regarding membership and allocations of land, were not changed.
However, their authority was weakened in two ways. First. instead of
being elected as senates of elders as proposed earlier, the elders
committees would be appointed by the various settlement councils. 15

Second, any dispute not resolvable by an elders committee could be
appealed to a Metis arbitration tribunal. 16

BMOCportrays Metis arbitration tribunals as final courts ofappeal in
disputes concerning membership and land, whether the disputants be

- - -
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settlement councils, or okimawiwin. If agreed by the disputants, a
Metis arbitration tribunal may consist of a single person. However,
BMOC leaves open the possibility that each party to a dispute could
choose one or two members of a tribunal. and that they would
subsequently choose another person as chairman. 17 Provision is made
for the award ofa tribunal to have the force of a court order. 18

Without doubt. the major innovation of BMOC was the proposal to
create a Metis settlements okimawiwin. BMOC proposes the creation of
okimawiwin as a corporate body composed very much like the current
FMSA. The supreme legislative authority in okimawiwin would be
lodged in its general council, which would consist of the members ofall
settlement councils plus a president. vice-president. secretary and
treasurer, who would be selected as those officers are now selected for
the FMSA. The policies of okimawiwin would be established by its
general council, but the management of its affairs would be assigned to
an executive council, consisting of the executive officers plus the
chairmen of the various settlement councils. Thus, the executive
council of okimawiwin would have the same membership as the board
of directors of the FMSA. The powers of okimawiwin would be very
extensive under the BMOC proposal. For one thing, the fee simple title
to all settlement lands would be vested in okimawiwin rather than the
individual settlements. For another, okimawiwin would be responsible
for appointing a registrar of Metis titles, who would be responsible for
maintaining a registry of lands and interests in lands of the settle
ments. Again, a necessary condition for the creation ofa new settlement
is that it be supported by okimawiwin. Also, okimawiwin would
administer a new Metis Settlements Resources Trust Fund, which
would replace the Metis Population Betterment Trust Fund, absorbing
the latter's assets. However, most important of all is the proposed
authority of okimawiwin to make policies, the significance of which is
suggested by the following: "Subject to the policies established by
okimawiwin, a settlement council may make bylaws" on a specified
range of quite important matters. 19

BMOC contained a draft of a new Metis Settlements Act which
embodied all three of the requirements stated in Resolution 18: fair and
democratic criteria for membership on settlements: fair and democratic
criteria for land allocation on settlements: and democratic governing
bodies for management and governance of the land. It also contained a
proposed amendment to the Alberta Act. FMSA officials therefore
expected the province to accept the recommendations in BMOC quickly
and with relativelv minor rp~prv~tion~;LThpv wprp to hp (H~~nn()intpil
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The Faltering of the "Made in Alberta" Approach

In the late summer of 1986, the premier ofAlberta and the president
ofthe FMSA set March 1987 as the target date for ajoint announcement
that all the conditions had been met for constitutional entrenchment of
the settlements' land rights. In early 1987 the concerns of senior
officials in the Department of the Attorney General about the possible
implications of the proposed legislation and constitutional amendment
deepened. The department had a number of worries, but it was
especially concerned that the settlements' insistence on "territorial
integrity" (whereby the settlements would own the beds and shores of
lakes, as well as roads and road allowances) would, if recognized in law,
prejudice the province's chance of winning the lawsuit over natural
resources. The dispute about territorial integrity slowed discussion of
other matters. Finally, the end of 1987 was set as the new target date
for agreement on a complete package that was to contain the issuance
of letters patent transferring title to the settlement lands to the settle
ments, an amendment to the Alberta Act and thereby the Canadian
Constitution giving the settlement lands constitutional protection, and
agreement on the wording ofa new Metis Settlement Act.

Soon thereafter senior officials of several departments of the provin
cial government and officials and employees of the FMSA carried on
earnest discussions regarding the implementation ofResolution 18. By
early June 1987, a document was available which represented a
consensus between FMSA and government officials as to the three
elements in the package. On 13 June an all-council meeting voted to
approve the document for tabling in the legislature but, specified that
two workshops had to be held on each settlement to explain, discuss
and review it.

On 17 June 1987, the minister tabled in the Legislative Assembly a
document entitled Implementation ofResolution 18 (A Resolution Con
cerning an Amendment to the Alberta Act) (IRiB). This document
consists of proposed drafts of letters patent to transfer title to settle
ment lands to the settlements, a proposed Alberta Act amendment, and
a proposed Metis Settlement Act. IRiB is noteworthy only for its clarity,
precision and neatness: it provides drafts of letters patent and an
amendment to the Alberta Act in proper legalese, and it organizes the
proposed new Metis Settlements Act in careful language and sets out
its provisions in easily intelligible order. Substantively it does not alter
proposals set out in BMOC. However, unlike BMOC, IRiB makes no
provision for senates of elders. Nothing in the proposed legislation
nrnhihit~ thp ("rp~tinn nf ~pn~tp~ ~~ ~rhri~nrvhnnip~ hllt thp nrnnn~pc1
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At the workshops held on each settlement to discuss IRIB. the
proposals contained in that document met with opposition. One school
of thought held that IRIB. and the FMSA·s position generally. were far
too weak. According to these critics. IRIBwas a sell-out of the interests
of Alberta Metis. in that it did not guarantee significant rights to
off-settlement Metis. Some went further and maintained that. by
concentrating so heavily on a "made in Alberta" approach. as distin
gUished from an approach based on Metis aboriginal rights. it ignored
the rights and aspirations ofMetis in other provinces.

A far more common and vociferous complaint was that IRIB would
give too much power to the settlement councils. to the okimawiwin.. or
both. IRIB. like BMOC before it. would create in okimawiwin an agency
with significantly more power than the FMSA. even though it would be
a creature of the settlement councils. Some critics claimed to fmd
dictatorial connotations in the very word "okimawiwin." Without getting
into the arcane disputes about that issue. let it simply be stated that
"Metis Settlements okimawiwin" was replaced by "Metis Settlements
General Council." Controversy was not merely terminological. however.
Some critics were deeply concerned that council bylaws could be
invalid if they conflicted with okimawiwinpolicies. The other complaint
was that the IRIB proposals allow. although they do not require.
settlement councils to increase the scope of their jurisdiction. As seen
in Chapter 8. many settlers are aggrieved by the real or apparent
partiality exercised by councillors on behalf of favoured individuals or
families. It is not surprising that such settlers were deeply alarmed by
the prospect that the jurisdiction of settlement councils could be
significantly increased under a new Metis Settlements Act.

IRIB thus became a lightning rod. drawing the wrath both of those
who found the FMSA·s position too weak and those who found it too
strong. However. IRIBwas also attacked from other quarters. In the fall
of 1987. some members of one of the eastern settlements who were
unhappy with the day-to-day operations of their council struck upon
IRIB as a focus for their concern. and the Metis Coalition Society of
Alberta was born. This group was not exclusively preoccupied with the
settlements. Its purpose was to act as a watchdog over any group that
purported to speak for the Metis people ofAlberta. During late 1987 and
early 1988. the coalition became a rallYing organization for residents of
the eastern settlements who. for a variety of reasons. were dissatisfied
with their settlement councils or with the FMSA. Since the coalition was
not a homogeneous group with an exclusive ideology. it was able to
nrp~pnt ~ urinp r~nd'p nf nhipr-Hnnc tn T"OlJ:2 Tt nin cn upru pffpr-thrplu
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much to the delight ofboth settlers and government officials who were
unhappy either with some or all of the the IRIB proposals, or with the
speed with which they were moving towards enactment into law. Itwas
partly because of the effectiveness of coalition opposition that the
revised target date for the implementation of Resolution 18 at the end
of 1987 was not met.

About-Face: The Victory of the "Made in Alberta"
Approach

In light of this opposition, many observers were astonished when, on
21 June 1989, the president ofthe FMSA and Premier Getty were shown
on television warmly shaking hands over an agreement that satisfied
the aspirations ofmost settlers. According to the agreement, settlement
land rights and a new system ofgovernment would be enshrined in law
and, in return for dropping their suit against the government, the
settlements would receive about $310 million over seventeen years for
capital and operating costs, and to build up a settlement's heritage
fund. In this section discussion will focus on the principal events
leading up to the surprising breakthrough.

In January 1986, Premier Getty suggested to the then president of
the FMSA that it might be advantageous to both sides if the settlements'
suit against the government were settled out of court. This suggestion
was discussed sporadically for the next couple ofyears without discern
ible advance towards agreement. In May 1988, the government
increased its pressure. The FMSA received a letter from the provincial
attorney general stating uneqUivocally that none of the commitments
in Resolution 18 would be fulfilled until the settlements' suit against
the government was settled. Under the leadership of its new president,
the board ofthe FMSA began to discuss the possibility ofan out-of-court
settlement more urgently and intensively. A consensus was reached
that a satisfactory out-of-court settlement was preferable to several
more years of legal manoeuvring, especially since new legal advice
indicated that there was a real possibility that the case would be lost.

During January and February 1989, agreement was reached. How
ever, fearful that the government might have a change ofheart after the
upcoming provincial election, the Metis applied some pressure of their
own. They threatened to run, just prior to the election, a caravan,
complete with wagon trains, from a town northwest of Edmonton (in a
constituency which the Conservatives hoped to regain from the
Liberals) to the capital (in which the Conservatives hoped to regain
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shortly before the election, the premier's commitment contingent on
approval ofhis caucus and the president's contingent on the agreement
of the settlement councils. In April, the settlements held an all-council
meeting in Jasper. The consensus of the delegates was that the issue
was too big to be decided by them without consulting their electorates.
Accordingly, a referendum on each settlement. managed by a pres
tigious accounting firm, was scheduled for 21 June.

These developments did not occur without opposition. The Metis
Coalition Society splintered, but out of it there emerged one group,
mown as Concerned Citizens, which organized resistance. The Con
cerned Citizens, mainly residents of one western and two eastern
settlements, opposed both the agreement itself as defective and the
referendum as premature. As to the substance of the proposed agree
ment, the Concerned Citizens objected to provisions which, in their
view, gave too much authority to the settlement councils and the
general council. This group was composed mainly of settlers who were
particularly wary of the perceived favouritism of settlement institu
tions, and they wanted legal protection against these practices. As to
the referendum, they wanted it postponed until protections were stated
precisely and settlers had an opportunity to discuss their adequacy.

More threatening opposition came from Highgrass Plain, the north
ernmost and most populous settlement. Settlers there went so far as to
instruct their council to declare that their settlement would withdraw
from the FMSA if a referendum were held. Opposition in Highgrass
mirrored that of the Concerned Citizens. A compromise was reached
whereby Highgrass would participate in the referendum if a three-day
workshop were held, at which officers ofthe FMSA, government officials
and an independent lawyer would explain and answer questions about
the proposed agreement. The few Highgrass settlers who attended the
workshop eventually endorsed the referendum but urged that, if the
agreement were ratified, no legislation should be enacted for six
months, so that settlers would have a chance to study and discuss it,
and propose clarifications of matters of detail.

The MAA, and especially its president, treated the agreement and the
referendum with care. They supported the agreement in principle but
expressed reservations about enacting it too qUickly. Like the setllers
at Highgrass, they called for a six-month period to study the proposed
legislation and address some ofUs details. Not surprisingly, the details
that concerned them most were those that dealt with the accessibility
of settlement membership to non-settlement Metis.
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Both the FMSA and the government were willing to accept the
six-month study period. The referendum proceeded as scheduled. and
77 percent of those who voted supported the agreement. The qualifica
tion on the FMSA president's acceptance of the agreement-that it had
to be supported by the settlements-had been met. The press con
ference at which the results of the referendum were announced was
attended by Premier Getty. who indicated that his party caucus had
accepted the agreement; the proviso with which he accepted the
agreement was thus also removed. The agreement was to be enacted
into law within six months.

The agreement contains six items: 1) The provincial legislature will
enact a Metis Settlements Act. Although no doubt there will be some
changes in detail. this act will not depart far from the model set out
initially in the MacEwan Report and essentially replicated in other
documents discussed earlier in this chapter; 2) The legislature will also
pass a Metis Settlements Land Act. This act will give the settlements full
title to their land; 3) The legislature will pass a resolution calling for an
amendment of the Alberta Act whereby the title of settlements to their
land will be constitutionally entrenched. Assuming that the federal
government complies. no future Alberta government will be able
Unilaterally to dispossess any settlement of its land; 4) A fmances
agreementwill be struck between the government and the settlements.
whereby the settlements will receive (by the end of the agreement) only
slightly less than they would have received if their suit had been
successful. They will receive $30 million a year for the first seven years
of the agreement (1990 to 1997). consisting of $25 million for capital
and operating costs and $5 million to be deposited in a heritage fund.
According to government officials. if the heritage fund is managed
effectively it could be worth $140 million by 2007. when the agreement
terminates. Between 1998 and 2007 payments will drop to $10 million
a year. which is approximately the amount the settlements would have
received under the current system of financing. taking into account
inflation and population increases; 5) There will be an agreement for
co-management of settlement surface and subsurface resources.
Although the settlements will give up their claim to royalties on
subsurface resources. they will acquire a voice. with the government.
regarding the exploitation ofoil and gas. They will no longer come under
the jurisdiction of the Surface Rights Act. which currently governs
access to. and compensation for. the activities ofoil and gas companies
on settlement lands; 6) There will be a commission agreement. A
commission will be established. selected jointly by the settlements and
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the provincial cabinet. The principal area of responsibility of the
commission will be fmancial management and accounting, although it
will also be responsible for some spheres of program delivery, mainly
housing and transportation. When the commission begins its work, the
MOB will be eliminated, its responsibilities assumed by the commis
sion, the settlement councils and the general council. At the end of the
initial seven-year period, the commission will be disbanded, and
responsibility for governing the settlements will be transferred to the
settlement councils and, to a lesser extent. to the general council.

Evidently the Metis settlers have secured an agreement satisfactory
to the majority of them, especially in regard to their land claims.
However, mindful of a long history of bad faith on the part of Euro
Canadians in regard to promises concerning land, the Metis have wisely
refused to drop their suit against the government until the agreement
is finnly in place.
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EPILOGUE

In the Introduction I emphasized that this book was intended to
explore a terrain rather than answer a question. The terrain has been
explored. so this is neither a summary nor a conclusion. In these last
few pages I want to speculate very briefly about the implications for the
Metis of the historic 1989 agreement. I consider these implications as
they apply first to the Alberta Metis settlements. second as they apply
to other rural Metis communities. and finally as they apply to urban
Metis.

To the extent that the 1989 agreement was an agreement about title
to existing Alberta settlement land. I find it admirable. Not only the
substance of the agreement but also the process whereby it was
reached bring credit both to the Metis settlers and their representatives
and also to the provincial government. In particular. by securing title to
the land. the Metis politicians satisfied a fundamental aspiration of the
majority of their constituents. In the manner in which they achieved
this objective. the Metis politicians displayed a remarkable combina
tion of commitment to principle and political finesse. For its part. the
government exhibited an admirable. albeit tardy. willingness to retreat
from a legalistic. confrontational posture to one which was more
flexible.

The part ofthe agreement dealing with "self-government" seems to be
least satisfactory. Essentially. the self-government provisions of the
agreement will transform the Metis settlements into quite conventional
rural municipalities. I doubt that these provisions will be sufficient to
accommodate the cultural. social and economic uniqueness of the
settlements. One should not be surprised if the settlements call for
amendments to the new act long before the seventeen-year agreement
expires. However. they have given hostages to the future and they will
be in for some tough battles.

Another unsatisfactory feature of the agreement is that it makes no
provision for the creation ofnew settlements. It may be that the Alberta
government is labOUring under the illusion that. at least as far as land
is concerned. "the Metis issue" is closed. If so. I think it will be
disappointed. Even if the existing settlements do not press for the
creation of additional settlements in areas of the province where there
are significant concentrations ofMetis. it is almost certain that the MAA
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will make land claims on behalf of the non-settlement Metis. Certainly
the MAAwill be in a very strong position to argue on grounds offairness
that residents of existing settlements. who constitute a small minority
of the province's Metis population. should not be given preferred
treatment.

This brings us to our second consideration: the implications of the
agreement for rural Metis communities other than the Alberta settle
ments. The main point here. I believe, is that the Alberta agreement will
give new political leverage to such communities. Presumably this
leverage will be strongest in the other prairie provinces, but it seems
likely to have an effect in Ontario and British Columbia as well. If an
Alberta Conservative government with no strong record of concern for
Native aspirations. and with its greatest electoral strength con
centrated in the southern part of the province where the Metis do not
speak with a loud voice, can make an historic agreement, the ability of
other provinces to resist similar demands would seem to be seriously
reduced. (It would be politically imprudent for any government to
suggest thatAlberta acted as it did because ofthe threat imposed by the
suit over subsurface resources.) At the very least, the Alberta agree
ment is bound to strengthen the hands ofrural Metis land claimants in
other provinces.

Of course, other Metis rural collectivities may be more impressed by
the fact of the Alberta agreement than by its terms. For example, some
may be attracted to a system of individual title to land, as in the scrip
system, rather than the Alberta system of collective ownership. Cer
tainly other Metis groups may seek a more extensive scope of self
government than the one contained in the Alberta agreement. One
major effect of the Alberta agreement is likely to be its assistance to
other Metis collectivities in deciding what they will and will not seek.

We tum, finally. to a rapidly growing segment of the population, the
urban Metis. In my judgement, the Alberta settlements agreement is
likely to have little import for Metis committed to urban life. except to
the extent that such a major breakthrough may strengthen their morale
and determination, while perhaps modestly increasing their bargaining
power with municipal and provincial governments. This judgement is
based on two main considerations. First, the Alberta settlements
agreement is, above all, an agreement about title to land: this is not, to
my knowledge. a principal concern of urban Metis political activists.
Second. the Alberta agreement, to the extent that it is concerned with
greater political autonomy. deals with legal and political considerations
that annlv to commllnitip~ with c1pfinitp tprritorial boundaries. Of
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course many urban Native aspirations also require the attainment of
increased political self-determination. but in the urban setting
increased self-determination means mainly the provision to a unique
clientele of new services. the modification of conventional services. or
the alteration of the mode of delivery of services. In other words. the
basis ofdemands for increased self-government in urban areas is more
functional than territorial. As I see it. then. urban Metis have little to
learn from the substance of the Alberta agreement. but I should add
that they could do worse than contact the leading politicians of the
Alberta Metis settlements for advice about effective negotiation.
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The Government and Politics of the Alberta Metis Settlements, by Dr. T.C.
Pocklington, examines the internal political institutions and processes, and the
external political relationships of the eight legally recognized Metis settlements of
northern Alberta, employing historical, legal, observational, philosophical and interview
analysis.
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governmental institutions, and their political processes. In addition to dealing with
political leaders, considerable attention is devoted to the political attitudes, opinions
and activities of "rank-and-file" settlers. The study also explores relationships between
the settlements and external organizations, such as the Metis Association of Alberta
and various agencies of the provincial government.

This is the first study to undertake a broad examination of the contemporary politics of
a Canadian Native collectivity. The study makes extensive use of data derived from
interviews with Metis politicians, their constituents, and government officials. The study
presents an unconventional approach to the issue of Native self-government and
applies it to the situation of the Metis settlements.
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Indiana University (Government) in 1964. He has taught political science at the
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Committee on Native Studies for three years, he was acting director of its School of
Native Studies during its founding year (1985-86). He is general editor of Liberal
Democracy in Canada and the United States (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart, 1985), and has
published articles in Ethics, The Canadian Journal of Political Science and The
Windsor Yearbook ofAccess to Justice.
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